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Fueled by the advancement of 5G new radio (5G NR), rapid development has occurred in
many fields. Compared with the conventional approaches, beamforming and network slic-
ing enable 5G NR to have ten times decrease in latency, connection density, and experienced
throughput than 4G long term evolution (4G LTE). These advantages pave the way for the
evolution of Cyber-physical Systems (CPS) on a large scale. The reduction of consumption,
the advancement of control engineering, and the simplification of Unmanned Aircraft Sys-
tem (UAS) enable the UAS networking deployment on a large scale to become feasible. The
UAS networking can finish multiple complex missions simultaneously. However, the limi-
tations of the conventional approaches are still a big challenge to make a trade-off between
the massive management and efficient networking on a large scale.
With 5G NR and machine learning, in this dissertation, my contributions can be summarized
as the following:
• I proposed a novel Optimized Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (OAODV) routing
protocol to improve the throughput of Intra UAS networking. The novel routing pro-
tocol can reduce the system overhead and be efficient.
• To improve the security, I proposed a blockchain scheme to mitigate the malicious
basestations for cellular connected UAS networking and a proof-of-traffic (PoT) to im-
prove the efficiency of blockchain for UAS networking on a large scale.
• Inspired by the biological cell paradigm, I proposed the cell wall routing protocols
for heterogeneous UAS networking. With 5G NR, the inter connections between UAS
networking can strengthen the throughput and elasticity of UAS networking.
• With machine learning, the routing schedulings for intra- and inter- UAS networking
can enhance the throughput of UAS networking on a large scale. The inter UAS net-
working can achieve the max-min throughput globally edge coloring. I leveraged the
upper and lower bound to accelerate the optimization of edge coloring.
viii
This dissertation paves a way regarding UAS networking in the integration of CPS and ma-
chine learning. The UAS networking can achieve outstanding performance in a decentral-
ized architecture. Concurrently, this dissertation gives insights into UAS networking on a
large scale. These are fundamental to integrating UAS and National Aerial System (NAS),
critical to aviation in the operated and unmanned fields. The dissertation provides novel ap-
proaches for the promotion of UAS networking on a large scale. The proposed approaches
extend the state-of-the-art of UAS networking in a decentralized architecture. All the alter-
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Mobile technology has provided many conveniences to modern humans. The cell phone
improves the quality of communication and makes it possible that different people can keep
in touch with each other no matter how far away they are. All the benefits brought by cell
phones come from cellular network construction. The evolution of cellular networks played
a vital role in the revolution of modern industry as it brought people closer together and
increased the speed at which information industries were able to develop.
The 2nd generation (2G) cellular networking provides voice and text services. The 3rd gen-
eration (3G) cellular networking keeps the voice and text service link and adds one more
link to provide a general packet radio service (GPRS). In 3G communication, the users can
leverage GPRS to access the Internet on mobile devices. However, the uploading and down-
loading speeds of the Internet on mobile devices are still limited in that the users can only
browse some web pages and download pictures. The capacity of 3G cannot provide enough
traffic capacity for the industrial communication in real time. As the deployments of base
stations (BSs) and manufacturers increase dramatically, the 4th generation long-term evolu-
tion (4G LTE) cellular communication is coming to the public. In the 4G LTE, the researchers
and the engineers have taken a lot of effort to exploit the potential of 4G LTE. Compared
with 2G and 3G, various novel and practical approaches have been proposed to refine the
spectrum efficiency and quality of services (QoS).
In 4G LTE, the rapid growth of the deployment of BSs and the integration of access points
accelerate the Internet access speed. Many 4G LTE-based implementations have come into
the public life. 4G LTE gives the industries more choice to deploy their industrial network-
ing, and provide private services to factories. However, 4G LTE still has some limitations in
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which devices cannot deploy on a large scale. The average latency of 4G LTE for end-to-end
communication is around 20 ms (Lauridsen et al., 2017). The average handover execution
time between different BSs is around 49.5 ms (Chen et al., 2018a). Consequently, the cov-
erage performance of 4G LTE cannot provide a stable connection to mobile devices for the
Internet access. These drawbacks cause 4G LTE not able to be implemented in many fields,
including health care, and industrial implementations.
As cellular networking evolves, the 5th generation new radio (5G NR) is coming. Imple-
menting 5G NR on a large scale stimulates the new revolutions in many fields like health
care and self-driving vehicles. Compared with 4G LTE, 5G NR has more enhancements in
many aspects, such as latency (Yang et al., 2018), spectrum efficiency (Wang et al., 2017b),
traffic capacity (Olwal, Djouani, and Kurien, 2016), connection density (Wang et al., 2017c),
experienced throughput (Na et al., 2018) and network efficiency (Ge et al., 2017). Network
slicing, one of the most critical breakthroughs of 5G NR, separates the hardware into mul-
tiple virtual networks according to different applications, services, or purposes. The opera-
tors can deploy multiple and specific networks in the same physical hardware to maximize
networking usage. In the network slicing paradigm, the BSs can allocate configured grant
resources to accessing tenants. The tenants can transceive their data randomly, which can
eliminate the latency caused by request scheduling and maximize the utilization of spec-
trum resource (Vannithamby and Talwar, 2017).
Beamforming and Mulitple Input and Multiple Output (MIMO) were considered two fun-
damentals to advance the communication capacity in 4G LTE. However, these two key tech-
nologies have not been implemented on a large scale. In 5G NR, these two key technologies
are implemented to achieve higher traffic capacity and connection density (Vook, Ghosh,
and Thomas, 2014). Simultaneously, 5G NR adopts cloud computing (Wubben et al., 2014)
and edge computing (Tran et al., 2017) to enhance experimented throughput, which is af-
fected by networking latency seriously. Once the construction of networking finished, 5G
NR will be ready to connect everything (Agiwal, Roy, and Saxena, 2016). Naturally, the evo-
lution of 5G NR fuels the development of the Internet of Things (IoT). In the construction
of 5G NR, the deployment of BSs exceeds the amount of 4G LTE, and mmWave is the first
time to apply to civilian cellular communication on a large scale. The massive BSs are the
fundamental to the massive deployment of IoT, which connects everything, including ve-
hicles, mobile devices, and Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). The comparison between 1G,
2G, 3G, 4G, and 5G is as Table 4.2 shows. In Table 1.1, I mainly compared the switching,
core networking, multiplexing, and data bandwidth these technologies.
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Table 1.1: Comparison between 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G, and 5G
Comparison Switching Core Networking Multiplexing Data Bandwidth
1G Circuit PSTN FDMA 2.4 Kb/s
2G Circuit, Packet PSTN TDMA/CDMA 64 Kb/s
3G Packet Packet N/W CDMA 2 Mb/s




5G NR All Packet Internet CDMA 1 Gb/s
With the growth of novel control technologies, manufacturing, and battery, UAS has devel-
oped several years and boost many technical revolutions in various fields like agriculture
(Subba Rao and Rao, 2019)and power plants (Liu, Hou, and Ju, 2017). UAS can carry spray
pesticides to cure the diseases of corps which are caused by pests or the lack of nutrition.
Workers can steer UAS to detect if the power line connects well remotely so that the workers
do not have to climb the tower and reduce labor consumption.
Although UAS accelerates the development of many fields, the limitations of conventional
communication still constrain its flexibility and capacities like flight range and fleet con-
nection. The majority of UAS communication is based on remote radio controllers. These
radio controllers support Direct Sequential Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and Frequency Hop-
ping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) (Edrich and Schmalenberger, 2002). The maximum flight
range is constrained by the controllers’ transmitter power (Volkert et al., 2019). In addi-
tion, videos, images, and other operation information are dilivered in different links, which
needs to carry different transceivers to receive information and send intrusions. Point-to-
point communication cannot guarantee QoS and is vulnerable to external interference. The
other approach is to connect UAS to the cellular networking. The cellular BSs take the place
of the controllers’ transceivers and transceive the data with the cellular networking. Many
researchers spent their efforts to improve the cellular-connected UAS (Zeng et al., 2018; Mei,
Wu, and Zhang, 2018; Hellaoui et al., 2018).
Due to the data rate in 2G and 3G, most cellular-connected UAS research focuses on inte-
grating and enhancing 4G LTE. Their work primarily considers UAS as a platform that relays
data transmission. Simultaneously, UAS networking is separated from the ground IoT. The
operators need to have specific equipment to access UAS networking and bridge the net-
working to terrestrial networking (Zhang et al., 2019e). Due to the latency and bandwidth
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of 4G LTE, the cellular-connected UAS cannot transmit control intrusions and collect data si-
multaneously. Therefore, there is a trade-off between QoS and transmission rate in 4G LTE.
Besides, the deployment of BSs is not capable of providing handover service for UAS. The
average speed of UAS is around 20m/s (Xu et al., 2014) which is also a challenge for latency
control. Due to 4G LTE, the cellular-connected UAS has not been applied on a large scale.
Compared with 4G LTE, 5G NR can satisfy the requirement of UAS on mobile communica-
tion. The trade-off in 4G LTE may be eliminated under 5G NR. The comparison between 4G
LTE and 5G NR (Lauridsen et al., 2017) is depicted in Table 4.2.
Table 1.2: Comparison of performance between 4G and 5G
Comparison Handover User Plane Latency Control Plane Latency Supported Maximum Coupling Loss
4G LTE 49.5 ms 20 ms 100 ms 140 dB
5G NR 0 ms 1 ms 10 ms 164 dB
It is a great time to integrate 5G NR into UAS networking. UAS networking, as a branch of
IoT, can fuel more development of IoT. With 5G NR, UAS networking will not be limited to
being a flight platform. UAS networking with sensors can be a mobile perception for IoT
to explore the environment. With 5G NR, UAS networking can be a human’s hand to sense
and finish the jobs remotely. In the era of 5G NR, it is possible to connect everything to the
Internet. The deployment of BSs will cover every corner of the world, which is more potent
than 4G LTE. UAS networking with 5G NR can be more flexible and productive in many
fields.
UAS networking with 5G NR can be more accurate in the location with BSs, which can
improve the agricultural UAS. The agricultural UAS needs an accurate location when they
operate missions in the agricultural field. So far, the UAS with spraying missions, can spray
different pesticides at specific areas accurately. The more accurate the spraying, the better
the results the farmers will get. When the UAS is in operation, it needs a continuous con-
nection to the ground stations. The connection can deliver intrusions and send feedback
in real-time. The accurate location and ultra-low latency also fuel the power line detec-
tion and traffic surveillance (Xilouris et al., 2018). The workers can drive UAS to capture
high-resolution images. With edge computing, high-resolution images can be processed be-
fore being uploaded to cloud. The workers can detect potential issues of the power line re-
motely and eliminate them before they happen (Chakareski et al., 2019). For traffic surveil-
lance, the police can leverage UAS to acquire videos on the highway. UAS networking de-
livers the high revolution videos to the nearby BSs, and the BSs extract information. Cloud
computing-enabled 5G NR can optimize traffic management in real-time and allocate the
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police resources to direct traffic (Ullah et al., 2019). For disaster rescue, UAS networking
can play a role in network emergency re-construction. The 5G NR-enabled UAS can allocate
the bandwidth for different tasks with beamforming. UAS networking can form multiple
beams to satisfy data relay and collection missions simultaneously (Zhao et al., 2019b). In
the era of 5G, UAS networking will be one of the most promising tools to alter conventional









Figure 1.1: Relationship of AI, ML and RL
Another big chance is Artificial Intelligence (AI). After the revolution of computing capacity,
AI went through the winter (Hendler, 2008) and had been going to blossom. As novel com-
puting approaches update, AI has already been implemented into many fields to provide
intelligent services for workers or machines. The AI-based implementations have apparent
effects on the enhancement in different fields, stimulating many people to engage in AI re-
search. So far, AI has developed many branches. Machine Learning (ML), a subset of AI,
has been continuously implemented to accelerate machine production. In UAS field, there
have been a lot of successful cases for improving UAS. Among many approaches, Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) is one of the most promising approaches to help UAS learn knowledge
from interaction with the environment. The relationship is depicted in Figure 1.1. The ML
contains three parts: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and RL. Some researchers
have already tried to apply RL to UAS optimization. The RL can replace the conventional
approaches, like PID, to achieve a more robust and accurate UAS control (Sugimoto and
Gouko, 2016). Concurrently, the trained RL can allocate the network resources to improve
the communication quality of UAS fleet (Wang et al., 2019a; Shamsoshoara et al., 2019). The
RL implementations on UAS prove that the ML-enabled approaches are promising methods
to improve UAS networking under the era of 5G.
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1.2 Methodology
Although UAS networking has lots of benefits, there are still many problems that need to
be solved. The advantages of 5G NR can accelerate the development of UAS networking in
many fields.
In this dissertation, I integrate UAS networking into CPS via 5G NR and optimize the per-
formance with ML. The following are the main issues of this dissertation (depicted as Fig-
ure 1.2).
Figure 1.2: Main issues for UAS networking
The following paragraphs are brief descriptions of each issue:
1. Optimal Routing for UAS Networking
The advanced UAS helps workers, officials, and civilians to finish their work more effi-
ciently and safely. Further, UAS swarms can execute multiple missions simultaneously,
improving the efficiency and quality of mission complement.
The advantages of UAS swarms are deeply dependent on the connectivity of UAS net-
working. Therefore, as the key of UAS networking, the networking routing is critical to
the performance of UAS swarms. According to architecture, the conventional UAS net-
working routing protocols are mainly classified into three categories: 1) Centralized,
2) Decentralized, 3) Hierarchical. The centralized architecture has a leader that man-
ages all the communication between swarms. In this architecture, the leader needs to
be more powerful than its followers and prevent from crashing. The apparent draw-
back of centralized architecture is the leader. The UAS swarms will lose control once
the leader has crashed. The leader needs to stay online to maintain networking. The
decentralized architectures are robust to the crash of its members. The members can
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send a request to their destination for communication when they need it. However,
the decentralized architectures consume too much energy and overhead of the system.
The hierarchical architecture combines the decentralized and the centralized advan-
tages to form UAS swarms. The UAS swarms are divided into different small swarms
with the same leader for management. In each small swarm, the members are equal
to deploy the decentralized routing protocols. Although the hierarchical architectures
are robust and efficient, they are difficult to deploy in practice. A light and efficient
routing protocol is required to improve the communication between different UAS net-
working.
2. Optimal Throughput for UAS Networking
Heterogeneous UAS swarm networking requires robust, flexible, and reduced inter-
ference connections to improve the throughput of UAS swarm networking. The high
and robust throughput of multiple UAS swarms can enhance the controllability, mis-
sion complement, and flight efficiency. 5G NR-enabled heterogeneous UAS swarm
networking can enable UAS to select optimal hops for the next delivery, reducing the
interference and increasing the spectrum efficiency. As the leading technology of 5G
NR, beamforming can enable UAS to deliver packets to the specific destinations in
directional. The beamforming-enabled UAS networking can reduce energy consump-
tion and interference remarkably, which improves the compatibility of UAS network-
ing to the UAS mobility crucially. The optimal direction pointing enables the multi-
ple connections to be constructed simultaneously. The low divergence angle allows
the beamforming to generate lower intervals than Omni-directional transmitting. The
high spectrum efficiency of 5G NR enables heterogeneous UAS swarms to achieve ro-
bust connections and reliable throughput between different UAS swarms. The con-
ventional UAS swarms are based on hierarchical architectures, which need to deploy a
specific UAS to afford the communication. The hierarchical architectures are efficient
in managing UAS swarms. However, the architectures lack resilience and flexibility
of controllability on a large scale. The beamforming provides sufficient freedom for
communication between UAS swarms. The optimized characteristics of beamforming
process the robust decentralization of UAS swarm networking. The conventional ap-
proaches cannot extend the UAS swarm networking on a large scale in real-time and
are also vulnerable to the dynamic nature of UAS swarms. An optimized throughput
solution is required to satisfy UAS swarm networking.
3. Scheduling Optimization for UAS Networking
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The throughput enhancement for heterogeneous UAS networking focuses on deploy-
ment and scheduling. Due to the flexibility, the deployment of UAS networking can
adjust according to the environment and the target, which mainly leverages the tra-
jectory optimization and signal detection for the maximum throughput. Scheduling
optimization focuses on link selection optimization. The heterogeneous UAS network-
ing selects an optimal routing for both packets delivery and assigns optimum time and
orders for the active links, which reduce the collision occurring and energy consump-
tion in the flight. The conventional approaches can improve the heterogeneous UAS
networking in some simple aspects, however, they cannot satisfy the dynamic envi-
ronment intelligently. Among the conventional approaches, cell wall construction can
improve the flexibility and resilience of throughput maintenance with edge coloring
algorithms. However, the conventional edge coloring algorithms are not optimal and
efficient, which needs to reduce the collision occurring with fewer order allocations.
1.3 Contribution
The integration of the cellular network and IoT extends the scale of the Internet into the sky.
Most of the conventional architectures of UAS networking are centralized and lack stability,
flexibility, and elasticity, which pose a challenge for the large-scale implementation of UAS
swarms. Unlike the conventional approaches, my architecture is decentralized. I proposed
a solution for the large-scale implementation of UAS networking. In this dissertation, my
contributions concentrate on the following aspects:
1. Optimized Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol for Swarm UAS
I proposed a swarm-oriented, decentralized, and efficient routing algorithm, OAODV.
Based on beamforming, OAODV can select the next hops and deliver packets in the
heading of their destination. Each path discovery is labeled which allows OAODV
to generate multiple paths. OAODV can increase the routings and reduce link gen-
eration and latency. Most importantly, with the flexible searching space, OAODV
can avoid unnecessary searching and reduce the overhead of swarm UAS. Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) is implemented to contain better throughput and fewer hops of
routing. Compared with AODV and OLSR, OAODV shows promising potential, re-
ducing average overhead and average latency, respectively. With the enhancement of
ACO, the evaluation shows ACO-enabled OAODV can reduce hop generation and in-
crease throughput efficiently. The proposed OAODV is different from the conventional
AODV, which is suitable for the swarm UAS networking on a large scale. The OAODV
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aims to improve swarm UAS networking to an amount that is infinite. The massive
implementations of UAS networking need much more efficiency, reliability, flexibility,
and elasticity for the cooperation between different swarm UAS networking, which is
essential to the deployment of CPS in the future on the aerial areas.
2. Lightweight Blockchain Assisted Secure Routing for UAS Networking
With lightweight Blockchain, UAS swarms can prevent the malicious UAS connection
to the swarm UAS networking and mitigate the attacks from malicious UAS. Different
from the conventional consensus construction, I leveraged PoT to construct consensus.
Compatible with the constrained resource of swarm UAS, the lightweight Blockchain-
assisted approach proposed can maintain the efficiency and scalability of UAS net-
working.
3. Biological Cell Paradigm for UAS Networking
I proposed a bio-inspired routing for heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. Inspired
by the biological cell paradigm, each UAS swarm has the principal characteristics of
cell wall building. Within the connection range, the heterogeneous UAS swarm can
construct a cell wall for cooperation and collaboration. As the UAS swarm increases,
the cell wall construction keeps stable, which outperforms the conventional gateway
UAS approaches. With cell walls, the heterogeneous UAS networking can achieve high
volume throughput and reliable connections. The cell wall approach is decentralized
and elastic to the dynamic nature of UAS networking and has a great potential to assist
the deployment of UAS networking under a variable environment.
4. Extensive Throughput Optimization for UAS Networking
I proposed a cell wall paradigm to enhance the flexibility and the throughput for het-
erogeneous UAS networking. I formulate and summarize the throughput optimization
into capacity maximization to achieve the max-min throughput in both full-duplex
and half-duplex modes. With the implementation of upper and lower bounds, an op-
timal edge coloring can obtain the optimized scheduling of active links. The balance
of the active links can mitigate collisions on the UASs to strengthen the throughput of
UAS networking globally for the collaboration and corporation of the heterogeneous
UAS swarms on a large scale.
5. Swarm Oriented Routing Scheduling with RL Enhancement
Unlike the previous work on UAS networking, I improved the communication between
heterogeneous UAS networking in bio-inspired behaviors, cell wall communication.
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The cell wall communication is not dependent on the specific UAS or the UAS net-
working to afford gateway services for other peers, which can be flexible and elastic
to the dynamics of UAS networking on a flight. To achieve the maximum throughput
between the heterogeneous UAS networking, I formulated the routing scheduling into
an edge-coloring problem, an NP-hard problem. With RL enhancement, I resolved the
edge-coloring problem with the minimum colors to extend the utility of each link be-
tween the cell wall. The RL-enabled approach can improve the throughput and elastic-
ity of UAS networking significantly. Simultaneously, RL can achieve more throughput
as the number of installed beams in UAS rises.
6. Routing Scheduling Optimization for Heterogeneous UAS Swarms
I improved scheduling optimization for heterogeneous UAS networking. To achieve
flexible networking for the heterogeneous UAS networking, I adopted cell wall com-
munication to construct the connections between the heterogeneous UAS networking.
According to the saturate of active link allocation, I leveraged RL to adjust the time al-
location and orders in the time slots to reduce the collisions occurring and enhance the
throughput for the heterogeneous UAS networking. Constrained with the throughput
derived for the intra UAS networking, I maximized the throughput for the collabora-
tion and cooperation of the heterogeneous UAS networking globally. With RL-enabled
scheduling, I achieved global optimization on link activation and time allocation.
1.4 Organization
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. I present the literature review in chapter
2. Chapter 3 provides optimal routing protocols for UAS networking. Based on the opti-
mal routing protocols, throughput enhancements for the individual and the heterogeneous
UAS networking are proposed in chapter 4. Simultaneously, the heterogeneous UAS net-
working includes the intra and the inter throughput optimizations. Chapter 5 presents the
scheduling optimization of UAS networking, including local and global optimizations for
throughput. Chapter 6 concludes with the contributions to my dissertation and my future





The flexibility of UAS makes airborne networking different from Vehicle Ad hoc networks
(VANET) and Mobile Ad hoc networks (MANET). Due to flexibility and limitation of power,
UAS networking cannot remain unchanged for a long time. The topology prediction in mea-
surement policy presents an approach to estimate the changing trend of topology according
to the movement and the position updating of UAS (Razi, Afghah, and Chakareski, 2017).
At the same time, the ground stations also assess the reliability of the networking in UAS
networking (Cui et al., 2018). Based on the predictions, some topology control approaches
can improve the mission operation. The ground stations can switch topology, which can im-
prove the teleportation performance (Secchi et al., 2012). Due to the time-varying delay,
the synchronization of control commands is a big challenge for the UAS fleet. A consensus-
based topology approach(Xiong et al., 2018) can improve the security and efficiency. Each
UAV broadcasts and receives commands, timestamp and peers’ results. The majority of
the results is accepted by the other UAVs. After four stages, the UAS networking can con-
struct the consensus, update the topology, and eliminate time delay (Chapman and Mesbahi,
2011). Other approaches switch the topology to solve the time-varying formation tracking
problem in direction (Dong et al., 2018) and interaction (Zhou, Dong, and Zhong, 2016),
which can improve the reliability with the relevant information. The topology of UAS net-
working is vital to the UAS implementation (Lysenko, Valuiskyi, and Pryschepa, 2010). The
UAS fleets can adjust the topology and match the distribution of ground nodes which can
increase surviving time of the UAS fleets (Li et al., 2015). The difference in the mission op-
eration causes the surviving time to vary. Without rational deployment and management,
the replacement can impact the reliability and efficiency of UAS networking. A distributed
formation control updated the topology to strengthen the reliability and throughput (Zou
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et al., 2018). In extreme situations, the UAS networking crash may cause delay and pack-
ets loss rate to surge. A digraph based approach solved the issue (Chen et al., 2017) and
the proving work shows that the topology control algorithm can maintain the UAS network-
ing, although K UAS communication links are lost. The comparison of the topology control
algorithms is presented in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Comparison of topology control of UAS networking




1. Senstive to Time-varying
Consensus-based
1. High Sychronization
2. Robust to Topology Changing
1. Overhead of System
Geographic-based
1. Robust to Topology Changing
2. High Control Accuracy
1. Sensitive to Time-varying
2. Low Sychronization
Diagraph-based
1. High Survival Rate
2. Robust to Time-varying
1. Hard to Deployment




Figure 2.1: Cellular UAS
The UAS connected via cellular (shown as Figure 2.1) networking extends the range of flight.
The operator leverages multi-hop technologies to construct links for sending commands. At
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the same time, the UAS can utilize the onboard communication module to backhaul infor-
mation (including videos, images, and other flight parameters) to pilots. Amorim et al. eval-
uated the performance of wireless communication channel which is utilized in the cellular
network and UAS. They concluded three factors (expanded radio horizon at higher levels,
line-of-sight clearing, and decreased obstruction of the first fresnel zone) that have a pro-
nounced effects on the communication performance (Amorim et al., 2017). However, they
did not propose a practical method to quantify these factors. López-Pérez et al. applied the
height-dependent path loss model to explain the coverage probability and area spectral ef-
ficiency (López-Pérez et al., 2018). In general, cellular-connected UAS are attracting more
attention, and essential works (Fotouhi et al., 2019). The cellular-connected UAS can offer
an unprecedented opportunity to realize UAS-mounted flying BSs (Azari, Rosas, and Pollin,
2019; Zeng, Lyu, and Zhang, 2019). However, there are still many challenges in 4G LTE.
Based on 4G LTE, 4G networking cannot supply enough bandwidth, traffic capacity, and
spectrum efficiency to satisfy the cellular-connected UAS. The 5G NR architecture and stan-
dards make effective cellular-connected UAS possible.
One of the essential advantages is latency and efficiency in 5G networking. Long et al. pro-
posed a practical latency-aware BS selection based on a 5G networking approach to min-
imize the expected access latency (Long et al., 2019). Their simulation shows that their
approach can reduce latency effectively.
Another essential advantage of 5G NR is spectrum efficiency. Hellaoui et al. separated the
data plane and control plane, which reduces the burden of 5G NR and improves the spec-
trum efficiency. Pan et al. proposed a spatial optimization algorithm to improve the data
rate and network utility performance. Their evaluation shows that their scheme can improve
the data rate up to 39.79% which is better than the fixed location schemes. The drawback is
that the transmission rate degrades quickly if the accessing requests surge in a short time.
Mei et al. proposed cooperative non-orthogonal multiple access schemes to mitigate the se-
vere uplink interference between cellular-connected UAS and BSs. Their experiment shows
that their cooperative scheme yields higher achievable rates of non-orthogonal transmission
and non-cooperative approaches (Mei and Zhang, 2019). However, their approaches cannot
satisfy UAS accessing demanding.
Most UAS need mutual authentication before they take off. UAS receives the authentication
request from the ground controller. This request includes the controller’s machine identity
and encrypted commands. After receiving the request, the UAS verifies the controller’s
identity with shared keys and then constructs a communication link between the controller
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and UAS. The controller sends commands to the UAS and receives feedback from the control
system of UAS. Shoufan proposed an authentication approach that continuously detects the
pattern of command from the controller. The control system of UAS recognizes the pilot’s
behavior via command patterns with a random forest classifier. His experiment achieved
an accuracy of 88%, which paved the way for the real-time classifier for UAS (Shoufan,
2017). This type of communication is easy to construct and has high data efficiency for
the point to point control. However, when it comes to multiple UAS, it is hard to separate
enough channels to control each UAS precisely. The cellular network can provide Multiple
Input Multiple Output (MIMO) to users who control the UAS in a pretty large amount.
The cellular network also has the advantage of reliable multiple hopping, which helps the
operator command multiple UAS.
The cellular-connected UAS needs authentication when it hands over the connection be-
tween BSs. The user needs authentication when BS changes. This mechanism is not a big
problem in 4G LTE networking. Because the coverage of each BS is big enough, in rare cases,
users go through many coverage of BSs frequently, while the data rate of 4G LTE cannot sat-
isfy the cellular UAS in real-time. The 5G cellular network has many advantages that make
the cellular-connected UAS in real-time possible. Yoon et al. proposed an encrypted ap-
proach that can increase the security of the communication channels in the authentication
process between cellular-connected UAS and BSs. Their results showed that their approach
can defend denial-of-service (DoS) attacks effectively (Yoon et al., 2017). Apart from increas-
ing communication security to improve authentication, Chen, et al. integrated direct anony-
mous attestation (DAA) with mutual authentication into the cellular-connected UAS. The
DAA provides an elegant balance between platform authentication and anonymity. Their
results shows that this integration has efficient authentication while they cannot solve the
problem if malicious or fake BSs are in the flight zone.
The most current work focuses on how to defend attackers hijacking the authentication
process and command links. However, if the UAS connects to a malicious or fake BS, their
work can hardly succeed when the attackers play attacks.
2.2 Swarm
The swarm concept enhances the performance of management significantly. The swarms
implementations mainly focus on two aspects: optimization and robots. In the optimiza-
tion, the researchers designed the computers to imitate the behaviors of swarms to search
the global optimization and avoid local optimization. In the swarm robot, the researchers
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implemented the swarm concept to the fleet of robots. Each robot in the fleet follows the
nearby effects to achieve the missions complement. In the following paragraphs, I will in-
vestigate the development of these two fields in the engineering implementations.
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Inspired by biological behaviors, the researchers tried to implement the searching of swarm
into the optimization of engineering. The swarm optimization algorithms are implemented
in many fields to enhance the system. Based on the behaviors of swarms, many different
swarm intelligence algorithms are proposed (Tan and Ding, 2016). The comparison between
particle swarm, ant colony, and artificial fish is presented in Table 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Ant colony algorithm
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The ant colony algorithm (shown as Figure 2.2) should be the most famous algorithm (Xu
and Kang, 2013). The agent imitates the ants to utilize the pheromone to mark the path they
passed. The ants update the trajectory according to the evaporation of the pheromone. The
path with heavy pheromone will be the shortest path to get destination. Currently, most ant
colony algorithms find the shortest path for the UAS mission planning (Çalık, 2016; Cui,
Wang, and Chen, 2014; Cekmez, Ozsiginan, and Sahingoz, 2016). The ant colony algorithm
can achieve global optimization with multiple constraints.
Figure 2.3: Particle swarm algorithm
The next is the particle swarm algorithms shown as Figure 2.3. The particle swarm is in-
spired by particle movement. The particle can affect its peers. The particle makes the next
movement according to its peers’ movement. Each particle updates its velocity, position,
and acceleration to achieve global optimization. The particle swarm searches the optimiza-
tion space simultaneously (AlRashidi and El-Hawary, 2009). Apart from the path planning
(Roberge, Tarbouchi, and Labonte, 2013), the particle swarm algorithms are mainly applied
in the system parameters optimization, which aims to achieve better accuracy (Salamat and
Tonello, 2019) and communication coverage(Roberge, Tarbouchi, and Labonte, 2013).
Figure 2.4: Artificial fish swarm algorithm
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The artificial fish swarm algorithm (shown as Figure 2.4) imitates the forage of fish to achieve
global optimization. The fish updates its movement according to its peers’ tail movement
and position. The fish hunts the food, which is similar to the ant colony algorithm. In the
UAS implementations, the artificial algorithms mainly achieve optimization of performance
(Zhao et al., 2019a; Zhu, Liu, et al., 2012).
The previous research of swarm intelligence algorithms mainly focuses on path planning,
communication coverage, and control accuracy. There is not enough research that considers
improving the communication performance in UAS networking.
Robots
Presently, swarm robots attract many researchers’ interests. Like cheap, simple, and de-
centralized architecture, the advantages make swarm robots become the powerful tools for
the researchers to finish multiple cooperation missions. The swarm robots have been be-
coming mature for several years. However, the swarm UAS is still in infancy (Chung et al.,
2018). The theoretical development paved the way for the evolution of swarm UAS (Nasci-
mento et al., 2012). The sensors’ accuracy improvements can avoid collisions (Mulgaonkar
et al., 2018). Apart from the physical layer improvement, different strategies and algorithms
can enhance the operations of UAS (Dasgupta, 2008). Their approaches can achieve better
operational performance in distributed architecture than centralized architecture. Concur-
rently, a finite-time formation to enhance the operational performance in time-delay and
input saturation aspects (Zhang et al., 2019a). In general, the swarm UAS is a powerful
logistics platform that can provide efficient delivery services on a large scale (Kuru et al.,
2019). The rapid growth of swarm UAS also raises the attention of attackers. The power al-
location strategy enhanced the security of the UAS networking in the physical layer (Wang
et al., 2019d).
The swarm aerial robots can play a critical role in the development of the industry. However,
many problems still need to be fixed before it enters industrial production on a large scale.
2.3 UAS Networking Routing
UAS networking stimulates the evolution of UAS swarms and plays a vital role in the UAS
fleet (Arafat and Moh, 2019). Reliable and efficient routing algorithms can provide low
delays and packet losses for the services (Oubbati et al., 2017). The UAS networking routing
algorithms can find the shortest cost for the delivery. The characteristics of the FANET pose
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a challenge for the routing algorithms. To enhance the performance of the FANET routing,
the researchers proposed many FANET-oriented routing algorithms to improve FANET.
According to the based models, the UAS networking routing algorithms have three cate-
gories (depicted as Figure 2.5): 1) Position-based routing algorithms; 2) Topology-based
routing algorithms; 3) Swarm-based routing algorithms. In the Position-based routing al-
gorithms, the routing algorithms can be sorted into two main categories: 1) Multiple path-
based algorithms; 2) Single path-based algorithms. The topology-based algorithms can be


















Figure 2.5: UAS Networking Routing
Position-based Routing
The position-based routing protocols are based on the geographic positions. The UAS finds
the destination before delivery which is similar to the hot potato routing protocol. The
UAS forwards the packets to the neighbors. After that, the neighbors identify the packets’
destination and forward it to the next hop. The position-based routing can be sorted into
two categories: 1) single path-based; 2) multiple path-based.
1. Single path-based
The single path-based approaches are efficient and straightforward in path discovery.
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There is only one valid path can the destination. The UAS checks the packets’ destina-
tion and forwards it to the next hop until the packets find the destination. The single
path-based algorithms are efficiency and less overhead for the whole distributed sys-
tem (Medina et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2012; Rosati et al., 2013). However, it poses a
challenge to the system for maintenance. The dynamic topology may cause one link
to be invalid, and the whole communication links crash (Kuiper and Nadjm-Tehrani,
2011).
2. Multiple path-based
Due to the weak reliability in the single path-based approaches, the researchers tried
the multiple path-based approaches (Iordanakis et al., 2006). UAS can get the pack-
ets with the same destinations simultaneously, and the bandwidth has been enlarged
remarkably. However, the path discovery with multiple paths also has some techni-
cal problems that generate loops in the path discovery. The loops cause the path to
decrease the efficiency of the packet delivery (Shirani et al., 2012). AODV can pre-
vent the loop problem (Sakhaee and Jamalipour, 2007; Maxa, Ben Mahmoud, and Lar-
rieu, 2016). The multiple path-based approaches can provide reliable connections and
broader bandwidth. Nevertheless, path discovery processing costs much overhead and
causes a loop in the path.
Topology-based Routing
The topology-based routing algorithms are mainly based on the centralized routing proto-
cols, like Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) (Dong, 2016), and the decentralized rout-
ing protocols, Distance Vector (DV) routing protocols (Dorathy and Chandrasekaran, 2017).
These two routing algorithms are fundamental to networking construction. The topology-
based routing algorithms are dependent on the topology updating and the path information.
The nodes find the paths for delivery according to the link status.
1. Proactive
The current proactive routing protocols are mainly based on OLSR. UAS acquires the
complete information of the network before it executes the path discovery. The effi-
ciency of delivery is high once the path discovery is completed (Yi Zheng et al., 2014).
The proactive approaches have the advantages of path discovery and resource alloca-
tion. However, the control mechanism is centralized, which needs much overhead
for management. The management costs much power and computation resources
(Leonov, Litvinov, and Korneev, 2018).
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2. Reactive
The reactive routing protocols allow UAS to find a path for delivery, which are based
on DV routing (Wang et al., 2019b). Among the DV routing, Ad-hoc On-Demand
Distance Vector (AODV) is the most practical and successful protocol (Leonov and
Litvinov, 2018a). The AODV protocols do not need to maintain the complete link
information periodically. The UAS can request routing when needed. The reactive
routing protocols can adapt to the dynamic topology of UAS networking. However,
the reactive approaches occupy much overhead of the system, which lacks delivery
efficiency (Leonov and Litvinov, 2018c).
3. Hybrid
The proactive approaches and reactive approaches have apparent disadvantages and
advantages. Some researchers combined these two advantages to propose hybrid ap-
proaches. The hybrid approaches can have efficient path discovery and better perfor-
mance for the dynamic topology (Ramasubramanian, Haas, and Sirer, 2003). However,
the hybrid approaches are hardly deployed on a large scale. Resource allocation and
routing management pose a big challenge for the control system (Gupta, Jain, and
Vaszkun, 2015).
Swarm-based Routing
Swarm-based routing algorithms are rare. Due to the expense, the swarm-based routing
is not mature. The research of the swarm-based routing focuses on ant colony algorithms.
The researchers leveraged ant colony algorithms to find the best path for communication
(Yu et al., 2016). Apart from the ant colony algorithms, the bee colony algorithms are also
implemented into the UAS swarms (Leonov, 2016). The swarm-based routing algorithms
are reliable, efficient, and robust to the dynamic topology (Manvi, Kakkasageri, and Maha-
purush, 2009). However, the initialization of swarm-based routing algorithms takes a long
time, and the maintenance is hard to finish.
2.4 Machine Learning for UAS Networking
RL is a branch of machine learning which concerns how to control agents in an environment
to maximize cumulative reward (Dartmann, Song, and Schmeink, 2019). RL is one of three
paradigms of machine learning, alongside supervised learning and unsupervised learning
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(Challita, Saad, and Bettstetter, 2018). Compared with supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing, the RL is more suitable for solving the problem including large state spaces, and can
provide more efficient and optimal decisions.
Based on these benefits of RL, many researchers implemented RL to improve UAS network-
ing. Currently, most research focuses on navigation and networking. In typical scenarios, RL
optimizes the path planning to improve the UAS networking (Challita, Saad, and Bettstetter,
2018; Liu et al., 2019a). RL inputs vision information to train the controller to recognize the
obstacles (Zhaowei, Yifeng, and Lincheng, 2016) and targets (Zhang et al., 2018). The con-
troller can adjust its trajectory to avoid collision and improve the efficiency of flight. Apart
from the vision-based approaches, the RL based collaboration approach also can enhance
the collision avoidance (Bin, XiaoFeng, and Shuo, 2017), each UAV as agent leverages RL
to optimize the position control between multiple UAS to improve the localization accuracy
(Perron et al., 2008) and the control accuracy (Barros dos Santos, Givigi, and Júnior, 2012).
Due to the limited power, each UAV can persist no more than half an hour. Power efficiency
is vital to the UAS fleet. The UAV as an agent integrates the RL (Liu et al., 2019a) to improve
the power utility of the UAS fleet. This approach reduced the power consumption and also
improved the signal coverage. In typical scenarios, RL can improve the performance of the
UAS. However, these approaches still cannot meet the demand of deployment on a large
scale.
In large scale and complex scenarios, trajectory optimization is critical for UAS networking.
Before entering these scenarios, the RL enhanced sensing can assist UAS to achieve dynamic
trajectory (Hu, Zhang, and Song, 2019). RL based backhaul in real-time (Imanberdiyev et
al., 2016) can improve exploration in unknown scenarios (Wang et al., 2017a). At the same
time, the integration of RL and an autonomous control system can improve the surviving
capacity significantly (Wang, Wang, and Zhang, 2018; Wang et al., 2019a). Currently, UAS
networking provides services for ground stations and devices. Due to the unique flexibil-
ity, the UAS can provide relay service for VANET (Xiao et al., 2018). RL based optimiza-
tions enable UAV to offload the computational tasks to the ground nodes (Li et al., 2018a).
The optimization improves the efficiency and computational capacity of UAV networking.
Based on the enhanced computational resources, UAS can provide good networking relaying
services for the ground mobile users (Li et al., 2018b). With the surge of user access, con-
ventional UAS networking cannot provide enough access service. A deep RL based frame
can help the users to decide the accessing point (Cao, Zhang, and Liang, 2018). Another
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energy-efficient approach promotes each UAV communication coverage to intensify the ser-
vice to users (Liu et al., 2018). However, the balance of spectrum between UASs and the
mobile users. Multiple agents based RL optimization improve the spectrum efficiency be-
tween UAS and mobile users (Shamsoshoara et al., 2019). The interference commonly exists
in UAS networking, which severely affects the links’ reliability, efficiency, and transmission
rate. A RL based interference management approach (Challita, Saad, and Bettstetter, 2019)
eliminates the interference of cellular-connected UAS networking. The summary of RL en-
abled UAS networking in the enhancement aspects is shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Enhancement of UAS networking with RL enabled
Implementation Enhancement Aspects Reference
Relay
1. Uploading Speed
2. Robust to Interference
3. Low BER








(Liu et al., 2018)
Interference 1. Lower Latency (Challita, Saad, and Bettstetter, 2019)
Routing
1. Optimzed Accessing Point
2. Less Handover
3. High Throughput
(Cao, Zhang, and Liang, 2018)
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Optimal Routing for UAS
Networking
3.1 Optimized Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector
(OAODV)
With 5G cellular communication, beamforming is mature for implementation on a large
scale. The cellular networking provides an excellent opportunity for the UAS swarm. Con-
currently, the advantages of the UAS swarm can provide immense improvement to the ad-
vance of industrial and residential implementations. However, the nature of the antenna
array constrains beamforming in a limited space which is rarely mentioned in networking
routing research.
In this section, regarding the constrained steering space, I proposed a novel algorithm, Opti-
mized Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (OAODV), which aims to improve beamforming
on UAS swarm networking. With the flexible searching space, OAODV can achieve better
latency, overhead, and link generation than Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV)
and Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR). Compared with AODV and OLSR, OAODV can
reduce 35.07% and 68.93% of average overhead, and decrease 47.73% and 11.55% of aver-
age latency, respectively. Further, I leveraged Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) to enhance
OAODV, and the ACO enabled OAODV can achieve better throughput and fewer hops with
reduced overhead. The proposed algorithms show the promising capacity to improve UAS
swarm networking. The OAODV is more suitable for the 5G NR based UAS swarm network-
ing. The decentralized advantages can improve the deployment of UAS swarm networking
on a large scale with more efficiency, flexibility, and elasticity.
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3.1.1 Introduction
As cellular networking evolves, 5G NR is coming on a large scale. Compared with 4G LTE,
5G NR has more enhancements, such as latency (Yang et al., 2018), spectrum efficiency
(Wang et al., 2017b), traffic capacity (Olwal, Djouani, and Kurien, 2016), connection den-
sity (Wang et al., 2017c), experienced throughput (Na et al., 2018) and networking efficiency
(Ge et al., 2017). The implementations of 5G NR on a large scale are stimulating new rev-
olutions in many fields like self-driving, health care, agriculture, and education. (Yang, Li,
and Ge, 2019; Ma et al., 2017). The advantages of 5G NR also drive the Unmanned Aircraft
System (UAS) (George, 2015) feasible on a large scale. The advanced UAS helps workers, offi-
cials, and civilians to finish their work more efficiently and safely (Chiaraviglio et al., 2019b;
Wang et al., 2018). Further, the capacity of UAS can be amplified remarkably once the UAS
are formed in the swarm. The UAS swarm can execute multiple and complex missions si-
multaneously, which improves the efficiency and the quality of mission complement (Garg
et al., 2018). As the core of the UAS swarm, UAS swarm networking is critical to maintaining
the performance of the UAS swarm. Furthermore, the capacity of UAS swarm networking is
derived from the routing algorithms mostly (Aggarwal and Kumar, 2020). Due to the cost
of research and the limited swarm robot exploration, the routing algorithms for UAS swarm
are rare. Most research mainly focuses on the UAS fleet’s capacity, which is smaller than the
UAS swarm in the scale.
Currently, with the advance of 5G NR, beamforming is implemented to improve the UAS
networking (Huang et al., 2020). However, the conventional routing algorithms for UAS net-
working are mainly based on Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) and Optimized
Link State Routing (OLSR). AODV is decentralized, reactive, and has less overhead for man-
agement robust to the dynamic topology. Nevertheless, the main drawbacks of AODV are
the consumption of path discovery and the local optimization for routing generation (Yang,
Li, and Ge, 2019; Wang et al., 2018). In contrast, OLSR is a centralized algorithm that could
achieve global optimization of routing generation with the sacrifice of overhead (Leonov
and Litvinov, 2018b). Compatible with beamforming, a swarm-oriented routing algorithm,
implemented with decentralization and efficiency, is an urgent need to develop UAS swarm
networking.
This section proposes a swarm-oriented, decentralized, and efficient routing algorithm, Op-
timized Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (OAODV), for UAS swarm networking. Based
on beamforming, OAODV can select the following hops and deliver packets in direction.
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Each path discovery is labeled with the identified vector, allowing OAODV to generate mul-
tiple paths. The OAODV increases the routings, and reduces link generation and latency.
Most importantly, with the flexible searching space, I can avoid unnecessary searching and
reduce the overhead. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) contains better throughput and fewer
hops of routing, which is subject to bandwidth and latency. Compared with AODV and
OLSR, OAODV shows promising potential, which can reduce 35.07% and 68.93% of av-
erage overhead, and decrease 47.73% and 11.55% of average latency, respectively. With
ACO, the evaluation shows ACO enabled OAODV can reduce hops generation and increase
throughput efficiently.
Different from the majority of research, I considered beamforming as a model with con-
straints for steering angles (Uchendu and Kelly, 2016) which shows the maximum steering
range is 0◦ ∼ 140◦ with a variation of ±20◦ currently. Most of the previous research ignored
the constraints which will be a barrier to the implementation in practice. The ignorance
of the steering angles constraint can lose much energy on the unnecessary searching. Be-
sides, the blind areas in the searching can increase signal loss once the receiving UAS locates
out of the steering ranges. Regarding the constraints, I optimized the searching space for
OAODV and reduced the overhead of the UAS swarm. There are multiple error resources
derived from UAS mobility and networking fluctuations which can cause the optimal next
hops to fluctuate. The fluctuation can cause much more energy consumption to optimize the
solution. Especially, the ambiguous selection is too exact. In this situation, my beamform-
ing generation has a divergence angle which can enlarge the searching space and cover the
fluctuation of the UAS networking. Apart from the natural divergence angles, my proposed
approach can adjust the searching angles to extend the optimal selections and mitigate the
effect of the fluctuations. The next hops can be optimized based on the optimal selections
extending in the fluctuated situations of UAS networking.
The proposed OAODV is different from the conventional AODV, suitable for 5G NR on the
UAS swarm networking on a large scale. The difference between the scenarios is that the
AODV can be deployed in a group, and the group members cannot exceed over 100. The
OAODV aims to improve the UAS swarm networking to an amount that is over the thou-
sands. The massive implementations need much more efficiency, reliability, flexibility, and
elasticity for the cooperation between different UAS swarm networking, which is essential
to deploying the CPS in the future on the aerial areas.
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3.1.2 Related Work
Currently, there are many routing algorithms proposed for UAS networking. However, the
majority of researches focuses on the UAS fleet, which is smaller than the UAS swarm in
scale.
The distributed routing algorithms for UAS networking are mainly based on AODV (Wang
et al., 2019c; Zhang et al., 2019d). The authors compared AODV and OLSR in Flying Ad
hoc Networks (FANETs) with the simulator of NS-2 (Leonov and Litvinov, 2018b). The eval-
uation shows that OLSR is not suitable for highly dynamic and low-density networking. In
the research of (Leonov and Litvinov, 2018a), the evaluation shows that the time consump-
tion of AODV on the initial path discovery stage is overwhelmed. Furthermore, the authors,
in (Leonov and Litvinov, 2018a), concluded that the path discovery stage on the AODV can
decrease the stability of FANETs. An optimization is proposed to implement Dijkstra to ex-
tend the transmitting buffer. The results show that the optimization can reduce the latency
between end-to-end communication (Rovira-Sugranes and Razi, 2017).
In terms of the centralized routing algorithms, the main weakness of OLSR is overhead
for topology maintenance in real-time. Based on the weakness, many researchers made
a relative modification on OLSR to satisfy the requirement of communication. With con-
straints of the related speed between nodes, the authors in (Rosati et al., 2013) proposed a
predictive OLSR (P-OLSR) which predicts the transmission load and adjusts transmission
count in real-time. Their evaluation shows that the P-OLSR outperforms OLSR and BABEL.
Apart from the speed, the authors, in (Yi Zheng et al., 2014), proposed mobility and load-
aware OLSR (ML-OLSR) for FANETs. Compared with OLSR, the simulations show that ML-
OLSR can achieve lower end-to-end delay and high PDR. Similar research in (Dong, 2016),
a multidimensional perception and energy awareness OLSR (MPEAOLSR) is proposed. The
MPEAOLSR can improve PDR, reduce packet loss rate and end-to-end delay regarding node
link time, link layer congestion, and node residual energy.
Flexibility is a distinctive advantage of UAS swarm, but also a significant disadvantage of
UAS swarm. The UAS swarm has more freedom to complete missions, which poses an im-
mense challenge to UAS swarm networking. Due to the dynamic topology of UAS network-
ing, the authors optimized the search space for a cube-based space region partition (CSRP)
(Zhang et al., 2017b). Their evaluations show that this partition could improve the perfor-
mance of the average delay, packet delivery, and delay jitter. The main drawback is that
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it sacrifices the flexibility of UAS swarm. CSRP guarantees efficiency and low latency un-
derneath the stability of networking. In (Arafat and Moh, 2018), the authors acquire ge-
ographic information to enhance routing efficiency. The routing collects localization and
executes routing path in direction greedily. Their simulation shows that directional delivery
can improve the performance of packet delivery ratio, average delay, and routing overhead.
The combination of Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) and AODV is proposed in
(Wang et al., 2019b) and optimized with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). This combina-
tion could improve PDR on the greedy routing stage and the flooding path-discovery stage.
The 5G NR is impending to assist the evolution of UAS swarm networking. The compact
and affordable nodeB devices can be implemented into the mobile devices to extend the
scale of 5G NR from the ground to the aerial (Kumari et al., 2020). The current research of
5G NR on routing focuses on the optimization of multiple resources allocation (Mathur et
al., n.d.), and multiple combined problems resolving (Kumar, Rodrigues, and Chilamkurti,
2014) of new characteristics of 5G NR and the conventional issues (Flores Granados, Mon-
gay Batalla, and Togay, 2020). Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Reference Signal Received
Quality (RSRQ) are implemented to enhance the detection of beam alignment of mmWave
5G, which can improve the capacity of each beam connection. With the combined predic-
tion of target localization and mobility, the link-weight based routing can achieve an op-
timal route to transmit packets with Huffman coding for security (Rasheed et al., 2020).
With the optimization of channel quality and resource block allocation, the base stations
can achieve the maximization of the cellular spectrum with multiple paths for routing (Liu
et al., 2019c). The advantage of the optimization can provide Device-to-Device (D2D) com-
munication when a small set of base stations is invalid (Bastos, Silva, and da Silva, 2018). As
the most critical issue of 5G NR in all fields, joint optimization of virtual networking func-
tion (VNF) placement and multicast traffic routing has severe effects on the quality and the
stability of links generated between nodes in the 5G NR networking (Kumar et al., 2015). A
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model can formulate the joint optimization of the
multicast traffic routing and VNF placement with the minimum provisioning cost on VNF
and links. Since the MILP is an NP-hard problem, the combination of single-path routing
and multi-path routing can enhance the efficiency and the accuracy of problem resolving
remarkably (Alhussein et al., 2018). Similar to (Alhussein et al., 2018), an integer linear
programming (ILP) model (Alwan, Fajjari, and Aitsaadi, 2018) can formulate the problem
of the joint multicast routing and OFDM resource allocation problem in D2D networking
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with consideration of limit spectrum reusing half-duplex operation and contiguity in the re-
source block allocations. A two-stage optimization performs pre-admittance filtering to de-
tect networking states and extends the reduced ILP model with the branch-and-cut method.
With network slice (NS) selection and routing, a framework for enabling negotiation, selec-
tion, and assignment of NSs can improve QoS with static, dynamic, and hybrid routing in
5G networking (Choyi et al., 2016). At the same time, a fast request routing distributes traf-
fic demands among source nodes intelligently, and routes flow through intermediate nodes
strategically. The joint optimization mainly focuses on source direction and flow routing in
mobile networking with built-in content sources. The evaluation shows the maximum link
utilization can extend significantly (He and Song, 2014).
With the bandwidth of 5G NR, the minor errors on links can degrade the communication
between heterogeneous networking and devices (Yue et al., 2018). The links’ quality is crit-
ical to the security in the upper layers. The UAS swarm networking is dependent on the
quality of links, including aerial networking and ground networking. The combination of
wireless sensor networking (WSN) and MANET can improve routing efficiency for disasters
response. The combined 2-layer routing can generate paths via WSN or MANET accord-
ing to the packets in the delivery and the states of emergency (Hrabcak, Dobos, and Papaj,
2019). The dynamic environment requires the stability of links’ quality. A routing and re-
source allocation (RRA) scheme based on self-organizing feature maps (SOM) can reorder
the link set to achieve the optimal quality of service in the multi-core networks (Yao et al.,
2020b). Assisted with ultra dense networking (UDN), a particle swarm optimization can
optimize the routing discovery and enhance PDR, throughput, and energy saving, which
improves the reliability and QoS of 5G NR (Misra and Kumar Sarma, 2018).
Apart from the reliability, the delay between end-to-end devices is also essential in 5G NR,
especially in the packets’ delivery of UAS swarm networking. An anchorless routing is en-
hanced with Locator/ ID Separation Protocol (LISP). The control plane can achieve the opti-
mal delay and provide services for user plane nodes (Fukui, Tsubouchi, and Iwashina, 2019).
Fueled by ML, Q-learning optimizes the nodes selection and generates the shortest paths,
which maximizes throughput with the avoidance of congested network nodes (Murudkar
and Gitlin, 2019). A deep RL based autonomous synchronous signal routing leverages a
DNN to learn the policy of the minimum link asymmetry. With the optimal result, the time
synchronization can assist the remote controller to maintain the balance between the syn-
chronous services request and network resources allocation with reduction of end-to-end
latency (Yu et al., 2020).
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Figure 3.1: Packets’ Delivery inside UAS Swarm
The impending trend of 5G NR on every device stimulates the evolution of UAS swarm
networking from many aspects (Yazıcı, Kozat, and Sunay, 2014). However, there are still
many issues waiting for researchers to explore and solve. The reliability, elasticity, and
flexibility of UAS swarm networking require deep research on 5G NR (Alladi et al., 2020).
The 5G NR based UAS swarm networking can extend the scale and the flexibility on a large
scale.
3.1.3 Enhanced AODV for UAS Networking
Unlike the conventional UAS fleet, the UAS swarm is equipped with 5G NR devices in this
section. Each UAS in the swarm can deliver packets and broadcast information via beam-
forming with desired receivers and senders. Due to the dynamic topology of the UAS swarm,
FANET is an optimized architecture for UAS swarm networking. FANET is an Ad-hoc based
networking framework that allows UAS to join and leave freely. In FANET, UAS can uti-
lize multi-hop to deliver packets and broadcast information (depicted as Figure 3.1). Most
importantly, FANET is decentralized, which can manage the networking on a large scale.
Concurrently, AODV is a reactive and decentralized routing algorithm suitable for imple-
mentation on a large scale. The overhead of AODV is much lower than the centralized
routing algorithms.
Based on the advantages of FANET and AODV, in this section, I proposed a novel routing
algorithm, OAODV, which is swarm-oriented, AODV-based, and decentralized. With the
optimized searching space, OAODV can reduce overhead. After that, I leveraged ACO to
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optimize OAODV to enhance routing generation, which could be more intelligent and ro-
bust. The two problems in this part are proposed and resolved: (1) Automatic Dependent
Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) Enabled OAODV; (2) Pheromones Assisted Routing Opti-
mization.
3.1.3.1 ADS-B Enabled OAODV
The conventional UAS is equipped with Omnidirectional connection devices that do not
support direction pointing. The primary method of the Omnidirectional connection is based
on broadcasts with encoded packets. The drawbacks of the Omnidirectional connection is
that it cannot avoid information leakage and unnecessary energy consumption. With beam-
forming of 5G NR, UAS swarm can deliver packets and receive information with desired
directions (Liu, Zhang, and Zhang, 2019). With purposed directional pointing, beamform-
ing can reduce much the redundancy of communication resources.
Enhance with beamforming of 5G NR, I leveraged ADS-B to broadcast positions and mobil-
ity of UAS swarm (Wang et al., 2019d). The source of UAS can get an approximate position
of the destination and deliver packets to the adjacent UAS, which flies in the direction of the
destination (depicted as Figure 3.2). After that, the selected UAS, in adjacent, takes respon-
sibility as relay UAS and hands over the packets to the destination. In the path discovery
stage, the relay UAS steer beams close to the direction of the destination and avoid the path
discovery in the undesired directions. With the geographic information, shared via ADS-
B, the relay UAS can calculate an approximated search space for the next hop selections in
their delivery ranges. As depicted in Figure 3.2, my proposed algorithm can discover multi-
ple paths for routing, which is more robust to the topology variation. Due to the prevention
of loop generation, I inserted a label generated with the first hop to mark the RREQ of path
discovery in the path discovery stage. With the marked RREQ, the relay UAS in the swarm
drops the RREQs with recording labels. Based on the redundant routing, the source can ad-
just the delivery routing to satisfy the transmission requirement regarding invalid routing
caused by networking topology fluctuation.
OAODV aims to reduce the latency and the overhead of path discovery. In Figure 3.2, the
UAS in red circle is the source (denoted as Us) and its position is denoted as Ps = (xs, ys, zs),
where xs is the latitude ofUs position, ys is the longitude ofUs position, and zs is the altitude
of Us position. The UAS in green circle is the destination (denoted as Ud) and its position is
denoted as Pd = (xd , yd , zd), where xd is the latitude of Ud position, yd is the longitude of
Ud position, and zd is the altitude of Ud position.
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Figure 3.2: Path Discovery in Direction of Destination
Based on the position of destination, the source derives the next-hop selection from the
vector:
−−−−−→
V(s, d) = (xd − xs, yd − ys, zd − zs) (3.1)
and the angle (denoted as θ) which is the search range for next hop. Each UAS (denoted as
Un, n= 0,1,2,3, ...,N ) gets the set of next hops H :







Figure 3.3: Path Discovery of OAODV
Each position of UAS is denoted as Pn = (xn, yn, zn). The vector between UAS is denoted as
−−−−−−−−→
V(n, n+1) , n= 0,1, ...,N .
−−−−−−−−→
V(n, n+1) = (xn+1 − xn, yn+1 − yn, zn+1 − zn) (3.3)












As depicted in equation (3.4), the whole routing
−−−−−→
V(s, d) obtains the first hops
−−−−−→
V(s, 0) , the last
hop
−−−−−−→




V(n, n+1) . With
−−−−−→
V(s, 0) , the routing can be marked with
distinction.
As depicted in Figure 3.3, Us obtains the location of destination approximately via ADS-B
and calculates the approximated searching direction
−−−−−→
V(s, d) . With the approximated search-
ing direction, Us obtains the searching space φ for the first searching
−−−−−→
V(s, 0) . The relay UAS,
in the space φ, is selected as the next hops.
At the first searching, each hop is identified with the insertion of
−−−−−→
V(s, 0) into RREQ. Here,
‘0’ means the first relay UAS. The first relay UAS forwards the RREQ to the following relay
UAS. The following relay UAS receives the RREQ and checks whether its stack exists the
same record of
−−−−−→
V(s, 0) . The following relay UAS drops the RREQ, which has been recorded
in its stack. After each successful forwarding, the relay UAS will record the RREQ in its
stack.
For the next hops searching, the following relay UAS follow the same searching space φ.
Here, the φ is determined by the location of the current relay UAS, Un, and the destination,
Us. With ADS-B, the current Un can get the vector to destination,
−−−−−→
V(n, d) = (xd − xn, yd −
yn, zd − zn). With the velocity of the current relay UAS,
−−→
Vnv = (vx, vy , vz) and
−−−−−→
V(n, d) , I can








































−1(∇−−−−−→V(n, d) ) (3.7)
The φcenter is the angle between the center of the searching space and the velocity of UAS.
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VnV(n, d)
Figure 3.4: Searching Space Definition
The next step is to determine the bound of the searching space. The steering range of beam-
forming is denoted as α for communication. In different antenna arrays, α is variable. For
convenience, α is assumed to be 180◦ in this section, and the center of beamforming is the
same with the velocity,
−−→
Vnv . To satisfy routing path discovery requirements, I propose a pol-
icy for rending the searching space θ. As Figure 3.4 depicts, the red line denotes the vector
of
−−→
Vnv , the green line denotes
−−−−−→
V(n, d) . Searching space is depicted as θ, and the beam steer-
ing range is depicted as α. Based on the calculation of φcenter , the θ is defined as follows:
θ =





2 , φ >
α
2
α, φ = 0
(3.8)
With the determination of searching space, I can derive the bound from searching space φ
– φup, φbottom, φlef t and φright , and obtain the slopes of bound – Kup, Kbottom, Klef t , Kright .
With locations of adjacent UAS, the UAS, falling in the bound, are selected as the next hop
set Hn. After receiving the RREQ, the destination responds with a request reply (RREP) to
the source and confirms the routing to the source. Destination follows the routing gathered
by RREQ and backhaul RREP to the source.
For the relay UAS, the pseudocode of next-hop selection is depicted as Algorithm 1.
Generally, Greed Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) has similarities with the proposed
OAODV routing algorithms, which obtain geographical information for routing discovery.
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Algorithm 1 Hops Selection of OAODV










V(s, 0) has been recorded then









V(n, d) ← (xd − xn, yd − yn, zd − zn);
14: φcenter ← tan−1(∇
−−−−−→
V(n, d) );
15: φlef t← φcenter + 0.5×θ;
16: φright← φcenter − 0.5×θ;
17: φup← φcenter + 0.5×θ;
18: φbottom← φcenter − 0.5×θ;
19: Kup← tan(φup);
20: Kbottom← tan(φbottom);
21: Klef t← tan(φlef t);
22: Kright← tan(φright);
23: while Yn+1 < Klef t ×Xn+1 and Yn+1 > Kright ×Xn+1 and Zn+1 < Kup×Xn+1 and Zn+1 >
Kbottom ×Xn+1 do
24: Hn← Select UAS;
25: end while
26: end procedure
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The following is the difference between GPSR and OAODV:
The GPSR updates the geographic information periodically to its peers. The periodical be-
haviors cost much energy and spectrum efficiency and can hardly deploy on a large scale for
the UAS swarm networking. Geographical information is critical to the GPSR in the path
discovery. The GPSR needs frequent updating from peers and shares the same channels
with regular communication. The consumption for scheduling the packet delivery needs
additional overhead of system that is not efficient for the delivery.
Unlike GPSR, the OAODV just updates the geographic information when new path discov-
ery needs. The OAODV can save much energy consumption on the new path discovery.
Concurrently, I adopt ADS-B as the geographic information supply. ADS-B does not need
to share an additional spectrum for the geographical information exchange. Furthermore,
ADS-B can have long-distance transmission and low energy consumption. The OAODV does
not need central management for routing. The routing enables the OAODV can be imple-
mented in the UAS swarm networking distributively and on a large scale ubiquitously. The
OAODV can select the next hops with the destination directions. The directions have advan-
tages of the optimal routing generation and over the greedy behaviors (GPSR). Compared
with GPSR on selecting the next hop, the OAODV is more purposeful to obtain the hops to
destinations.
3.1.3.2 Pheromones Assisted Routing Optimization
In the above, I proposed OAODV to improve the networking routing for the UAS swarm.
Based on OAODV, I can obtain multiple routing for packets’ delivery, and some of them
are redundant for the bandwidth requirement. The following problem is how to arrange
multiple routing for packets’ delivery. In the communication, each routing is denoted as
Rn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , S. The requirement of bandwidth is denoted as BW , and the latency
between end-to-end devices is denoted as Le2e. Based on the routing capacity, I can have a














p(i, j) 6 Le2e
(3.9)
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Pheromone
Respond 
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
Figure 3.5: Path Selection based on ACO
Where, Rn includes US , Ud , and relay hops H . bw represents the bandwidth of each routing.
To the bandwidth requirement, BW , the routing is redundant. dn is the delay for each UAS
which mainly contains queuing delay. p(i, j) indicates the propagation in each hop. In this
section, the latency of end-to-end mainly includes dn and p(i, j).
Further, I leverage ACO to improve networking routing for the UAS swarm. The ACO is
not the only choice for routing optimization. The ACO is a distributed algorithm that can
be deployed in the scattered UAS swarm networking. The ACO leverages pheromone to
mark the states of traffic. The pheromone can be updated with packet delivery and path
discovery simultaneously. In ACO, each agent can be assigned several simple behaviors
and storage efficiency over particle swarm optimization, fish swarm intelligence, and other
swarm optimizations.
However, the conventional ACO focuses on single path optimization, which is not suitable
for OAODV and cannot meet the dynamic variation of topology. Based on
−−−−−→
V(s, 0) , each hop
is marked with pheromone, and only the hops with high pheromone can be selected. To
each routing marked with
−−−−−→
V(s, 0) , local optimization is completed with ACO, which means
the global optimization maximizes each routing.
In ACO, each agent uses the pheromone to mark the next hops. The agent selects the next
stop, which has a higher pheromone. Each UAS stores the pheromones of the adjacent UAS,
P h= {P hn}, n= 0,1,2, ...,N . In the set of Hn, the UAS selects the one with max pheromones
Max(P h). Among the multiple paths, the UAS selects the highest P hn to keep the cumulative
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pheromones max (denoted as Max(P h) = Max{
∑
P hn| n ∈ Hn}, n = 0,1,2, ...,N ). Here, I
utilize the response time τn as the stimulation of pheromone updating. τn includes dn and
p(i, j). The probability of UAS selects the next hop, PP hn :
PP hn =






The pheromone is updated based on each successful delivery.









, if UAS n is selected
0, otherwise
(3.12)
With the modified ACO, the optimization is not limited to specific iterations. Each deliv-
ery can be an optimization that is continuous and dynamic. The continuous updating of
pheromone can track networking status in real-time. The distribution of pheromone ac-
cumulation renders the networking status simultaneously. The updating distribution of
pheromone enables the most efficient delivery distributively (Shamsoshoara et al., 2019).
The decay parameter is critical to the pheromones marking. The decay parameter decides
the percentage of the record. Due to the dynamic of UAS swarm networking, the routing
traffic is flexible to the environment and mission assignments. If the traffic is under the
high-speed updating, the decay parameter will be set to smaller than 0.5, and the current
states affects the final decisions. Otherwise, the decay parameter is set over 0.5. The slug-
gish scenarios depends on the historical data and keeps the entire decision stable. Due to
the tiny time slot, I choose the 0.5 as a balance between the history and the current states
shown in the evaluation part.
Each UAS has an equal bandwidth, bw, for packet delivery in the scenario. The objection of
optimization can be converted into a selection. This selection is assigned to Us. The Us can
adjust the paths selection which is subjected to Le2e and BW .
Un take the delivery request of the packet. The decision of the next hop is selected with PP hn .
Un calculates PP hn and selects the one with high pheromone. After the delivery of packets,
Un counts the backhaul packets for the updating of P hn. Once the τn changed, P hn can be
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updated with the affection of the previous P hn and the accumulation of
∑m
k=14P hn. The
specific processing of Algorithm 2 is as follows:
Algorithm 2 ACO Enabled OAODV










5: PP hn ← P hn;
6: Deliver P acket;
7: Check RREP ;
8: if TRREP Changed then
9: P hn← 1τn ;





In this section, the evaluation results were conducted with Matlab 2019b, and the network-
ing configuration is referenced with the NS-3.29 simulator (waf 2.0.18). The whole routing
generation processing obtains path initial stage (depicted as Figure 3.6), path discovery pro-
cessing stage (depicted as Figure 3.7), and path discovery complement stage (depicted as Fig-
ure 3.8). The routing path is generated after the path discovery complement. Based on the
generated routing, I evaluated the performance of communication that aims at latency, over-
head, and searching link generation by comparing OLSR and AODV algorithms. Pheromone
assisted routing selection is depicted as the following figure: (Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10, Fig-
ure 3.11). I can achieve multiple routing with Algorithm 1, and then the pheromone as-
sisted routing selection is implemented to optimize the routing for the UAS swarm. The
ACO performance was evaluated based on the OAODV multiple paths generation, focusing
on average hops reduction and average throughput increment.
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Table 3.1: Parameters of UAS Swarm Configuration
Mobility Model ConstantVelcityMobilityModel
Swarm Distribution Space 100 m * 100 m * 5 m
Speed 10-15 m/s
Movement Direction [1, 2, 3]
Transmission Rate 1 Mbps
Transmission Range 15 m
Beam Steering Range 0-180 ◦
Transmission Protocol UDP
Latency Requirement ≤ 110 ms
Bandwidth Requirement ≥ 2 Mbps
Evaluation Runs 10,000
Each Evaluation Time 20 s
3.1.4.1 Parameters of UAS in Swarm
The configuration of UAS in the swarm is depicted in Table 3.1. Based on the UAS swarm
mobility, in this evaluation, I configured the mobility model, swarm distribution space, and
movement direction (
−−→
Vnv ). The constant velocity of UAS for UAS swarm networking is that
the UAS swarm needs to keep the formation of the whole UAS swarm networking, which
has minor differences between each other. In some aspects, the mobility model I took has
the minor variable velocity. The great variation of speed on UAS swarm networking can
cause the separation of the UAS swarm networking, which is critical to constructing UAS
communication in the flight. Generally, each UAS has its noise for the speed control, which
has no big effect on the generation of the topology of UAS swarm networking that means
the variable velocity does not affect the integrity of UAS swarm networking. Therefore, the
routing algorithms do not have different performances on the integrated topology of UAS
swarm networking. In the swarm mobility model, each UAS keeps static with its neighbors,
which means that the distribution space is not variable in the whole evaluation. I simplified
the waypoints of the UAS swarm into the static distribution space, which can enable us to
observe the path discovery processing more distinctly. In swarm communication, each UAS
has a limited transmission range, and the UAS cannot deliver packets to the UAS, which
is out of the range of beam steering (depicted in Table 3.1 specifically). To explore the
performance of proposed algorithms, I executed 10,000 runs of the evaluation for gathering
enough data.
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Figure 3.6: Path Discovery Initial Stage
Figure 3.7: Path Discovery Processing Stage
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Figure 3.8: Path Discovery Complement Stage
Figure 3.9: OAODV Multiple Paths Discovery
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Figure 3.10: OAODV Multiple Routings
Figure 3.11: OAODV Multiple Routings Pheromone
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Figure 3.12: Angles Searching Performance
3.1.4.2 Evaluation of Searching Angles for OAODV
Due to the characteristics of beam steering, I explored the performance of OAODV with
variable searching space which is mentioned as searching angle θ. In this evaluation, the
active range of beam steering is 180◦. Based on the variable searching angle (θ), I explored
the capacity of overhead, latency, and link generation on average. Based on the effect of the
amount of UAS, I chose the median amount, 100, to perform the evaluation. The average
evaluation results are depicted in Figure 3.16. The average overhead and the average latency
show similar trends which keep steady as the searching angle rises from 10◦ to 60◦, and in-
crease rapidly as the searching angle expands from 70◦ to 100◦. Thereafter, the average
latency and the average overhead fluctuates in the range (110◦ ∼ 180◦). From my observa-
tion, the searching angle at the range, 10◦ to 60◦ can achieve better latency and overhead.
However, the OAODV obtains less throughput than the throughput generated in the range
of 110◦ ∼ 180◦. The average link generation shows a similar trend as the searching angles
increase. Figure 3.16 shows, in the communication, the trade-off between latency, overhead,
and throughput is significant.
3.1.4.3 Path Discovery Comparison
With the result of Figure 3.12, the trade-off between the lowest latency and the lowest over-
head for UAS networking is challenging simultaneously. In this evaluation part, I chose 90◦
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as the searching angle range regarding the balance of latency and overhead for UAS network-
ing. The optimal searching angle is supposed to be variable according to the states of the
UAS networking, which can achieve the best balance between the latency and the overhead
of the UAS networking in real-time. In this part, I proposed a fixed parameter selection for
the balance of the routing discovery to optimize whole connections constructions. To show
the distinction of the OAODV, I illustrated the complement of AODV, OLSR, and OAODV in
the following figures (Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15).
Figure 3.13 shows the path discovery of AODV in the swarm, which contains 100 UAS. In the
path discovery processing, the nodes will abort the packets that duplicated broadcast with
loop avoidance. Each UAS in the swarm is marked with a pink circle when it receives the
RREQ. From Figure 3.13, I observed that there are still some UAS not being received RREQ.
This means that the overhead of the swarm system is not complete. In the evaluation, the
overhead was occupied after the UAS received forwarding missions, and the overhead of
UAS is equal when it was on the forwarding mission.
Figure 3.14 shows the path discovery of OLSR in the swarm, which contains the same
amount of UAS as Figure 3.13. In the path discovery processing, the OLSR needs to get
all the link states of the whole networking so that I observed the searching link genera-
tion (depicted in blue line) are more than the AODV, which means the overhead of OLSR
is much higher than AODV. The high overhead of OLSR could get the reward of shorter
routing, which is marked in the red line.
Figure 3.15 shows the path discovery of OAODV with single routing finding in the same
scenario with Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. In this scenario, the UAS aborts the RREQ with
the same broadcast (
−−−−−→
V(s, d) ). In Figure 3.15, I observed that the overhead of OAODV is
much less than AODV and OLSR. Concurrently, the AODV can achieve a shorter path than
OLSR. Based on the results of Figure 3.12, I made a trade-off between overhead, latency, and
throughput. I set the searching angle for 90◦ to achieve better performance. After that, the
configuration is the same in the following evaluation.
Apart from the path discovery complement in Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14, Figure 3.15, I also
depicted the performance of different algorithms in variable amount of UAS swarm in the
following figures: Figure 3.16, Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18.
Figure 3.16 shows the average searching link generation for AODV, OLSR, and OAODV. The
average link generation of OLSR shows exponential increment as the amount of UAS in the
swarm. The increment shows that the overhead of the UAS swarm proliferates when the
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Figure 3.13: AODV Path Discovery
amount of UAS swarm extends. Generally, the AODV and the OAODV keep steady as the
amount of UAS swarm grows. Slightly, the OAODV generates fewer searching links than
AODV.
Figure 3.17 shows the average latency of the AODV, OLSR, and OAODV. In this evaluation,
the latency obtained the propagation, queuing time for each routing. In Figure 3.17, the
AODV achieves the highest average latency as UAS increases. The OLSR keeps 60 ms of
latency roughly with the increment of UAS in the swarm. Before the amount of UAS ended
up 90, the OAODV showed an increasing trend of average latency and was lower than OLSR.
After the amount of UAS reached 110, the average latency of OAODV became steady as the
amount of UAS rose. Compared with AODV and OLSR, OAODV can reduce 47.73% and
11.55% of the average latency, respectively.
Figure 3.18 shows the average overhead of AODV, OLSR, and OAODV. The overhead of
OLSR keeps 1.0000 as the amount of UAS expands. The average overhead of AODV fluctu-
ates from 0.4226 to 0.7552 as the amount of UAS rise. The average of OADOV keeps growing
as the amount of UAS rises from 10 to 110 and then fluctuates between 0.3402 and 0.4692
from 120 to 200. Generally, compared with AODV and OLSR, OAODV can reduce 35.07%
and 68.93% of the overhead, respectively.
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Figure 3.14: OLSR Path Discovery
Figure 3.15: OAODV Path Discovery
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Figure 3.16: Average Searching Link Generation
3.1.4.4 ACO Enabled OAODV
Based on the Algorithms 1 and constraints in Table 3.1, I achieved Figure 3.9. The
−−−−−→
V(s, 0) en-
ables us to obtain multiple routing with different labels. After that, I gained more through-
put for UAS swarm networking. Figure 3.19 shows the comparison of average hops between
the OAODV and the ACO enabled OAODV. The result shows that the ACO can reduce the
redundant hops to achieve a shorter routing. Figure 3.20 depicts the average throughput of
the comparison between OAODV and ACO enabled OAODV. The result shows the ACO can
improve the throughput of UAS swarm networking efficiently as the amount of UAS swarm
increases.
3.1.5 Conclusion
In this section, I proposed a novel algorithm, OAODV, which aims to improve the perfor-
mance of UAS swarm networking that is limited by constrained beamforming. With the flex-
ible searching space, my proposed approach can achieve better latency, overhead, and link
generation than the conventional algorithms of AODV and OLSR. Compared with AODV
and OLSR, my proposed approach can reduce 35.07% and 68.93% of the overhead, respec-
tively, and decrease 47.73% and 11.55% of the average latency. With the optimization of
ACO, the proposed approach can obtain better throughput and fewer hops in the routing
to reduce overhead. The proposed algorithms show a promising capacity to improve the
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Figure 3.17: Average Latency Comparison




























Figure 3.18: Average Overhead Comparison
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Figure 3.19: Average Hops Generation































Figure 3.20: Average Throughput Comparison
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performance of the UAS swarm networking.
3.2 Lightweight Blockchain Assisted Secure Routing for
UAS Networking
The prominent capacities of 5G NR drive the rapid development of many fields. The rapid
implementations of 5G NR also provide swarm UAS networking the feasibility of scalable
deployment and intelligent control. However, the conveniences provided by 5G NR also
bring another vulnerability to UAS swarm networking. The advanced capacities of 5G NR
enable attackers to commit disruptive attacks to UAS swarm networking more severely and
quickly. The requirement for the security of UAS swarm networking is imminent.
In this section, I proposed a Blockchain-based secure routing algorithm for UAS swarm net-
working. I leveraged the lightweight Blockchain to enhance the security of routing of UAS
swarm networking which is based on 5G NR. Unlike the conventional routing algorithms,
the proposed algorithm can avoid the malicious connections from attackers and recognize
the malicious behaviors of attacking UAS in the swarm. The evaluation shows that the pro-
posed algorithm can reduce malicious attacks efficiently and securely.
3.2.1 Introduction
The rapid evolution of 5G NR fuels many fields (like industrial manufactures (Chiaraviglio
et al., 2019b), remote health care (Liu, Effiok, and Hitchcock, 2020), and cloud education
(Ma et al., 2017)) to achieve immense advancement. Compared with the conventional mo-
bile communication, 5G NR can provide more improvements on ultra low latency (Yang
et al., 2018), efficient spectrum (Wang et al., 2017b), capable traffic (Olwal, Djouani, and
Kurien, 2016), dense connections (Wang et al., 2017c), experienced throughput (Na et al.,
2018) and efficient networking (Ge et al., 2017). With the assistance of 5G NR, implementa-
tions can improve efficient interactions between different platforms and devices, enhancing
the implementation’s performance in practice. The massive networking capacity can en-
able implementations to deploy on a large scale with managed controllability and reliable
quality of communication. Simultaneously, robust networking can be achieved with effi-
cient networking and dense connections of 5G NR. The outstanding characteristics of 5G
NR stimulate the mobile communication-based implementations to evolve more scalable,
efficient, collaborative.
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Swarm UAS can execute multiple complex missions in parallel, achieving efficiency and
safety for workers, officials, and civilians. Compared with a single UAS and UAS fleet, UAS
swarm extends the range of execution and the complexity of mission complement. Equipped
with different devices in UAS, the UAS swarm can satisfy the mission requirement on differ-
ent scales. Concurrently, the ultra capacities of 5G NR also construct an excellent backbone
of UAS swarm networking, enabling UAS swarm to deliver feedback in real time and execute
intrusions in quick response. With enhanced 5G NR, UAS swarm can achieve robust con-
nections in the inter and intra swarms, enabling UAS swarm to complete complex missions
collaboratively.
However, the enhancements derived from 5G NR also bring conveniences for attackers to
penetrate the UAS swarm networking, which can cause catastrophic losses for the public
properties and safety. Without secure routings, the attackers can leverage a malicious UAS
to join the UAS swarm. Access to UAS swarm networking can allow attackers to play attacks,
like eavesdropping, hijacking, and man-in-the-middle. Once the attackers manipulate the
UAS swarm networking, the attackers can leverage ultra capacities to navigate the compro-
mised UAS swarm rush into restricted areas. With the mobility and the volatile batteries,
each UAS swarm can be a flying threat to public properties and safety. Thus, a secure routing
algorithm is needed to avoid malicious connections from attackers.
The conventional secure routings for UAS swarm networking focus on the encryption of
packets (Maxa, Ben Mahmoud, and Larrieu, 2015). The symmetric session key to encrypt the
packets could achieve security between the point-to-point communication with the sacrifice
of the latency and overhead of the system. At the same time, the conventional methods
cannot avoid the re-display attacks in the communication. The conventional methods cannot
satisfy the requirement of energy efficiency and scalable deployment.
In this section, I leveraged the Blockchain to assist the UAS swarm in improving routing
security. Compatible with the constrained resource of the UAS swarm, I leveraged the
lightweight Blockchain to maintain the efficiency and scalability of UAS swarm network-
ing.
3.2.2 Related Work
With the advantages of immutability and data integrity, Blockchain can improve security
and efficiency in many fields. Apart from the outstanding implementation of cryptocur-
rency, Blockchain also plays an essential role in improving the security and efficiency of UAS,
networking, and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) which is considered as the promising
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core technology to construct CPS (Yu et al., 2020). In this section, I mainly exhibit the re-
lated work of Blockchain, which obtains Blockchain assisted UAS and Blockchain enhanced
networking. Based on the overhead consumption and memory constraints, lightweight
Blockchain is implemented to be compatible with limited IoT devices and UAS networking.
Thus, I also present the literature review of lightweight Blockchain in this section briefly.
3.2.2.1 Blockchain Assisted UAS
The advantage of convenient controllability stimulates civilian and industrial implemen-
tations to deploy UAS on a large scale. However, the vulnerabilities to attacks slow down
the processing of UAS deployment. With immutability and data integrity, many researchers
attempted to explore the feasibility and potentials of Blockchain on the enhancement of se-
curity of UAS. The majority of research considers Blockchain as static storage that contains
sensitive information. The Blockchain is implemented to support authentication. The main
advantages of static Blockchain include maintaining the integrity of the data and improving
the efficiency of the authentication processing. The integrity and the distribution provide
the security of the data transmission and storage.
With the avoidance of modification of link data for marine surveillance, the authors de-
ployed verification information distributively on the ground control center. UAS with a
connection can access the identification storage on a server to verify each boat in the surveil-
lance sea area (Islam et al., 2020). However, the vulnerability of this approach is that it will
lead to catastrophic loss once UAS is compromised to attackers. The security of data shar-
ing is essential in preventing malicious access to the UAS swarm networking. Based on this
requirement, a Blockchain based architecture that can be implemented into the distributed
business system to improve the security of data sharing (Kapitonov et al., 2017). The threat
from data is not limited to sharing but also includes data acquisition. The UAS swarm can
save much labor and energy consumption. A Blockchain based exploration of security and
data integrity on data acquisition of IoT devices via UAS swarm (Islam and Shin, 2019c).
The UAS in swarm leverage π−hash bloom filter to verify the identity of IoT devices and up-
load the collected data derived from authenticated IIoT devices to servers. The server adds
the collected data into Blockchain. Different from (Islam and Shin, 2019c), a new scheme
leverages UAS to collect data generated from IIoT devices and store the collected data in
Blockchain at mobile edge computing (MEC) server (Islam and Shin, 2019b). The main flaw
is that it is vulnerable to injection attacks when the UAS decrypts the data without identify-
ing IIoT devices. To mitigate the cyber threats and data integrity, the authors leverage UAS
to collect the data derived from wearable devices on the users and upload it with MEC to
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the cloud. After that, the cloud stores the collected data into Blockchain (Islam and Shin,
2019a). Another study (Asheralieva and Niyato, 2020) provides an efficient Blockchain-as-
a-Service (BaaS) support for IIoT applications. The authors leverage the Blockchain to store
the data generated from IIoT devices. The data collected from IIoT devices is recorded as a
mining task, and the Blockchain peer decides how to process tasks, verify tasks, and trans-
action records according to the energy consumption. The Blockchain server with Baas-MEC
supports processing and verifying compute-intensive mining tasks of the peers. consor-
tium Blockchain establish the distributed shared database to minimize the computational
consumption (Qiu et al., 2020). In the computation-intensive stages, MEC assists in the
Blockchain creation and verification.
The above shows that Blockchain can protect data integrity with the advantage of im-
mutability effectively and securely. There is another branch aiming to extend the authenti-
cation of UAS swarm by storing identification into the blocks of Blockchain.
Enhancement of the trust of named data networking-based Fly Ad hoc Networking (FANET)
and mitigation content poisoning can prevent malicious joint of UAS swarm access (Lei et
al., 2019). They stored the interest content and identification of UAS into Blockchain. Once
similar interest content is detected, the content will be delivered to the ground station to
verify the source and the exciting content. If the content is from the attackers, the source
will be recorded and the system will bind the packets. The hyper ledgers stores validation of
UAS into Blockchain, which can authenticate the UAS with mobile ground stations (Jensen,
Selvaraj, and Ranganathan, 2019). The UAS, without verification in the Blockchain, cannot
access swarm networking. Inspired by randomness improvement, in (Rana et al., 2019), the
authors added the intrusions and GPS information into Blockchain to surveillance the op-
eration and status perpetually. Authenticated by Blockchain on the cloud, the information
can be delivered between ground stations and UAS. Association with perpetual connections
and reliable topologies decreases the security and efficiency of hierarchical networking. In
(Sharma et al., 2019), the authors bundled different systems into multiple Blockchains to
improve the security of drone caching and optimized the multiple Blockchains with neural
networking. The simulation shows that the approach can improve connectivity probabil-
ity to 0.9900 and decrease energy consumption to 0.6034. Different from implementations
of storage, the authors consider the UAS and ground devices as nodes in Blockchain and
chain the devices to maintain the integrity of the whole system. Based on the resilience of
Blockchain, the authors leverage Blockchain, constructed by ground control station, to store
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group keys and manage the membership certificates of FANET. Based on the Longest-Lost-
Chain mechanism and collaboration of neighbors, the nodes on the networking can recover
the lost blocks underneath different attack models effectively (Li et al., 2019).
Indeed, Blockchain can improve the security and the efficiency of UAS swarm networking.
However, most implementations need servers to store identification. The UAS plays the
role of fetching content. The flexibility and the advantages of UAS are not implemented to
enhance the performance of architectures.
3.2.2.2 Blockchain Enhanced Networking
Networking is critical to the performance of the UAS swarm. The quality of performance of
UAS swarm depends deeply on the efficient packets’ deliveries and intrusion executions in
time based on networking capacities. Efficiency, reliability, and resilience are pivotal factors
in evaluating networking. With the unique characteristics of Blockchain, many researchers
explored the potential of enhancement on networking. The natural architecture of network-
ing for Blockchain is Peer-to-Peer (P2P) which poses an immense challenge for the imple-
mentations on different networking architectures. However, there are still many researchers
exploring the feasibility of Blockchain on other architectures. In this section, the following
parts aim at 1) routing of Blockchain; 2) Blockchain-assisted VANET and MANET. The net-
working research of Blockchain mainly focuses on the routing enhancement and assistance
of VANET. The implementations of Blockchain on routing enhancement and assistance of
VANET are essential references for the exploration of Blockchain based FANET enhance-
ment. FANET enhancement of Blockchain is exhibited the above. The following will mainly
present the exploration of VANET and MANET.
3.2.2.2.1 Routing of Blockchain
The routing of Blockchain mainly focuses on the networking routing of Blockchain, and
Blockchain enhances networking routing. The previous one focused on the improvement
of routing algorithms on the security and efficiency of Blockchain deployment. The latter
focuses on the implementation of Blockchain on the enhancement of different architectures
of networking.
The main problems for Blockchain deployment are scalability and synchronization. In terms
of the two problems, the efficient and light routing algorithms extend the capacities of
Blockchain in P2P networking. With the motivation of improvement on synchronization
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and minimum of the processing and transmission delay through reduced duplicated trans-
missions, the authors, in (Lin et al., 2018), applied the minimum spanning tree to reduce the
routing cost for nodes communication. Unlike P2P networking, the packets are transmitted
through multiple hops to achieve less latency between nodes’ broadcast. Similar work in
(Ersoy et al., 2018), the authors propose a consensus of first-leader-then-block. Before the
leader constructs blocks in Blockchain networking, the clients validate the credential of the
leader. After that, the leader builds the block into Blockchain with optimized routing in the
Blockchain networking, which could mitigate the duplication of message broadcast and re-
duce the risk of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. To improve the acceptance ratio of transac-
tions with low routing overhead, the authors proposed a hash timelock contract to improve
the security of P2P transactions. In the routing, the mechanism will punish the nodes which
are dishonest and refuse to forward packets to the next hops (Yu et al., 2018). Different from
(Yu et al., 2018), the authors, in (Zhang and Yang, 2019), constructed two payments paths
to improve the success rate for payment via P2P. With the modification of the hash timelock
contract, the transaction has one more flexibility of cancellation.
Blockchain enhanced routing has the advantages of immutability and distribution. With
awareness of latency, the author studied the round trip time measurement for inter-domain
networking. The round trip time could be utilized to validate the anomalies of two-side data
integrity (Arins, 2018). The measurement is stored in the blocks of Blockchain. Blockchain
validates the prefix of border gateway broadcast and marks the bogus routing to mitigate
the risk of DoS attacks (Arins, 2018). Blockchain as a database stores the routing report,
which is a reference to evaluate the reliability and reputation of the router. The routers
with low reputation will be marked and isolated to eliminate the threat of attacks (Li, Tang,
and Wang, 2019). Information of the whole networking is stored in the Blockchain, which
allows all nodes to be able to access. The nodes can calculate a routing which has less traffic
load and interference (Lazrag et al., 2019). Blockchain stores requests from senders that can
authenticate the senders’ identity. With authentication, the senders can access the specific
host capsule on the cloud (Magdy et al., 2020).
3.2.2.2.2 Blockchain Assisted VANET and MANET
With the ubiquitous deployment of automatic self-driving, VANET construction is becom-
ing pivotal to the safety and security of automobiles. The large scale deployment of 5G NR
stimulates the development of VANET. Most research efforts focus on the improvement of
security and efficiency. However, synchronization is a challenge for Blockchain on VANET.
Meanwhile, the mobility of VANET decreases the reliability of Blockchain. With improved
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security and trust on the vehicular IIoT, trust evaluation based on proof-of-stake managed
the Blockchain generation. The vehicle with the Blockchain can collect the road information
and store it into the Blockchain, which can be reliable proof for the investigation of traffic
accidents (Xie et al., 2019). The mobility of VANET has a significant effect on the new block
generation of Blockchain. The interval of rendezvous of VANET affects the Blockchain gen-
eration (Kim, 2019). The results show that the contention window size in the Blockchain.
In VANET, the trustworthy is essential to the security and privacy of users. The privacy
management is to keep the users’ public key and intelligent contract in Blockchain auto-
matically (Ma et al., 2020). With optimized synchronization of Blockchain, the credentials
of vehicles can be achieved (Liu et al., 2020d). Further, the malicious vehicles need to be
marked and mitigated to improve the security of users and public properties. The combina-
tion of trustworthiness and attributes of vehicles are encrypted into Blockchain to provide
the tamper-resistant and traceable services (Wang et al., 2020a). However, the conventional
key management relies on distributed k-anonymity of vehicles in VANET, which has high
possibilities of privacy leakage and the trustworthiness of participants loss. Based on this
flaw, a Blockchain based behavior tracer storeed the historical behaviors and identified the
malicious vehicles in VANET (Luo et al., 2020). The evaluation shows the tracer can mitigate
the malicious vehicles in VANET effectively.
Unlike VANET, MANET is a constraint with its limited computational resources and low
networking throughput, which can hardly deploy effective Blockchain on a large scale. The
prominent research mainly concentrates on routing and security data collection. The ab-
sence of trustworthiness and reputation of participating nodes in MANET can cause unre-
liable handover. The unreliable handover is severe to the security of MANET. As an indi-
cator of malicious levels, the behaviors of routers are recorded into Blockchain and quan-
tified with reputation. The identified malicious routers will be removed and isolated from
MANET (Careem and Dutta, 2020). Based on the immutable transaction, the history of rout-
ing discovery in MANET is stored in Blockchain. Each successful routing discovery with a
security tag is available, reliable, and secure in Blockchain. Without authentication, the
nodes cannot access the routing information, which can avoid re-display attacks efficiently
(Liu et al., 2020c). Blockchain can provide outstanding storage for MANET to maintain se-
curity and privacy. However, the current research still needs to meet the challenge between
constraint resources and synchronization on a large scale.
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3.2.2.3 Lightweight Blockchain
The conventional Blockchain deployment has overwhelmed requirements of computational
resources and synchronization, which is hard to embed Blockchain into the IIoT devices. The
constrained computational resources and the lifetime stimulate the evolution of lightweight
Blockchain. With the main backbone of Blockchain, currently, most researches focus on
performance and functionality decreasing.
The performance decreasing focuses on reducing computational resources and synchroniza-
tion frequency to balance the security and energy consumption of IIoT devices. Based on
the data integrity, the miner of Blockchain is simplified to maintenance consensus in honest
parties. The consensus aims to manipulate the whole nodes in networking. With reduced
synchronization frequency and minimization intrusion execution space, the lightweight
Blockchain based IIoT devices can achieve efficiency and security (Reilly et al., 2019). The
conventional Blockchain needs to consume many computational resources on the Proof-of-
Work (PoW). The elimination of Pow can reduce the requirement of Blockchain and is suit-
able for the deployment of IIoT devices (Srivastava, Crichigno, and Dhar, 2019).
Different from performance decreasing, the functionality decreasing focus on lowing the
computational burden on embedded devices. The embedded devices afford the data col-
lection and verification processing, and the computation and storage tasks are completed
on the clouds (Bai et al., 2019). With optimized communication cost and adjustable up-
dating period, the lightweight Blockchain can improve the quality of communication and
privacy of IIoT devices (Danzi et al., 2019). Another scheme is on consensus construction.
A consortium consensus is applied in the lightweight Blockchain generation. Replaced with
simplified Proof-of-Authority (PoA), the IIoT devices can execute the lightweight Blockchain
effectively and efficiently (Alghamdi et al., 2020). A proof of block and trade (PoBT) consen-
sus reduces the computation time and memory requirements for IIoT devices (Biswas et al.,
2020).
The lightweight Blockchain can improve data integrity, efficiency, and overhead reduction.
Both performance decreasing and function decreasing are two promising approaches to im-
prove the deployment of IIoT devices. However, there are still more specific optimizations
to different scenarios.
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3.2.3 Methodology
UAS swarm networking can achieve more capacities of throughput, latency, robustness, and
spectrum efficiency. The advantages of UAS swarm networking also are vulnerabilities to
attackers. The attackers can penetrate the UAS swarm networking more severely. With the
manipulation of UAS swarm networking, the attackers can convert the UAS into threats to
the public properties and safety. The secure and robust UAS swarm networking can mitigate
the threat of attackers. In this section, I aim to propose a novelty approach to implement
lightweight Blockchain to UAS swarm networking which can improve the security and effi-
ciency. The conventional Blockchain is hard to implement into the UAS swarm networking.
I borrowed the concepts of lightweight Blockchain, which is implemented into the IIoT de-
vices widely. To simplify the processing consensus construction, I modified the consensus
construction of Proof-of-Authority (PoA), which can achieve better efficiency than Proof-of-
Work (PoW) and Proof-of-Stake (PoS). I utilized the traffic states, evaluated by pheromone,
to mark the authority of each UAS.
3.2.3.1 Problem Statement
The mission complement of the UAS swarm is dependent on the quality of UAS swarm net-
working seriously. Each intrusion and data can be delivered efficiently to the destination. As
Figure 3.21 shows, the UAS can achieve an immense swarm to finish the complex missions.
The source UAS sends multiple packets to the destination UAS, extending the reliability and
efficiency of UAS swarm networking. The ubiquitous deployment accelerates the efficiency
of civilian development and industrial production. Concurrently, the UAS swarm enables
humans to finish missions in some toxic environments and safety absence scenarios.
However, once the attacker scatters malicious UAS into the UAS swarm which can lead to
a catastrophic loss. The malicious can play attacks (eavesdropping, injection, and man-in-
the-middle) to manipulate the UAS swarm networking. The malicious UAS (as Figure 3.21
shows) can refuse to deliver packets which can decrease the bandwidth, throughput, and
robustness of routing. Further, the malicious can transmit packets to mislead the legitimate
UAS and fail the mission of the UAS swarm.
It is critical to recognize the malicious UAS and prevent the malicious UAS from accessing
the legitimate UAS networking. The legitimate UAS needs to block the packets derived from
the malicious ones and minimize the injection from attackers. With the beamforming, the
UAS can deliver the packets to the desired UAS with beam steering. The secure hops of
routing can prevent the malicious UAS from eavesdropping and injecting the packets. Thus,
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Hop Source UAS Destination UAS Malicious UAS
Figure 3.21: Attackers in UAS Swarm Networking
the routing problem is converted to a secure hops selection. At the same time, the joining
UAS needs authentication to assure its identification. The conventional Blockchain approach
is a static storage that distributes all the information in the swarm. The distribution needs
many computational resources to broadcast the updated blocks. Furthermore, one UAS is
compromised to the attackers, which have high possibilities of identification disclosure and
credential stuffing. In that case, the attackers can utilize brutal methods to explore each
block’s secrets.
3.2.3.2 Blockchain Assisted Secure Routing
To achieve secure routing, I leverage the lightweight Blockchain to secure the routing hops
selection in the UAS swarm networking. Different from the conventional Blockchain imple-
mentations, I consider each UAS, un, as a block container in Blockchain which obtain the




Hi , Hi ∈ {un | un <Um} (3.13)
Here, Um is a set of malicious UAS in recognition; un is UAS n, in swarm Un. Hi is the block
digest of Blockchain. This information was stored in flash memory previously before UAS
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took off. Attackers cannot compromise the UAS that is joining the UAS swarm network-
ing. Due to beamforming, the power leakage on the side lopes is suppressed, which can be
neglected. In my assumption, without directional transmission, the malicious UAS cannot
recover the signal with side lopes leakage.
As Figure 3.22 shows, each UAS delivers packets to its neighbors, Uneighbors. The neighbors’
selection, Uhops, is based on the destination, udestination. Furthermore, the record of digest,
HN , is stored in the flash memory. udetination ∈ Un. The source UAS, usource in Figure 3.22,
sends Routing Request (RREQ) to udestination for constructing routing. usource ∈ Un. Appar-
ently, un acquire other UAS locations with ADS-B. Thus, usource can achieve the directions




V(s, d) is the vector from usource to udestination geographically.
Based on
−−−−−→
V(s, d) , usource can select un which fall in the direction of
−−−−−→
V(s, d) . In the space def-
inition, the searching space is π, which means the next un falls in the space with the vector
−−−−−→
V(s, n) that directs to the last un is less than π. For the next hops of usource:




Thereafter, the next hops, U(n, hops), for un is :




With bundle hops for selection, un needs to select the next secure hops from U(n, hops). un
checks the block digest from HN . The next un in U(n, hops) with record Hn can be selected for
the next secure hop. The malicious UAS and the unauthenticated UAS will not be selected
as the next hops.
U(n, hops) = {un | un ∈Uneigbors −Um} (3.16)
Each time, un updates the mark of the next hop with pheromone P hn (shown as Figure 3.22)
derived from the successful routing and packet delivery. The pheromone stimulation τ de-
pends on the latency lτ of each routing. The next hop with the highest pheromone indicates
un has heavier traffic which is updated frequently and hard to be compromised.
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Figure 3.22: Security Routing of UAS Swarm Networking





With less latency, the hop can be selected quickly, which also indicates un obtains the heav-
ier traffic in the local networking. The un with the highest pheromone is critical to the
authentication of the joining UAS.
The specific routing processing is shown as the pseudocode of Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 The Next Secure Hops Selection














≤ π and un+1 ∈HN then
8: U(n, hops)←un+1 ;
9: end if
10: RREQ→U(n, hops);
11: un← 1lτ ;
12: 4P hn←4P hn+ 1lτ ;
13: P hn← (1−α)× P hn+4P hn;
14: end procedure
3.2.3.3 Lightweight Blockchain based Authentication
Blockchain based authentication has shown its immense potential to improve the secu-
rity and efficiency of authentication. Compared with the conventional authentications,
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Blockchain based approaches show more outstanding immutability and distribution. How-
ever, the computational resources and the synchronized networking of Blockchain deceler-
ate the Blockchain deployment on a large scale.
This section proposed a novel consensus construction and synchronization for lightweight
Blockchain, which is compatible with the computation-constrained and synchronization-
limited networking. The lightweight Blockchain is the primary to secure routing for UAS
swarm networking. The UAS swarm networking cannot afford the infinite computation re-
sources and the high synchronization. The lightweight Blockchain can improve the scalabil-
ity and the security of UAS swarm networking.
Joining UAS 
Packet Delivery  Message UAS  Verification UAS Judge UAS
Figure 3.23: Consensus Construction for Joining UAS Swarm Networking
As mentioned in subsection 3.2.3.2, I consider each UAS as a block in Blockchain. Each UAS
stores its own specific identification, Ii , and the block digest of the whole Blockchain, HN .
Blockchain is extended based on the new joining UAS, ujoin. After authentication of joining
UAS, the Blockchain distributes the updated block digests to the UAS swarm networking
with the proposed synchronization.
As illustrated in Figure 3.23, a new UAS, ujoin, is going to join the UAS swarm networking. At
beginning, ujoin sends joining networking request, RQjoin, to the UAS (denoted as umessage)
which is in the edge of UAS swarm. After receiving RQjoin, umessage broadcasts RQjoin to
its own neighbors, Uneighbors, with Hashed TimeLock Contract (HTLC), ω and signature of
umessage. Uneighbors returned its P hn within HTLC. The un, denoted ujudge, with the most P hn
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Figure 3.24: Operation of Authentication for UAS Swarm Networking
is selected by umessage as the authority to judge the joining event. umessage sends the con-
firmation to ujudge. With signed of reply, ujudge sends the random selection authentication
number, ζ, to umessage and request the random selection blocks specification RQauthentication
of the verification UAS, uζ . uζ encrypts Iζ and timestamp, tζ , with ujudge’s public key Pujudge .
With the routing from ujudge to uζ , uζ returns the encrypted verification to ujudge. ujudge
decrypts the verification with its own secret key, Sujudge . After receiving ζ, umessage relays
the number to ujoin with request of block digest, Hζ , of Blockchain. ujoin extracts Hζ and
timestamp, tjoin and sends the packet to umessage. After verifying the timestamp, umessage at-
taches its own signature with the packet and transfers it to ujudge. The ujudge digests Iζ to
H ′ζ , and compares Hζ and H
′
ζ . If Hζ and H
′
ζ match, ujudge sends authentication confirma-
tion to umessage and ujoin. ujoin sends its own Hjoin and to ujudge for broadcast. Each traffic
through ujudge is attached with Hjoin for broadcast. Each communication, un checks HN and
updates H ′N . The specific operation is shown as Figure 3.24.
For brute force to the authentication, the attackers need to catch all the blocks, N , which is
assumed not to leak to attackers. The possibilities for attackers to get through authentication
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Table 3.2: Maximum Attacking Probability for Each Encryption
ηζ (bits) 64 128 256 512
P rbruteForce 5.4210e−20 2.9387e−39 8.6362e−78 7.4583e−155
The attackers need to guess the specific digest of BlockchainHζ which is hashed with ηζ bits.
At the same time, within ω, the attackers need to obtain powerful computational resources
to find the digest of Hζ . The maximum probabilities of attacking Blockchain are shown in
Table 3.2.
For the synchronization of Blockchain, I adopt a passive approach to broadcast the updated
blocks with the UAS swarm networking. The updated blocks, H ′n, are stored in ujudge which
has main traffic streams. Each packet passing through ujudge will attach the updated blocks
and synchronizes the whole networking.
3.2.4 Evaluation
In this section, the evaluation is conducted with Matlab 2019b, and the configuration of
hardware is as follows. CPU: E5-1607 v4 @ 3.10GHz × 4; Memory: 15.6 GiB; OS: Ubuntu
18.04 LTS.
The specific configuration of evaluation is illustrated as Table 3.3. In the configuration, the
speed of each UAS ranges from 10m/s to 15m/s. The UAS swarm is distributed in the space
of 100m ∗ 100m ∗ 5m, which does not have sharp changes in a short time. The maximum
transmission range is limited to 15m. Compatible with the hops selection, I adopted AODV
to generate routing for UAS swarm networking. The latency of each legitimated UAS is
configured as 100 us, and the malicious one is configured as 300 us, respectively. The latency
caused by the malicious UAS is configured as 200 us. The complete evaluation was executed
for 10,000 runs, and each run cost 20 seconds on average.
Figure 3.25 shows the processing of routing generation. With lightweight Blockchain, the
malicious UAS is marked in a red filled circle. The legitimated UAS is marked in a cyan
filled circle. The purple filled circle is source UAS, and the blue one is the destination,
respectively. The source sends RREQ to its neighbors to find the destination that is marked
in a blue line. Once the destination receives the RREQ, it delivers RREP with the routing to
the source. The generated routing is marked in the red line.
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Figure 3.25: Routing Processing
Table 3.3: Parameters of UAS Swarm Configuration
Swarm Distribution Space 100 m * 100 m * 5 m
Speed 10-15 m/s
Transmission Range 15 m
Transmission Protocol UDP
Latency of Legitimated UAS 100 us




Each Evaluation Time 20 s
Figure 3.26 shows the average latency of routing between the Blockchain-assisted algorithm
and non Blockchain-assisted algorithm. Generally, the latency of non Blockchain-assisted
algorithms is overwhelming than the Blockchain-assisted algorithm. With the increas-
ing proportion of malicious UAS, the ratio of being selected as relay nodes is increasing,
which causes the non Blockchain-assisted algorithm to consume much more latency than
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Figure 3.26: Average Latency of Routing
the Blockchain-assisted algorithms.
Figure 3.27 shows the involving rate of malicious UAS. I compared the performance be-
tween Blockchain-assisted and non Blockchain-assisted approaches. As the proportion of
malicious UAS increases, the ratio of malicious UAS expands. With identification stored in
Blockchain, the lightweight Blockchain-assisted approach can prevent the malicious UAS
from participating in the routing.
Figure 3.28 presents the traffic distribution of UAS swarm networking. The traffic status is
updated according to the pheromone generated with each communication. Each success-
ful communication marks the links, and the UAS will calculate the pheromone. The other
validated UAS can request connections with the pheromone. I marked each UAS with dif-
ferent colors and sizes in Figure 3.28. I also observed that the UAS with high traffic status
concentrates on the central zones of the UAS swarm.
Figure 3.29 illustrates the average pheromone for consensus construct. In HTLC process-
ing, I simplified the HTLC into hops generated by each RREQ. I collected the maximum
pheromones in the limited HTLC. With RREQ broadcast, I observed the maximum of
pheromone keep steady once the hops exceed 10. The maximum of pheromone for con-
sensus construction keeps 0.3308 as the hops increase.
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Figure 3.27: Average Malicious Involving Rate of Routing
Figure 3.28: Distribution of Traffic of UAS Swarm Networking
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Figure 3.29: Average Broadcast Pheromone
Figure 3.30 exhibits the comparison between PoW, PoS and my proposed consensus con-
struction (PoT). Based on the scalability of PoS, I chose 20%, 30%, 40% of PoS as the com-
parison. Figure 3.30 shows that as the amounts of UAS swarm increase, the routing for
consensus construction surges. Compared with 20%, 30%, 40% of PoS, PoT keeps lower
routing consumption as the amounts of UAS swarm rises which means the overhead of PoT
is much lower than PoW and PoS. The outstanding routing consumption shows the feasibil-
ity of implementation in the resource constraint platforms.
Figure 3.31 shows the routing consumption in the blocks synchronization. For PoW and PoS,
the leader needs to generate additional routing to broadcast the blocks for synchronization,
which will cost much overhead. The PoT leverages the passive broadcast to synchronize the
blocks, which do not need to generate additional routing.
The evaluation shows that the proposed lightweight Blockchain approach can reduce over-
head consumption and increase the security of UAS swarm networking. In the evaluation,
I compared PoW, PoS, my proposed approach can achieve outstanding performance than
PoW and PoS in the resource constraint platform.
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Figure 3.30: Routings for Consensus Construction
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Figure 3.31: Routings for Synchronization
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3.2.5 Conclusion
In this section, I leveraged lightweight Blockchain to assist UAS swarm in improving routing
security with constraint computation resources. With lightweight Blockchain, UAS swarm
can prevent the malicious UAS from connecting to the UAS swarm networking and mitigate
the attacks from malicious UAS. Unlike conventional consensus construction (PoW, PoS, and
PoA), I leveraged PoT to construct consensus. The evaluation shows the proposed PoT can
reduce routing consumption in consensus construction and synchronization. Compatible
with the constrained resource, the lightweight Blockchain-assisted approach can maintain
the efficiency and scalability of UAS swarm networking.
3.3 Bio-Inspired Routing for Heterogeneous UAS Network-
ing
This section proposed a bio-inspired routing for heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. In-
spired by the biological cell paradigm, each UAS swarm has the principal characteristics of
cell wall building. Within the connection range, the heterogeneous UAS swarm can con-
struct a cell wall for cooperation and collaboration. The evaluation shows that bio-inspired
routing can improve the efficiency, flexibility, and robustness of the heterogeneous UAS
swarm networking on a large scale. As the UAS swarm increases, the cell wall construction
keeps stable, outperforming the conventional gateway UAS approaches. With cell walls, the
heterogeneous UAS swarm networking can achieve high volume throughput and reliable
connections. The cell wall approach is decentralized and elastic to the dynamic nature of
UAS swarm networking and has a great potential to assist the deployment of UAS swarm
networking under a variable and scaling environment.
3.3.1 Introduction
The large scale deployment of 5G NR fuels many evolution in different fields (education,
agriculture, and industry). 5G NR enables the embedded devices and mobile platforms to
access the Internet with more flexibility and efficiency (Sun et al., 2016). The MEC of 5G NR
can provide the computational resources to the mobile platforms and achieve competitive
quality for the performance (Li and Song, 2016). Based on the improved performance, the
mobile platforms can communicate with each other via Machine-to-Machine (M2M) (Song
and Brandt-Pearce, 2012). The M2M enables mobile platforms to communicate directly
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without handovers of servers at high levels. The beamforming of M2M can minimize energy
consumption and improve the security of M2M communication.
The swarm UAS fueled by 5G NR improves the efficiency and quality of the mission com-
plement on a large scale. The combination of flexibility, lightweight, and easy control en-
ables UAS to accomplish complex and dangerous missions that can save human lives and
prevent safety issues. With the UAS swarm networking, UAS can form a fleet and collab-
orate in parallel to finish complex missions, which require accuracy and complexity. The
cellular communication inside the UAS swarm can improve the connections’ efficiency, ro-
bustness, and capacity. With the scale of UAS swarm deployment, the implementations pose
challenging requirements for the UAS swarm networking. The inter-UAS swarm network-
ing constructed between heterogeneous swarms is different from the intra-UAS swarm net-
working, which needs more efficiency, robustness, and resilience. Due to the complexity of
the mission, the heterogeneous UAS swarm needs to collaborate and incorporate with each
other. Different from the intra-UAS swarm, the mobility variance between swarms reduces
the performance of UAS swarm networking sharply, leading to the failure of mission.
The conventional UAS swarm networking is dependent on the hierarchical architectures.
The hierarchical architectures require one or a few UASs as gateway to afford the communi-
cation between swarms. Compatible with the different swarms, the gateway UAS needs to
adjust the routing strategies to satisfy the communication. Ant colony algorithms finds the
best path for communications between heterogeneous UAS swarms (Yu et al., 2016). Based
on the fixed gateway selection, the outstanding UASs provide the gateway services (Leonov,
2016) which lacks flexibility, efficiency, robustness, and durability. The communication be-
tween swarms will crash once the gateway UAS is out of power (Manvi, Kakkasageri, and
Mahapurush, 2009). The conventional networking constructions cannot satisfy the hetero-
geneous swarms communication on a large scale.
In this section, I proposed a bio-inspired routing approach for heterogeneous UAS swarm
networking. Inspired by the biological cell paradigm, each UAS swarm has the principal
characteristics of cell wall building. The heterogeneous UAS swarm can construct the cell
wall for information exchange and mission collaborations. Compared with the conventional
approaches, the evaluation shows that bio-inspired routing can improve the efficiency, flex-
ibility, and robustness of UAS swarm networking on a large scale. As the UAS swarm ex-
pands, the cell wall construction approach can achieve more stable propagation of inter-UAS
swarm networking. The population of the UAS swarm also benefits the throughput of the
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heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. The throughput can grow as the UAS swarm ex-
tends sustainably.
Unlike the conventional approaches, the routing provides the communication services for
collaborations of the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. In nature, two cells can ex-
change materials continuously under an unstable environment. The cells can exchange
multiple materials including biological signals, with the cell wall. The conventional routing
algorithms are centralized architectures that are vulnerable to the dynamic nature of UAS
swarm networking. Further, the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking requires single or
multiple specific UAS as a gateway to provide delivery services. Thus, QoS of UAS swarm
networking is limited to the selected gateways. The cell wall approach imitates the behav-
iors of the cells and constructs connection volumes with dynamic updating, which can be
more flexible, reliable, and elastic. I converted the behaviors as the cell wall construction for
UAS swarm networking. The UAS swarm can select qualified UAS dynamically as gateways
to provide delivery services without specific configuration. With the standard requirement,
the selected UAS can be updated to improve the collaborations between the heterogeneous
UAS swarm networking.
3.3.2 Related Work
The advancement of UAS networking stimulates the evolution of the UAS swarm and plays
a vital role in the development of the UAS fleet (Arafat and Moh, 2019). Reliable and effi-
cient routing algorithms can provide lower amount of delays and packet losses for services
(Oubbati et al., 2017). The architectures of UAS swarm networking mainly focus on FANET,
which is similar to MANET and VANET. However, unlike MANET and VANET, FANET has
more flexibility and dynamics. The FANET poses a challenge for the current routing algo-
rithms (Kumar et al., 2020) which mostly are not suitable for deployment on a large scale.
Due to the limitation of cellular networking, the development of UAS swarm network-
ing is not mature. The conventional research mainly focuses on the construction of UAS
swarm, networking construction, and networking enhancement. In the following parts, I
will present the literature review on 1) UAS swarm networking construction and 2) UAS
swarm networking enhancement.
3.3.2.1 UAS Swarm Networking Construction
The UAS swarm consists of multiple small UAS on a large scale. The UAS swarm has ad-
vantages of flexibility, lightweight, and mobility, enabling UAS swarm to deploy in specific
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areas on a large scale. The UAS swarm can split into different swarms to finish the differ-
ent parts of the mission collaboratively. Based on the requirement of missions, different
UAS swarm can play various roles to finish specific missions. The information exchanged
between different swarms can improve the accuracy of mission execution. Location shar-
ing in real-time can reduce the collisions drastically. Based on cellular networking, the UAS
swarm can form the networking to execute the mission assigned from the mobile devices
(Souza and Endler, 2015). The controllers can change the UAS swarm networking architec-
ture with the ground terminal and maintain the networking status remotely. The evaluation
shows that the coordination protocol can improve communication precision under differ-
ent speeds. To enhance the collision avoidance, the signal strength to measure the position
distribution of neighbors is implemented into UAS swarm networking. With the onboard
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), the UAS swarm can coordinate itself to maintain the per-
formance of networking (Shrit et al., 2017). The standard configurations are limited to the
computational capacities which constrain the UAS swarm networking on throughput, la-
tency, and reliability. The onboard computer enhances the UAS swarm, which focuses on
the open-source platform of 3DR (Engebråten, Glette, and Yakimenko, 2018).
Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) explores the potential of the UAS swarm in the tactic
scenarios (Jiang et al., 2018). Their evaluation shows that OLSR can construct proper com-
munication in constraint environments effectively. For the tactic scenarios, there are many
uncertainties. The interference and obstacle distributions is dynamic, which is hard to pre-
dict and avoid. Inspired by Free Space Optical (FSO), the full-duplex antennas improve the
freedom of beam steering. With random beam selection, UAS swarm networking can accel-
erate networking construction. However, the disadvantage of FSO is the overhead of system.
The overwhelming overhead limits FSO deployment on a large scale, which sluggish UAS
swarm networking formation control in real-time.
To improve the performance of the formation control for UAS swarm networking, the dis-
tributed consensus approach enhances the formation tracking precision of the UAS swarm
networking. The second-order discrete neighbor information constructs the consensus to
satisfy the requirement of UAS swarm networking (He et al., 2019). The dynamic nature
of the UAS swarm poses a challenge to formation control. Based on the dynamic nature
of the UAS swarm, the distributed flocking model can improve the controllability and the
goodput of UAS swarm networking. However, the bio-inspired paradigm is still hard to im-
plement into the UAS swarm. The simplifications of some functions with master-slave mode
can satisfy UAS swarm networking (Chen et al., 2018c).
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With Software Defined Networking (SDN), UAS swarm networking also benefits from
FANET. The SDN integrates Mirco Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (MUAVs) into FANET, which
can extend the flexibility of UAS swarm networking. Enabled with MEC, MUAVs can be an
effective subtle for UAS swarm (Yang, Wang, and Yuan, 2019). To improve the reliability,
the SDN can explore the networking updating strategy. With the maximization of reliabil-
ity and multiple paths generation, UAS swarm networking can reduce the overhead of the
system and increase the updating frequency (ZOU et al., 2019).
The resilient construction can improve the robustness of UAS swarm networking. To re-
organize the UAS swarm networking, the authors proposed a swarm intelligent-based and
damage-resilient mechanism. By identifying the damage phase of UAS swarm networking,
the UAS swarm can adjust the way points to re-organize the lost connections to the UAS
swarm networking. Their evaluation shows that the outstanding convergence speed and
communication overhead than the conventional approaches (Chen et al., 2020a). An au-
tonomic approach constructs a collaborative swarm networking that can provide a reliable
overlay service (Lua and Ng, 2013). The collaborative swarm networking can defend against
the flash floods and attacks. With the optimized area coverage, self-organization of mesh
networks for UAS swarm networking is enabled (Ruetten et al., 2020). With Received Signal
Strength Indication (RSSI), UAS swarm can form the networking by adjusting localization.
Optimized by the genetic algorithms, the proposed approach can achieve better connectivity
and swarm spreading.
The UAS swarm networking constructions are mainly on the formation and routing con-
trol constrained with the overhead. The conventional approaches can achieve the optimal
performance under the limited population. Due to the centralized architecture, the con-
ventional approaches can attain optimal controllability, which is vulnerable to crashes and
connection fluctuations. A decentralized and elastic routing architecture is critical to the
heterogeneous UAS swarm networking, which can obtain reliable and continuous connec-
tions under the dynamic nature.
3.3.2.2 UAS Swarm Networking Enhancement
The UAS swarm networking has advantages of distribution, low overhead, and proactive-
ness. These advantages give promising opportunities to deploy a UAS swarm on a large
scale. Some enhancements improve UAS swarm networking. A node aggregation is applied
to enhance data ferrying inside UAS swarm networking (Hunjet et al., 2018) in the tacti-
cal defense networking scenarios. The dynamic topology leads to the uncertainty of UAS
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swarm networking. Based on the dynamic topology and time-varying link conditions, link
status is optimized by a deep Q−learning model (Koushik, Hu, and Kumar, 2019). With the
optimal links, UAS swarm networking can achieve more throughput efficiency. An online
genetic algorithm (Leu and Tang, 2019) optimizes the movement of the UAS swarm, which
can reduce the overhead and improve the survival in a complex environment. Due to the
limitation of on-board energy, the Channel State Information for Transmitter (CSIT) maxi-
mizes the energy allocation of UAS swarm networking (Liu et al., 2020a). With two subtle
optimizations separated from energy optimization, UAS swarm networking can achieve the
maximum optimization of energy efficiency globally. A spectrum management architecture
maximizes the spectrum utilization of cellular networking (Feng et al., 2019).
Further, the conventional approaches of cellular networking of resource allocation are based
on station-oriented, which cannot balance the users’ requirement in their coverage. A user-
oriented cellular networking coverage architecture achieves seamless service support to mo-
bile users (Huang, Peng, and Zhang, 2019). The evaluation shows that the gain of coverage
is at least 30% higher than the conventional approaches.
Due to the probability of aggression, the security on UAS swarm networking is critical to
public property and safety. The large-scale Channel State Information (CSI) for the power
allocation (Wang et al., 2019c) enhances the security of connections inside UAS swarm net-
working. With constraints of transmission power, the proposed approach can improve the
secure throughput to mitigate eavesdropping. The current UAS swarm networking lacks
adaptability and flexibility to satisfy the dynamics of data flow. An Ad-hoc On-demand Dis-
tance Vector (AODV) based SDN architecture (GUERBER, LARRIEU, and ROYER, 2019) ex-
plored UAS swarm networking routing, which simultaneously establishes control and data
planes. During the connection construction, they embedded the security verification to en-
hance the security for UAS networking and ground IoT. Their evaluation shows that the
throughput of swarm UAS networking is improved significantly. Simultaneously, to reduce
the overhead securely, the authors leverage the Random Networking Coding (RNC) to re-
duce the hop selection. Their evaluation shows that the RNC can decrease the delay and
violation probabilities effectively (Song et al., 2019). Apart from the penetration to the typi-
cal UAS swarm, the malicious UAS in the restricted areas needs to be escorted. To escort the
malicious UAS, a UAS swarm with a defense system can detect, intercept, and capture the
malicious UAS (Brust et al., 2017). The whole process contains the clustering phase, forma-
tion phase, chase phase, and escort phase. In the previous phases, the UAS swarm detected
the malicious UAS with the networking construction. In the last phase, they leveraged the
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collision-avoidance to escort the malicious to restricted zones.
The conventional enhancement approaches made significant contributions to the deploy-
ment of UAS swarm networking. The enhanced UAS swarm networking can provide ser-
vices of the relay, rescue, and data gathering. However, constraint with overhead, through-
put, and latency, the conventional approaches are complicated to implement to inter-UAS
swarm networking on a large scale. The optimal connections between the heterogeneous
UAS swarm networking can allow multiple mission executions feasible and ubiquitous. To
overcome the dynamic nature of UAS swarm networking, a large scale deployment of UAS
swarm networking requires the routing to be flexible, reliable, elastic, and energy saving.
3.3.3 Cell Wall Construction for Heterogeneous UAS Networking
UAS swarm networking is critical to the collaboration of the heterogeneous UAS swarm.
As depicted in Figure 3.32, the reliable, efficient, and high throughput communication be-
tween the heterogeneous UAS swarm can extend the accuracy and efficiency of mission com-
plement. The conventional approaches focus on gateway UAS maintenance which mainly
improves the specific UAS and is based on hierarchical architectures. The conventional
approaches cannot satisfy the dynamic environments in the intra- and inter- UAS swarm
networking. The dynamic and fluid topology of UAS swarm networking is similar to the
biological cell behaviors. In nature, the communication between different cells exchanges
bio-information with the material conveyed on the cell wall, which is efficient and robust.
With the observation of cell material exchange, I found that the cell exchange materials with
a cell wall. The single element on the cell wall can send signal to the other cell and construct
the connections. Once the other cell receives the signal and sends back a confirmation, the
two cells can exchange the materials with interactions via cell walls. Two cells can keep
connections even though they have different mobility. Based on the observed behaviors, I
made the UAS swarms imitate the behaviors of the cells to keep the stability of the connec-
tions. Inspired by biological cell paradigm behaviors, I proposed a bio-inspired cell wall
construction for the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking.
In this section, I mainly consider the scenario: heterogeneous UAS swarms are at the same
speed. In the scenario, the distance between the heterogeneous UAS swarm keeps constant.
The topology of each UAS swarm stays stable with minor fluctuation of location inside the
UAS swarm. Once the swarms are in the communication range, the distribution of each
swarm and the mobility of each UAS stay constant.








Figure 3.32: Communication between heterogeneous UAS swarm network-
ing
Figure 3.33: UAS swarm in the same direction
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Specifically, the shape of each swarm is stable. The mobility of each UAS is equal and the
distance between each UAS does not change significantly. Each UAS is installed with an
obstacle avoidance system that prevents UAS swarm from collisions. UAS swarm can have
a close proximity between each other but have no overlap in the same altitude. During the
connections with another UAS swarm, the power %n for each UAS is sufficient, and the band-
width of each UAS is denoted as Bn. As depicted in Figure 3.33, swarm #2 (denoted as S2)
has speed V1 and direction of trajectory θ. Swarm #1 (denoted as S1) has speed V2 and di-
rection of trajectory θ. Each UAS localization is denoted as P(S, n) = {X(S, n), Y(S, n), Z(S, n)}.
Here, S = {S1,S2} and n ∈ S1 ∪ S2.
V1 = V2 (3.20)
The UAS in S1 is denoted as U(S1, n):
U(S1, n) ∈ S1, n= 1,2, ...,N (3.21)
The UAS in S2 is denoted as U(S2, n):
U(S1, m) ∈ S2, m= 1,2, ...,M (3.22)
The selected UASs form a communication volume for the communication of two swarms.
For the swarm #1, the selected UASs are denoted as US1:
US1 = {U(s1, φ) | φ ∈ Φ}, Φ ≤N (3.23)
For the swarm #2, the selected UAS are denoted as US2:
US2 = {U(s2, γ) | γ ∈ Γ }, Γ ≤M (3.24)
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Here, W , is the window of observation. Specifically, the processing of cell wall construction
is detailed in the following paragraphs.
With messages derived from ADS-B (denoted as MSGn), U(S1, n) can calculate the valid con-
nections before sending request. ADS-B is a convenient and reliable approach to obtain
location sharing and collision avoidance. ADS-B can obtain its peers’ location in real-time,
allowing the UAS to acquire the optimal channel selections for the connection construction.
With ADS-B, pilots can find other aircraft and obtain the hazardous weather and terrain for
flight control and disasters’ avoidance. Simultaneously, the carriers of ADS-B are 978MHz
and 1090MHz, which hardly gets interference to UAS swarm networking and do not re-
quire the additional overhead for management. As a broadcast device, ADS-B is low-cost,
lightweight, and deployed in UAS swarms on a large scale.
US2 = {U(S2, m)| ‖ P(S1, n) − P(S2, m) ‖≤DT hreshold} (3.27)
Here, DT hreshold is the minimum distance for the valid connections between each UAS.
Among the multiple ADS-B messages
M⋃
m=1
MSGm, U(S1, n) picks US2 which is the closest UAS
and is located in the connection ranging. Corresponding to the valid selections, the distance
of each US2 can be given: Dsn =‖ P(S1, n) − P(S2, ξ) ‖. Here, ∀ξ ∈US2 .
D(S2, v) = min{Dsn } (3.28)
Here, v is the UAS with the minimum distance, D(S2, v), among the whole valid US2 to
U(S1, n), v ∈US2.
U(S1, n) sends request to U(S2, v) which contains the identification, ID, of U(S1, n). The ID is
critical to cell wall construction. With ID, the qualified UAS can broadcast its connections
to its peers to find the next hop. The next hops include the specific delivery requirements
and configurations. With ADS-B, the UAS can obtain access and the location of the targeted
UAS once the connections are valid. The UAS can get a connection with the targeted UAS.
After that, the UAS can broadcast the connections to its peers, and the peers can store the
information as the reference for path discovery. The packets exchanged between the two
UAS swarm networking. IfU(S2, v) is available,U(S2, v) backhauls ACK toU(S1, n). To achieve
the time efficiency, I set a threshold of time waiting for the request, TT hreshold . U(S1, n) checks
the ACK periodically until Ts is over TT hreshold . Once U(S1, n) constructs valid connections, it
broadcasts ID of connected U(S2, v) to its peers Ur . For each Ur , the cell wall selection US1
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Algorithm 4 Cell wall construction algorithm (Sender Side)
1: procedure The Selection of Cell Wall(US1 )
2: IDs← ADS −B;
3: US2 ← ADS −B #ID;
4: US2 ← ADS −B Location;
5: Us← Location;
6: Dsn ←‖Us −U[S2, n] ‖;
7: if DSn ≤DT hreshold then
8: DSn ← Insert_sort(Dsn);
9: D(S2, v)←Min(DSn);
10: USn → U(S2, v);
11: while TSn ≤ TT hreshold and Ack is Null do
12: TSn ← TSn + 1;
13: Check Ack;
14: end while
15: Broadcast (IDSn ,USn ,U(S2, v),D(S2, v));
16: US1← (IDr ,Ur ,U(S2, v),D(S2, v));
17: DS1R←‖USn −Ur ‖;
18: DV S1 ←DS1R+D(S2, v);
19: UC ← Insert_sort(DV S1);







USn , N ⊆N , ∀USn ∈ S1 (3.29)
The distance between Ur and US1 can be generated with the hops generation algorithm -
Shortest Path Faster Algorithm (SPFA). The hops between Ur and US1 are denoted asH1 and




‖ Pi−1 − Pi ‖,∀i ∈H ,H ⊆ S1 (3.30)
With the distance between Ur and US1, the distance between Ur and U(S2, v) can be given:
DV S1 = DS1R+D(S2, v) (3.31)
The peers rank the connections based on their location. The top-ranking one will be selected
for transmission, UC . Simultaneously, the UAS also receives other peers’ broadcasts for
confirmation. The combination of UASs’ locations and distances in top-ranking can avoid
overwhelming in one or several UAS. The pseudocode for U(S1, n) is shown as Algorithm 4.
Simultaneously, the valid connection is from U(S1, n). From the above, U(S1, n) sends request
to the UAS in U(S2, n). The UAS receives the request and then broadcasts the connection
request to its peers, Ur . The requesting UAS in swarm #2 is denoted as U(S1, µ) which is
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USv , M⊆M, ∀USv ∈ S2 (3.32)
The consensus of a good pipe is constructed. The peers inU(S2, n) rank the connections based
on collected consensus. Same with swarm #2, the hops between Ur and US2 are denoted as




‖ Pi−1 − Pi ‖,∀i ∈H2,H2 ⊆ S2 (3.33)
Correspondingly, the distance between Ur and U(S2, v) can be given:
DV S2 = DS2R+D(S1, n) (3.34)
Combined with location distribution, the priority of routing broadcast hops are selected for
path discovery with DV S2 .
Once the expected throughput is satisfied, the cell wall construction will be finished. Al-
ternatively, there is a limited amount of UAS in the valid transmission range. Once all the
valid UASs are occupied without throughput satisfaction, the cell wall construction will end.
Compatible with the dynamic nature, the cell wall needs to be updated for the requirement.
Some UAS may lose connections and the throughput for the communication will decrease.
The available UAS can generate additional links for the cell wall construction to the contin-
uous communication. The cell wall, on the side of U(S2, v), can build multiple connections
for one UAS, however, there is only one valid connection. The UAS is occupied by one in
U(S1, µ). The whole cell wall Ucellwall can be given:
Ucellwall = USv ∪USn ,∀USn ∈US1, ∀USv ∈US2 (3.35)
The pseudocode for the U(S2, v) is shown as Algorithm 5:
3.3.4 Evaluation
Unlike conventional approaches, cell wall construction focuses on heterogeneous swarm
networking communication on a large scale. The cell wall construction has no specific re-
quirement for the gateway UAS. Each UAS can afford the gateway of the delivery mission.
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Algorithm 5 Cell wall construction algorithm (Receiver Side)
1: procedure The Selection Of Cell Wall(US2 )
2: IDs← ADS −B #ID;
3: Us← ADS −B Location;
4: if received Hello Message then
5: U(S1, µ)← ADS −B #ID;
6: U(S1, µ)← ADS −B Location;
7: Send Ack→U(S1, µ);
8: DSn ←‖U(S1, µ) −Uv ‖;
9: DSn ← Insert_sort(DSn);
10: D(S1, µ)←Min(DSn);
11: Broadcast (IDv ,Uv ,U(S1, µ),D(S1, µ));
12: end if
13: US2← (IDr ,Ur ,U(S1, µ),D(S1, µ));
14: DS2R←‖Uv −Ur ‖;
15: DV S2 ←DS2R+D(S1, µ);
16: US2 ← Insert_sort(DV S2);
17: end procedure
Table 3.4: Parameters of UAS swarm configuration
Swarm Distribution Space 150 m * 50 m * 60 m
Speed 15 m/s
Transmission Range 35 m
Transmission Protocol UDP
Latency of UAS 20 us
Bandwidth 10 Mbps
Bandwidth of Gateway UAS 100 Mbps
Routing Algorithm AODV
Evaluation Runs 10,000
Each Evaluation Time 120 s
The flexibility and dynamic construction enable cell wall communication to be more robust
than the conventional approaches. The evaluation was conducted in the following parts.
In this section, I adopted Matlab 2019b to conduct the evaluation, and the specific config-
uration is the following. CPU: E5-1607 v4 @ 3.10GHz × 4; Memory: 15.6 GiB; OS: Ubuntu
18.04 LTS.
The fundamental configuration of evaluation is depicted in Table 3.4. In the configuration,
the speed of each UAS in swarms keeps 15m/s. Both heterogeneous swarms are distributed
in the space of 150m ∗50m ∗60m. Each UAS in the swarm is equipped with tiny 5G NR com-
munication devices, enabling UAS to generate beamforming for connections. In this evalua-
tion, the UAS does not construct connections that bypass UAS in the connection directions.
The maximum transmission distance is configured at 35 m. To simplify the transport layer
processing, I adopted User Datagram Protocol (UDP) as the transmission protocol. As a
comparison, I assigned the different bandwidth capacities for a regular UAS in the swarm
and gateway UAS. The regular UAS obtains 10Mbps of bandwidth. Due to the delivery
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Figure 3.34: Swarm distribution
services, I assigned 100 Mbps for the bandwidth of gateway UAS in the evaluation as the
point-to-point communication.
The UAS swarm networking is constructed under the routing protocol of AODV, which
is a reactive protocol and can be implemented on a large scale. AODV is a decentral-
ized algorithm that distributes on a decentralized system and achieves efficiency. The UAS
swarms cannot afford too much energy and computation consumption with a limited power
supply. Most importantly, AODV will not exhaut too much the overhead once the mem-
bers of the system increase quickly. There are also some centralized routing algorithms,
like OLSR, Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV), and Reactive-Greedy-Reactive
(RGR). These algorithms can achieve outstanding performance on the fixed UAS networking,
which is vulnerable to the UAS swarm networking. To evaluate the cell wall construction, I
executed the evaluation for 10,000 runs, which cost 120 seconds per run on average.
To evaluate the cell wall performance on the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking, I scat-





= 1. Here, a = 20, b = 30, c = 25. In this shape, I adopted Poisson dis-
tribution (λ = 20) to constraint the UAS deployment which imitate the deployment of UAS
swarm in practice maximally.
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Figure 3.35: Cell wall construction
Figure 3.34 shows the distribution of two heterogeneous UAS swarm deployments in the
evaluation. In the evaluation, Figure 3.34 shows 10,000 UAS in each UAS swarm. To clarify
each UAS swarm distribution, I marked the center of each UAS swarm in a light blue filled
circle and yellow filled circle, respectively.
Based on Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5, I constructed the cell wall for the heterogeneous UAS
swarm, which can generate multiple connections for the packets’ delivery. As Figure 3.35
shows, the links generated between UAS swarm are marked in solid blue. With the con-
straints mentioned above, the links are connected between UAS in two heterogeneous UAS
swarm directly and executed only the transmission protocol of UDP and routing algorithm
of AODV.
Different from the conventional approaches, the cell wall construction focuses on the UAS
swarm networking on a large scale. The implementation in UAS swarm, in a large amount,
can show its advantages. I compared the cell wall construction with point-to-point com-
munication. The point-to-point communication is dependent on the connections between
selected and fixed gateway UAS in each UAS swarm. Figure 3.36 shows the average propaga-
tion between the two heterogeneous UAS swarm connections. With the increase of UAS, the
amount of generated links increases. The average propagation between two heterogeneous
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Figure 3.36: Propagation between heterogeneous swarms
UAS swarms tends to be stable. Compared with cell wall construction, the conventional
point-to-point connection fluctuates as the amount of UAS rises.
Concurrently, I evaluated the throughput generated between two heterogeneous UAS
swarms. Due to the limited allocation, the throughput in the point-to-point scenario keeps
stable as the increase of UAS. In contrast, as Figure 3.37 shows, the cell wall construction
approach can increase the throughput of the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. Fig-
ure 3.37 shows that cell wall construction is more suitable to the heterogeneous UAS swarm
networking on a large scale.
With the deployment of UAS, I explored the affection of distance on the average propagation.
I adjusted the distance in different axises (X axis, Y axis, and Z axis). The distance, D,
between the heterogeneous UAS swarms can be decomposed into x, y, z axis with ∆x, ∆y,
and ∆z. A composition mapping algorithm can obtain the combined throughput detection
with the x, y, and z axis calculation.
D =
√
∆x2 +∆y2 +∆z2 (3.36)
There are many scenarios on the heterogeneous UAS swarms networking placement, which
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Figure 3.37: Throughput between heterogeneous swarms
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Figure 3.38: Average propagation of variable distance
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Figure 3.39: Average throughput of variable distance
can be decomposed into x, y, z axis. The result is shown in Figure 3.38. Due to the distribu-
tion of the shape, the Y axis is more sensitive to the variation of the distance between two
heterogeneous UAS swarms.
I also evaluated the relationship of the throughput and the distance, which is shown in
Figure 3.39. The throughput also drops sharply with the increase in the distance. The
expansion of distance leads to the loss of multiple links, which causes propagation and
throughput to decrease.
3.3.5 Conclusion
The ubiquitous implementations of 5G NR stimulate the immense evolution of UAS swarm
networking. With the ultra capacities of 5G NR, UAS swarms can finish more challenging
missions with high accuracy and collaboration. The quality of networking between the het-
erogeneous swarms plays a pivotal role in the performance enhancement of the UAS swarm.
In this section, I proposed a bio-inspired routing for the heterogeneous UAS swarm network-
ing. Inspired by the biological cell paradigm, each UAS swarm has the principal character-
istics of cell wall construction. The heterogeneous UAS swarm can construct the cell wall
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for information exchange and mission collaborations. Compared with the conventional ap-
proaches, the evaluation shows that bio-inspired routing can improve the efficiency, flexibil-
ity, and robustness of UAS swarm networking on a large scale. As the UAS swarm expands,
the cell wall construction approach can achieve more stable propagation of inter-UAS swarm
networking. The population of the UAS also benefits the throughput of the heterogeneous
UAS swarm networking. The throughput can grow as the UAS swarm extends sustainably.
The propagation and throughput are sensitive to the distance variation. Compared with
the conventional approaches, the cell wall approach is decentralized and elastic to the UAS
swarm networking, which can provide reliable communication services on a large scale. The




Optimal Throughput for UAS
Networking
4.1 5G-enabled Optimal Bi-Throughput for UAS Network-
ing
UAS swarms are being deployed in many fields which can achieve many challenging mis-
sions with flexibility, complexity, and accuracy. As the core of the UAS swarm, networking
plays a pivotal role in the collaborations and incorporation of individual UAS and hetero-
geneous UAS swarms. The UAS swarm networking has direct and critical effects on mission
execution.
With 5G NR, UAS swarm networking can provide more stable and effective services for
UAS swarm. However, the conventional architectures of the networking are centralized and
hierarchical, which have restraints on the high volume communication and the deployment
on a large scale. In this section, inspired by behaviors of cell communication, I proposed
a cell wall oriented bi-throughput optimization for UAS swarm networking. I leveraged
edge-coloring to optimize the routing schedule and obtain the maximum throughput for
UAS swarms. The evaluation shows the throughput from both directions can be enhanced
and keep 90% improvement when the time slot is less than 0.01s. The 5G-enabled optimal
bi-throughput can provide UAS swarm networking for the complex missions in real-time.
4.1.1 Introduction
The ubiquitous deployment of 5G NR can provide enhanced communication for the mas-
sive evolution of technology in many fields (Liu et al., 2020e). The ultra capacities (high
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throughput (Khan and Shaik, 2020), low latency (Kumar et al., 2020), and excellent spec-
trum efficiency (Kour and Jha, 2019)) of 5G NR can support more advanced implementations
that are dependent on QoS seriously. As the evolution of array antennas, the beamforming
of 5G NR allows base stations to provide directional connections to mobile devices. The
connections can obtain optimal Internet access from remote terminals. The compact and ef-
ficient array antennas also enable the 5G NR based communication for D2D. The D2D can
leverage the beamforming to construct the flat, low dense, and flexible local networking for
information exchange. The beamforming-enabled D2D accelerates the evolution of IoT. The
D2D embedded implementations can access remote terminals for MEC, sensing uploading,
and complex missions. Fueled by 5G NR, other massive implementations can achieve better
performances.
UAS swarm, as a critical part of IoT, is becoming indispensable in many fields like agricul-
ture (Czymmek, Schramm, and Hussmann, 2020), rescue (Chen et al., 2020b), and power
line detection (Zhang et al., 2019b). The UAS swarm with specific actuators can finish the
complex missions collaboratively and cooperatively. The collaboration and incorporation
can save human labor and reduce the risks of human lives. The collaboration and incorpo-
ration needs high-quality networking to provide reliable packets delivery. The robust and
reliable UAS swarm networking with low latency and high throughput can execute the in-
trusions accurately and simultaneously. The 5G NR with D2D can provide good services to
satisfy the networking. With flexible beamforming, the D2D-enabled UAS swarm network-
ing can be constructed with high throughput, low latency, and excellent spectrum efficiency.
Concurrently, the ubiquitous deployment of 5G NR provides massive access for the network-
ing on a large scale, allowing the remote terminals to control the specific UAS in real time.
Conventional UAS swarms are dependent on hierarchical architectures. The architectures
limit the throughput of heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. The constraint through-
put between the networking provides deficient services to collaborations and incorpora-
tion. Above all, the hierarchical architectures are dependent on the gateway UAS to provide
a good delivery service. The hierarchical architecture is vulnerable to the dynamic UAS
swarm networking. Simultaneously, the deficient flexibility of gateway also limits the scale
deployment of UAS swarms.
In this section, inspired by biological cell communication, I proposed a cell wall oriented
bi-throughput optimization for the UAS swarm networking. With D2D, each UAS can be se-
lected to construct the cell wall for the networking. With constructed cell wall connections,
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I leveraged edge-coloring to optimize the routing schedule to obtain the maximum through-
put for each UAS swarm. The evaluation shows the throughput from both directions can be
enhanced and keep 90% improvement when the time slot is less than 0.01s.
4.1.2 Related Work
Due to the life span of the UAS swarm, the throughput optimization is significant to maxi-
mize the profits of each cruise. Optimizing throughput for UAS swarm networking mainly
focuses on trajectory, deployment, and energy consumption. With 5G NR, the UAS swarm
can achieve more sophisticated missions and provide reliable and efficient assistance to the
IoT services.
To maximize data ferrying services, the authors leveraged the optimal trajectory to reduce
the flight time between the source and the destination. The optimization of time allocation
enhances the connection time to mitigate the packet error rate. The experiment shows that
the proposed paradigm can achieve practical throughput for scattered nodes ferrying com-
munication (Cheng et al., 2007). Simultaneously, similar work (Ahmed, Chowdhury, and
Jang, 2020) optimized the trajectory, transmit power, and mobility of UAS jointly to max-
imize the throughput between UAS and mobile users. The trajectory optimization for the
UAS swarm networking is based on path loss modeling, which mainly maximizes connec-
tions time between UAS and desired ground devices.
Besides the trajectory optimization, there are also the scenarios that need UAS swarms to
keep stable in topology, providing stable connections for the ground devices and the packet
delivering. These scenarios need deployment optimization for UAS swarm networking.
With optimal path loss and channels, the networking can provide the maximum throughput
for ground services. To optimize the deployment for the broken links, grid condition estima-
tions to feed Deep Q-learning, and Deep Q-learning outputs the optimal link for the packet
delivery underneath the dynamic topology of UAS swarm networking (Koushik, Hu, and Ku-
mar, 2019). Concurrently, global optimization of packet delivery priority through three net-
working layers (application layer, networking layer, and physical layer) improves the overall
networking capacity. The authors formulated the optimization of flight altitude, energy con-
sumption, and traveling time into a non-convex and nonlinear problem (Chou, Pang, and
Yu, 2020). They leveraged the optimal 3D deployment to achieve maximum throughput and
solved the problem with the aid of Lagrangian dual relaxation, interior-point, and subgra-
dient projection. An optimal deployment of UAS swarm aids cellular networking (Singh
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et al., 2020). The authors formulated the maximization of throughput between UAS and cel-
lular networking and resolve the problem with a selection of UAS in the relay queuing. The
evaluation shows that the proposed optimization can achieve outstanding gain at low SNR
environments.
Optimal energy consumption approaches can extend the life span of UAS swarm networking
on the execution. The extended life span helps the networking to achieve better through-
put for ground devices. To extend the communication coverage and system performance,
the maximization of throughput with the subjection to energy consumption and transmit
power was formulated (Li and Zhao, 2020). To solve this problem, the authors optimized the
transmit power of secondary users and the mobile relay. Moreover, the evaluation showed
promising potentials. With the wireless charging stations, ground solar panels provide en-
ergy to UAS. Joint optimization of energy and throughput between UAS and ground devices
was formulated. Concurrently, an optimization of balance energy bought, energy sold, and
throughput revenue resolves the problem (Chiaraviglio et al., 2020). Another joint opti-
mization of user association, admission control, and power allocation to achieve the max-
imization of throughput for cloud radio access network (C-RAN), which is critical to UAS
swarm networking (Ali et al., 2017).
4.1.3 System Modeling
The system model consists of a heterogeneous UAS swarm networking that obtains two UAS
swarms. As Figure 4.1 depicts, swarm A and swarm B construct a cell wall for collabora-
tion of mission. To achieve a feasible communication volume, swarm A and swarm B select
quantitative UAS in the purple circle to construct connections to each other. The cell wall
between swarm A and swarm B comprises the selected UAS in the purple circle. The mem-
bers of the cell wall between swarm A and swarm B are dynamic.
In this scenario, each UAS is equipped with a compact 5G NR mmWave device that allows
the UAS to generate R mmWave RF beams. With Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
cellular networking, each UAS can provide gateway services for the intra UAS swarm net-
working. To complete the cell wall construction, the UAS in swarm A and swarm B lever-
aged ADS-B to measure distances to the other UAS. The valid distance will be broadcast
to its peers, and the consensus will be constructed for cell wall selection. I define the cell
wall consists of n UAS in swarm A and m UAS in swarm B. Here, A = {An|n ∈ R} and
B= {Bm|m ∈R}.
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Figure 4.2: Cell wall construction
For the convenience, I simplify the collaboration of swarm A and swarm B in a directed
graph (shown as Figure 4.2). Let G = (V ,E) be a directed graph with vertex set V and edge
set E. Here, V = A∪ B. The E denotes the connections between A and B. The throughput




2 ) and cE > 0. Here, gE is the direct gain of channel, pE is the transmission
power of E, and σ is Gaussian noise distributed with zero mean. P LE is the path loss in
line of sight and given as P LE = 20log10(dE) + 20log10(fE)− 147.55 where dE and fE are the
distance and frequency of E, respectively.
The whole collaboration time is defined as T and divided into multiple sequential connec-
tion frames, F . In each F , the connection time is divided into multiple unit time scales. The
unit time scale is defined as 1 and scheduled into N slots t, where N ≥ 1. The ith slot is de-
fined as ti and subjected to:
∑N
i=1 ti = 1. Here, 1 ≥ ti ≥ 0. Simultaneously, in a ith slot, the set
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of links Ei ⊆ E is active for the cell wall.
4.1.4 Bi-Throughput Optimization for Cell Wall
Based on the constructed cell wall, I assume the topology of the cell wall keeps constant in
each collaboration T . Therefore, the links stay constant in each time slot t. For each link, the












tk ≤ 1, tk ≥ 0, (4.1b)
Where, sk is the selection of link E, in the kth slot tk , with throughput of cj , sk ∈ {0,1}.
For the connections between cell walls, they can be full-duplex or half-duplex. Compared
with half-duplex communication, full-duplex communication is simple. I assume the front
haul and backhaul links are the same throughput simultaneously. The optimization can be







sk · cj (4.2a)
subject to Ei ∩Ej = ∅,∀i, j ∈ R, (4.2b)
Here, Ek = {Vsk ,Vtk}. Vsk and Vtk denote the connections between vertexes of the sources
and the terminals, respectively. Based on the collisions avoidance between different beams,
the two different links should not share the same sources and terminals in the same slot.
Due to the full-duplex communication, the throughput optimization can be converted into
a selection problem. With the accumulation of the throughput, the cell wall can achieve the
maximum throughput for both sides. Once the optimization is completed, each link can be
granted as 1 in each frame. The cell wall throughput is dependent on each link.
For the half-duplex communication, the receiving and the transmitting have different
throughput. The different throughput can generate feasible throughput for the cell wall
dynamically. In the connection duration, the vertex needs to know if the receiving is avail-
able for packets delivery. Due to linear optimization, I can divide the throughput optimiza-
tion into two sub-optimizations, receiving optimization and transmitting optimization. The
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tk ≤ 1, tk ≥ 0, (4.3b)
Ei ∩Ej = ∅,∀i, j ∈ R, (4.3c)
If n ≤m, there is only one available link for each vertex. The solution for the transmitting is
to find the invalid link. The links have the most remarkable throughput capacity. The unit
time can be divided into R slots, and each link can be assigned with an active time of 1R . In
the unit time, all links can deliver packets. The optimal throughput for transmitting from






subject to (4.3c) (4.4b)
The total transmitting solution for n ≤m is a constraint to each link cj .
If n > m, there always exist some links cannot be active in any slot. In each slot, the active
links need to be separated into multiple pieces, maximizing the active links. Here, I install
the link time as tg for d tktg e − 1 links and the left link is assigned with mod(tk , t
g ) (mod is the
modulo operation). I perform edge coloring to schedule the active link time. The Gn can be
edge-colored with γ colors. Each color is one set of active links in slot tk , which has a length
of tg . In each slot, each active link is assigned with γtg . Here,
γtg = (d tk
tg
e − 1)tg +mod(tk , tg) (4.5a)
< (d tk
tg
e − 1)tg + tg (4.5b)
≤ dtke ≤ 1 (4.5c)
The whole scheduling can fulfill the slot tk , and the different scaling for the γtg is not nec-
essary. In slot tk , the scheduling can be shrunk into γtg . Based on the scheduled length, the
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g) · ci) (4.6a)
subject to (4.17) (4.6b)
Based on the transmitting optimization, the less color I use , the more throughput I can
achieve for the transmitting. Due to the complexity of computation, I adopt a simplified
multigraph edge-coloring algorithm proposed in (Karloff and Shmoys, 1987) to achieve the
most colors 3d4(G)/2e for G. Here, 4(G) is the maximum node degree of G. Based on the














tg(m+ n− 1) + 1
tg
(4.7b)
With the rendering of 4(G), I can have γ for the edge coloring of G.
γ = 3 · d
tg(m+ n− 1) + 1
2 · tg
e (4.8a)
With the minimum edge-coloring for G, I continue to reduce the colors γ of G and minimize
the swift interval caused by physical layers. I can achieve the maximum throughput for the
transmitting from swarm A. The pseudocode algorithm is shown as Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 The Edge-coloring based Scheduling for Transmitting
1: procedure Edge-coloring scheduling
2: Compare n and m;
3: if m < n then
4: Rendering Gn(V ,E);
5: Assign link time tg to d tktg e − 1 links;
6: Assign the time of mod(tk , tg) to the lef t links;
7: Calculate 4(G);
8: Calculate γ ;
9: while γtg ≤ 1 and tg ≤ tk do
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For the receiving optimization, the receiving UAS needs to arrange the time slots synchro-
nized with the transmitting UAS. This problem can be converted into a problem of trans-
mitting from the other side. Swarm B is a symmetrical to swarm A and the transmitting












tk ≤ 1, tk ≥ 0, (4.9b)
Ei ∩Ej = ∅,∀i, j ∈ R, (4.9c)
For swarm B, there areM slots in each unit time. Based on the links between swarm A and
swarm B, swarm B can achieve the optimal throughput to swarm A.






subject to (4.9c) (4.10b)


















g) · ci) (4.11a)
subject to (4.9b) and (4.9c) (4.11b)
Due to Gm and Gn in (4.11a), γ needs to be calculated for Gm. Gm optimization from swarm
B also needs edge-coloring to optimize the throughput in the transmitting phrase.
The throughput optimization is based on the single link for one UAS at the same slot. The
prominent 5G NR can allow different beams to work from the same devices simultaneously.
The different beams can allow beams to work in variable frequencies.
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Table 4.1: Cell Wall Configuration
Transmission Power, p 20 dBm
Distances between centers of S1 and S2, d 100 m
Direct gain, g 30 dB
Carrier frequency, f 28 GHz
Noise power, N0/B -174 dBm/Hz
Bandwidth 1 GHz
Minimum SINR threshold -5 dB
In following situation, I need to loosen the constraint of (4.17) to P . The optimization of











tk ≤ P , tk ≥ 0, (4.12b)
Corresponding to the modification of the beams for one UAS, the assigned link time can be
modified to:
γtg = (d tk
tg
e − 1)tg +mod(tk , tg) (4.13a)
≤ P (4.13b)
Regarding the minimum interference between different frequencies, the γ is the same cal-
culation from (4.8), and the constraint of tg ≤ tk keeps constant.
4.1.5 Evaluation
In this part, I evaluated the throughput optimization for cell walls which is critical to the
assurance of performance of UAS swarm networking. The evaluation was conducted on
Matlab 2019b, and the specific configuration is the following. CPU: E5v4 @ 3.10GHz × 4;
Memory: 15.6 GiB; OS: Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.
The configuration of evaluation is shown as Table 4.3. With 5G NR, each UAS is equipped
with a mobile beamforming device. The device can generate mmWave beams over the car-
riers of 28 GHz with a bandwidth of 1 GHz. Corresponding to the definite power supply
of UAS, the transmission power of beamforming, p, is set to 20dBm, and the direct gain,
g, is set to 30dB. What is more, the noise power, N0/B, is set to −174 dBm/Hz and the
minimum Signal Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) threshold is set to −5 dB. To approximate
the UAS swarm in the practical, I scattered the cell wall distances between heterogeneous
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Figure 4.3: Throughput between swarm A and swarm B
UAS swarm randomly, which ranges from 15 m to 100 m with the distribution of Poisson
(λ= 20). More details about the deployment of the UAS swarm are presented in the follow-
ing. I scattered 30,000 UAS for each swarm (swarm A and swarm B) randomly in the space:




= 1. Here, a= 20, b = 30,
c = 25.
Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between installed beams and the throughput between
swarm A and swarm B. Due to the incidents between different beams, the feasible through-
put is lower than swarm A’s and swarm B’s. As the installed beams increase, the throughput
from swarm A and swarm B can rise simultaneously with a similar inclining trend. Swarm
A has more qualified UAS in constructing the cell wall, which allows swarm A to achieve
more throughput than swarm B.
Figure 4.4 shows the edge-coloring based scheduling from swarm A and swarm B, which
has one beam installed in each UAS. I presented the throughput from swarm A and swarm
B, which shows that the less the time slot, the more throughput I obtained with tg from 1s to
0.01s. When the tg decreases from 0.01s to 0.0001s, the throughput will not rise anymore.
I observed that all valid links are scheduled when the tg is less than 0.01s. The feasible
throughput between swarm A and swarm B, marked in blue in Figure 4.4, shows the same
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Figure 4.4: Scheduled throughput between swarm A and swarm B
performance with swarm A and swarm B.
Figure 4.5 presents the normalized throughput from swarm A with multiple beams. Based
on Figure 4.4, the throughput has no more optimal space when the tg is less than 0.01s. With
the reduction of beams incidents for the setting of tg in 1s, the throughput shows significant
extending with the expansion of beams. The time slot allows swarm B to contain stable
throughput when the tg is set to 0.1s and 0.01s, respectively.
Figure 4.6 shows the normalized throughput from swarm A with multiple beams. Generally,
the optimization shows the same trend as swarm A. As the installed beams increase, the
improved throughput extends for the tg of 1s, and the improvement of throughput keeps
constant over 0.9 when the tg is set to 0.1s and 0.01s respectively.
4.1.6 Conclusion
In this section, I proposed a cell wall oriented bi-throughput optimization for UAS swarm
networking. I leveraged edge-coloring to optimize the routing schedule to achieve the maxi-
mum throughput. The evaluation shows that the throughput from both directions of swarms
can be enhanced over 90%. The feasible throughput for UAS swarm networking can be im-
proved significantly with the multiple beams.
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Figure 4.5: Normalized throughput improvement of swarm A
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Figure 4.6: Normalized throughput improvement of swarm B
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4.2 Blockchain-enabled Verification for UAS Networking
The emerging 5G NR stimulates the evolution in many fields. Compared with 4G LTE, 5G
NR can provide much more reliable, efficient, flexible networking access services to mobile
devices. The networking can rapidly escalate QoS for the users. The combination of afford-
ability, accessible assembling, and quick driving allows the deployment of UAS on a large
scale. The UAS provides the elevation for the industrial and the civilian implementations
ubiquitously.
With the enhanced cellular networking, the control range of UAS can extend significantly,
allowing the controller to finish their mission far away from one workplace and preventing
the threats in the uncertain environment. The Base Stations (BSs) are vital to the cellular-
connected UAS. The BSs can provide Internet access for the UAS and the remote controllers.
The BSs help remote controllers send instructions to the UAS. Concurrently, the BSs back-
hauls the packets to the controllers precisely and timely. However, the malicious BSs are
tremendous threats to the cellular-connected UAS. Specifically, the malicious BSs are scat-
tered in the legislative BSs and cannot provide networking access to the UAS. What is worse,
the attackers can leverage the malicious BSs to disclose the controllers’ privacy and set
threats to the public property.
This section proposed a novel blockchain-based approach to mitigate the threats from ac-
cessing the malicious BSs. I implemented the consensus construction on the authentication
of networking access. The consensus can enhance verification efficiency between BSs. To
achieve the security, I deployed blockchain to maintain the high online rate of accessing
networking. Apart from preventing accessing malicious BSs, my approach can detect the
malicious BSs and eliminate the proportion of the malicious BSs in the cellular networking.
The evaluation shows that the proposed approach outperforms the conventional point-to-
point authentication method. Concurrently, I enhanced the verification between BSs and
the cellular-connected UAS. The proposed blockchain-enabled verification has high poten-
tials to raise the efficiency and the security of the UAS deployment on a large scale.
4.2.1 Introduction
The ubiquitous 5G NR is impending with the mature of kernel technologies. Compared with
the conventional networking, 5G NR (Yang et al., 2018) has many advantages of latency,
spectrum efficiency, and traffic capacity (Olwal, Djouani, and Kurien, 2016). The 5G NR
enables mobile devices to be intelligent and capable of robust computation. With the ultra
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high frequency carriers, 5G NR can leverage the spectrum to multiply the traffic capacity
and reduce the connection latency. The excellent advantages of 5G NR can provide the
cellular connected UAS more flexibility, reliability, and smartness.
The controllers can drive UAS to explore the environment and execute instructions under
BSs’ coverage. Concurrently, the deployment of 5G NR can enable the UAS to assist the
industrial implementations on a large scale. The 5G NR gives remarkable opportunities for
the development of the UAS on a large scale.
To achieve higher performance, 5G NR implemented many novel technologies to extend
latency, traffic, spectrum efficiency, and connection density. Beamforming extends beams’
spatial efficiency, which enables a connection with higher traffic and lower energy diver-
gence. MIMO enables massive mobile devices to access the Internet with reliable QoS si-
multaneously. Network slicing enhances the efficiency and reduces the delay on handover
between different networking.
Due to the density of deployment, Ultra-Dense Networking (UDN) (Liu et al., 2020) allows
mobile devices to access networking with ultra high data rate and smooth Quality of Expe-
rience (QoE). The cellular connected UAS can deliver and receive the massive packets with
ground BSs with ultra low propagation. The propagation raises the safety and efficiency.
However, the extraordinary advantages of the UAS are dependent on the security of BSs.
The legitimated and qualified BSs can provide the legal services with the assurance of secu-
rity and performance. The malicious BSs cannot provide reliable and qualified connections
to the UAS. What is worse, the attackers can leverage the malicious BSs to penetrate the
UAS. The attacker can manipulate the compromised UAS to make threats to public safety
and properties.
If the distribution among legitimate BSs, the malicious BSs can degrade the performance
and the security of 5G NR. The attackers can compromise the UAS once it connects to the
malicious BSs. After that, the attackers can disclose pilots’ privacy and sensitive informa-
tion. The attackers can steer the UAS as a weapon and make a threat to public safety and
sensitive properties.
The conventional methods mainly leveraged the authentication between the UAS and BSs to
enhance the security of the UAS. The authentication is time consuming and not suitable for
the assurance of the flexibility for UAS. An AES-based encryption encrypted channel con-
nections between UAS and BSs (Yoon et al., 2017), which aims to defend the hijack from
attackers. The drawback is that the encryption is not feasible for the connections on a large
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scale. The main vulnerability is that the encryption is invalid once the connection is not sta-
ble. A continuous authentication scheme improved the security of the connection. The au-
thentication verifies the controllers’ behaviors which can prevent the accessing of attackers
(Shoufan, 2017). The continuous approach cannot guarantee the stable connections. Simul-
taneously, mutual authentication between UAS and BSs can enhance the security of UAS and
BSs (Chen et al., 2018b). Mutual authentication enables the UAS and BSs to maintain the
security. However, the balance between efficiency and security is hard to keep for the con-
ventional approaches. The conventional approaches are not suitable for the deployment of
UAS on a large scale.
In this section, I proposed a novel approach to improve the authentication processing. I
implemented the blockchain-based approach to enhance the efficiency and security of au-
thentication . The BSs utilize the blockchain to construct the consensus and verify the BSs to
recognize the malicious ones. The malicious BSs can be detected once the consensus is con-
structed. My approach enables the UAS to improve the efficiency of authentication process-
ing and reduce the time delay of handover between BSs. The evaluation results show that
the efficiency of the proposed authentication outperforms the point-to-point approaches.
4.2.2 Related Work
4.2.2.1 Blockchain
With the expansion of E-commerce, the current financial system cannot satisfy the require-
ment of the customers and dealers anymore. The emerging digital currency is making up
the gap between the authentic product and the digital trade. Due to the requirement of Con-
fidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA), the blockchain can maintain the authority of
the commerce. Apart from E-commerce, the rapid deployment of blockchain has seriously
affected the evolution of centralized architecture-based industries and engineering systems.
Generally, blockchain is a decentralized, distributed, and digital paradigm based on the
peer-to-peer network. Blockchain stores the timestamped data with hash-based proof-of-
work. The nodes in the peer-to-peer network cannot change the data without redoing proof-
of-work (Aste, Tasca, and Di Matteo, 2017). The proof-of-work constructs consensus and
rules the members to trust the blocks of the chains. The proof-of-work is a challenge that
is generated by the last block in the blockchain. The nodes leverage the proof-of-work to
achieve the priority to construct the next block. The core of the blockchain is that the mem-
ber with the powerful computation can make others trust it and achieve the priority of new
blocks generation.
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The consensus is the core of blockchain, and the nodes construct consensus to achieve con-
sistency. The decentralized architecture makes it impossible for the attackers to conquer the
network. It is difficult for attackers to compromise some critical members in the network.
The fairness between the members is based on the population of the consensus construc-
tion. The attackers want to manipulate the whole network. They have to cost much more
computation resources to crack the challenges and broadcast their results to other nodes in
the peer-to-peer network. The consensus keeps the whole network confidential, enabling
the nodes to execute their transactions efficiently and securely.
Blockchain has many applications on IoT (Kshetri, 2017). A blockchain based approach
achieved the efficiency of control management on vehicle networking. With peer-to-peer
networking, the vehicle data transmission enabled vehicles to jointly collaborate without
the central authentication (Ren et al., 2019). As the fundamental technology of modern
computation, edge computing also plays an essential role in extending networking. The
blockchain paradigm can provide acceleration to the evolution of edge computing. An edge
computing based on blockchain networking leveraged the computation and the caching to
store data (Xu et al., 2018a). As an indispensable part of IoT, cellular networking is a sig-
nificant extension for IoT devices under CPS. The streaming data and mobile devices have
imperative security and data transmission efficiency requirements. A blockchain based in-
frastructure sharing approach enables nodes to leverage the distributed self-organizing net-
working to reduce management expenses. Simultaneously, the security of the distributed
database was strengthened (Mafakheri et al., 2018). With 5G NR, IoT devices can be con-
trolled more precisely than the conventional approaches (2G, 3G, and 4G LTE). A blockchain
based dynamic access control scheme can classify IoT devices into three categories: unregis-
tered devices, registered without associated policies, and registered with associated policies.
The data can be delivered between different classes via the blockchain. With the authenti-
cation of blockchain, the nodes could request access permission dynamically (Hwang, Choi,
and Kim, 2018; Liu et al., 2019b). The more accurate control and management the AI pro-
vides, the more intelligence the IoT applications will get. The combination of blockchain
and IoT leveraged smart contracts to guarantee the reliability in the distributed peer-to-
peer networking (Papadodimas et al., 2018). The blockchain improved the performance and
security of IoT applications (Wang et al., 2019b).
The researchers’ previous work proved that the blockchain can accelerate the progress of IoT
applications. Their work paved the way for blockchain based IoT applications. Although
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their work is not mature, their efforts give the insights to the development of the decentral-
ized architectures. The development can be more potent than the centralized architectures
with consensus constructions.
4.2.2.2 Cellular-connected UAS
Cellular networking provides Internet access services to mobile devices. The deployment
of the cellular tower extends the range of mobile devices. The rising capacity of cellular
networking can control UAS with the services provided by cellular manufactures. With the
installment of light, efficient, and powerful cellular devices, the UAS can connect to the BSs
when it is on the flight. The pilots leverage the multi-hopping to construct the links and
send instructions to UAS. Concurrently, the UAS can backhaul packets (including videos,
images, and other system parameters) to the controllers in real time. The controllers can
drive the UAS with the cellular networking remotely.
Based on the cellular networking and UAS, many researchers proposed practical approaches
to enhance cellular networking. An evaluation presented the performance of wireless chan-
nels that are vital to improving the QoS and the reliability. In the evaluation, three factors
(expanded radio horizon at higher levels, line-of-sight clearing, and decreased obstruction
of the first Fresnel zone) have effects on the communication quality (Amorim et al., 2017).
However, the following quantifying work needs to be enhanced. The evaluation gives in-
sights into the classification of channel qualities and the status detection of channels. An-
other prevalent problem is UAS coverage. The UAS with cellular devices can provide the
Internet access to mobile customers in disasters. The research is mainly about the opti-
mization of coverage with limited access. A height-dependent path loss model analyzed the
problem of coverage probability and area spectral efficiency (López-Pérez et al., 2018). Con-
currently, the cellular-connected UAS can offer the unprecedented opportunities to realizing
UAV-mounted flying BSs (Fotouhi et al., 2019; Azari, Rosas, and Pollin, 2019; Zeng, Lyu, and
Zhang, 2019).
Compared to the previous cellular communication, 4G LTE makes considerable progress
in bandwidth, spectrum efficiency, and traffic capacities. However, the 4G LTE still cannot
support cellular connected UAS. The flexibility, mobility, and accuracy of control pose a
colossal challenge for 4G LTE. Simultaneously, 4G LTE cannot provide relative services to
maintain the performance and the security. Due to the disadvantages, it is difficult to deploy
the cellular connected UAS with 4G LTE on a large scale.
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Table 4.2: Comparison between 4G and 5G
Comparison Handover User Plane Latency Control Plane Latency Supported Maximum Coupling Loss
4G LTE 49.5 ms 20 ms 100 ms 140 dB
5G NR 0 ms 1 ms 10 ms 164 dB
The emerging of 5G NR makes practical cellular-connected UAS feasible on a large scale.
Compared with 4G LTE, 5G NR makes excellent progress on the connection, providing more
effective, efficient, and reliable services. I compared the performance of 4G LTE and 5G NR
as Table 4.2 shows. Table 4.2 shows that 5G NR has apparent advantages over 4G LTE. The
advantages provide more freedom for UAS to explore the potentials (Aghili et al., 2019).
A practical latency-aware BS selection minimized the expected access latency. The evalu-
ation shows that the approach can reduce the latency effectively and outperform the con-
ventional throughput-oriented approach (Zhang et al., 2019c). Another critical advantage
is spectrum efficiency—beamforming and the network slicing schedule the cellular spec-
trum at different levels. A separation of the data plane and control plane can reduce the
downloading links and improve the spectrum efficiency (Hellaoui et al., 2018). Spatial op-
timization improved the data rate and networking utility. The optimization improved the
data rate up to 39.79% more than the conventional approaches, which surpasses the trans-
mission scheme of fixed locations. However, the optimization is sensitive to the transmission
rate and degrades sharply if the access requests surge (Pan et al., 2018). A cooperative and
non-orthogonal access scheme aims to mitigate the severe uplink interference between UAS
and BSs. The cooperative scheme yielded the higher achievable rates of non-orthogonal
transmission and non-cooperative approaches (Mei and Zhang, 2019). The scheme is also
vulnerable to massive access requests.
Due to the limitation of cellular networking, cellular connected UAS still evolves slowly.
The upcoming trend of 5G NR helps to deploy the cellular connected UAS on a large scale.
4.2.2.3 UAS Authentication
It is critical to obtain authentication before any UAS takes off. The authentication assures
that the control session is correct and continuous. The UAS is under the integrity of the
control system. The UAS receives the authentication request from the ground controller.
The request includes the controller’s identity and encrypted instructions. The UAS verifies
the request with shared keys. After that, the UAS backhauls the acknowledgment for link
constructions between the controller and the UAS. The cellular networking hands over the
connection priorities when the UAS flies through one coverage to another. The alternative
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connections keep constant so that the controller can maintain the control priorities. Many
research aims to enhance authentication to improve the UAS accessing networking.
An authentication approach can detect the pattern of instruction from the controller con-
tinuously. The UAS recognized the behavior pattern with the instruction patterns, which
is based on a random forest classifier. The evaluation can achieve an accuracy of 88% for
instruction recognition which paved the way for the real-time classifier (Shoufan, 2017).
The instruction recognition-based authentication has easy construction and data efficiency.
Concurrently, the authentication outperformed the point-to-point control. Nevertheless, it
is a challenge to the instruction recognition for multiple UAS. It is not feasible to maintain
the instruction recognition for a controller and separate the sufficient channels with limited
power supply and onboard computation resources.
A large deployment of MIMO on 5G NR enables the controller to steer multiple UAS on a
large scale with ultra low latency and outstanding flexibility. The multiple hopping extends
the range of controlling the UAS to several hundred kilometers. However, the seamless han-
dover between different UAS and cellular BSs poses a challenge for authentication process-
ing. The authentication needs to keep the handover valid between multiple BSs. Due to the
standard spectrum, 4G LTE is capable of long-range coverage. 4G LTE-based BSs has more
coverage areas for UAS passing through that provides sufficient time for authentication.
However, the alternative mechanism of accessing sessions slows down the implementation
of UAS under 4G LTE.
In 5G NR, the density of BS deployment is over 4G LTE remarkably. With network slicing
and beamforming, 5G NR can provide accessing services for the UAS. The security of 5G
NR in UAS attracts many researchers to improve the efficiency of authentications. Encryp-
tion increased the security of connection channels for UAS and BSs. The evaluation shows
that the encryption can defend against DoS attacks effectively (Yoon et al., 2017). Apart
from the security of channels, integration of Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) and mu-
tual authentication can provide an elegant balance between platform authentication and
anonymity for UAS. The UAS and the BSs can authenticate each other efficiently. However,
the malicious BSs connections are still valid and the attackers are immune to DAA. The DAA
is invalid when the malicious BSs are distributed in the BSs (Aghili et al., 2019).
The most current work focuses on how to defend against attackers hijacking the authenti-
cation and instruction links. However, if the UAS connects to malicious BSs, their defenses
can hardly succeed. The connections to malicious BSs must be prevented. The distribution
of malicious BSs shall be detected and eliminated before flying through the coverage of BSs.
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4.2.3 Blockchain-enabled Verification for 5G UAS Networking
Cellular-connected UAS are dependent on the QoS seriously. The controller drives UAS
remotely with the handover of BSs via cellular networking. To maintain high quality com-
munication, 5G NR deploys massive BSs to achieve sufficient coverage for mobile accessing
requests. A UDN deployment provides an excellent platform for the controllers to control
UAS. However, the UDN also causes a problem that malicious BSs distributed among le-
gitimate BSs can access the UAS. The distribution of malicious BSs degrades the spectrum
efficiency and traffic capacity severely. A scenario is shown in Figure 4.7. The malicious BSs
cannot provide a reliable and formal accessing service to the UAS. The loss of reliable con-
nections is serious to the safety of the UAS. Further, the malicious BSs can send malicious
instructions and spoofing signals to navigate the UAS to an undesired destination. Once
the malicious BSs connect to UAS, the attacker can leverage the link to exploit the vulnera-
bilities of the UAS. Simultaneously, the attacker can block the controllers’ instructions and
capture the priorities with the exploited vulnerabilities. The attacker can pretend to be the
controllers, and drive the UAS to intrude on sensitive areas and damage the public proper-
ties. The attackers also can reverse the cellular link to exploit the controllers’ privacy and
sensitive information. The hijacking of UAS is hard to predict. It is crucial to avoid the
cellular connected UAS accessing the malicious BSs.
Further more, the malicious BSs should be detected and eliminated before the UAS flies into
the coverage of malicious BSs. However, the low-cost malicious BSs have the advantages of
affordability, accessible assembling, and quick understanding. It is not easy to eliminate the
malicious BSs from the desired coverage completely. To maintain the safety and the security,
the selection of connections between the legitimate BSs and the malicious BSs is significant.
This section focuses on distinguishing legitimate BSs and malicious BSs. The cellular-
connected UAS can recognize the legitimate BSs and malicious BSs which is illustrated in
Figure 4.8. I assume that the legitimate BSs cannot compromise the attackers. There is no
shift between malicious BSs and legitimate BSs. Before entering into the coverage area, the
UAS sends requests to a BS. The BS broadcasts requests to generate a relative blockchain
which includes the trajectory of the UAS and BSs’ identification. In the request process, the
blockchain marks the legitimate BSs and the malicious BSs. The process allows the UAS to
recognize the trusted BSs by checking the specific block in the blockchain. The UAS con-
nects to the trusted BSs directly without any further authentication (like handshakes). To
mitigate the confusion on the connection at taking off, I adopt the point-to-point verifica-
tion between the ground base and the UAS with the legitimate BS. In this section, I focus on





Figure 4.7: Distribution of Legitimate BSs and Malicious BSs
verifying the flight that depends on the trustworthiness of the connection.
The BSs are capable of computing challenges that are generated by the blockchain. The
legitimated BSs are all equipped with random seeds (Sr ) selection provided by the manu-
facture. The pseudo-random seeds are prohibited from leaking to attackers and encrypted
with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). I choose AES 256 to encrypt the pseudo-random
seeds which is based on the limited challenging time and the feasibility of computation. It is
an NP-hard problem for the attackers to crack the pseudo-random number (Nr ) with brute
force (proofed by (Dunkelman, Keller, and Shamir, 2010)). The configuration makes sure
that the legitimate BSs have the advantages of computing the challenges Nc. The challenge
is generated according to:
Nr
AES 256−−−−−−−→Nc (4.14)
Where Nr is generated according to Sr with pseudo-random generator (Naor and Naor,
1993). The legitimated BSs are equipped with the physical encryption card. The physi-
cal encryption card is set in specific configuration of Sr that enables the legitimated BSs are
fast on the searching space. The holder of random seed Sr shrinks narrow space for search-
ing which is limited for E.
Sr −→Nr (4.15)
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where Sr , stored in the legitimated BS as (Se), are encrypted with the installed physical card
serial number Ns:
Sr ⊕Ns = Se (4.16)











Figure 4.8: Architecture of Cellular-connected UAS Verification
The connection construction is shown in Figure 4.9. The process contains a request, selec-
tion, generation, and connection. In the request processing, the UAS sends the request for
connections. The selection processing constructs the blockchain to verify the BSs and mark
the malicious BSs. All the verification is stored in the blockchain at the generation process-
ing. The UAS accesses the blockchain in the connection processing. The detail is as follows:
1. Request
The UAS sends an accessing request to BSs. Apart from the accessing command, this
request includes the identity, connection range, position, and trajectory of UAS. The
BSs, denoted by BSN , broadcast this request to its neighbors in the connection range.
2. Selection
The request broadcasted by BSN includes the relative operational challenge. The le-
gitimate BSs with Se can find Nr to generate the correct results. After receiving the
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request, each BS (denotes BSN ,N = 1, ...,n) verifies the request with the digital sig-
nature of BSN , and then BSN+1 operates the commands and broadcasts its results to
other peers with signatures. Concurrently, BSN+1 receives the results derived from
other peers. After this process, the majority of the results decides the identification of
the BSs. This process is consensus construction. I adopt Practical Byzantine Fault Tol-
erance (PBFT) to construct consensus (Castro, Liskov, et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2018d).
3. Generation
After the consensus construction, the first one BSN+1 to crack the challenge has the
priority to write the next block. This block includes positions and records of the legit-
imate BSs and the malicious BSs. Theoretically, the legitimate BSN has the advantages
of capturing the priority of writing blocks. They have Nr that shrinks the searching
space. The limited searching space helps legitimate BSs obtain the result more quickly.
UAS sends requests to many BSs simultaneously.
4. Connection
The BSN+1 writes the next block and broadcasts the new block to other BSs, and gath-
ers these other peers’ results to the UAS. Because each block is stored in the Merkel
Tree, the blockchain will not cost too much time and space for synchronization. The
UAS recognizes the trusted and malicious BS information and connects the trusted BSs
without any more handshakes.
The consensus construction is the core of the blockchain. The consensus assures that all
nodes can hold the correct decisions. In my approach, I adopted PBFT as the core algorithm
to construct the consensus. Compared with other consensus algorithms, PBFT can construct
consensus with small occupations in the population, which is more efficient and lightweight.
In PBFT progress, I separate the progress into the following five stages, which is shown in
Figure 4.10:
1. Request
The UAS sends a request including accessing request (denotes Req), operation com-
mand (denotes Msg), and timestamp (denotes t) to the nearest BSs (denotes BS0) with
authentication. The request denotes as < Req,Msg, t >
2. Prepare
The BS0 prepares the broadcast information which includes identity of the request (de-
noted by IDreq), Msg, Hash value of Msg (denoted by HMsg ), signature of BS0 (denoted
by Sreq). I denote the broadcast information as < IDreq,Msg,HMsg ,Sreq >













Figure 4.9: Progress of the Authentication
3. Commit Mark
BS1 receives the broadcast message and verifies Sreq with the public key of
BS0. If the verification passes, BSs calculate the Msg, broadcast the result <
IDBS ,RMsg ,HR, t,SBS > to the peers and receive the peers’ results. Here, IDBS denotes
the identity of BS, RMsg denotes result of Msg, HR denotes hash value of the result,
t denotes timestamp, and SBS denotes signature of BSN . Each BS counts the results
which is sent from other peers.
4. Reply
The legitimate BSs rebroadcast the results to BS0 to achieve the consensus.
5. Link construction
BS0 includes the legitimate BSs and the malicious BSs. The request from the UAS has
been encrypted with AES 256 before being transmitted.















Figure 4.10: PBFT Progress
4.2.4 Evaluation
In this section, I conducted the evaluation with Matlab 2019b, and the configuration of
hardware is as follows. CPU: E5-1607 v4 @ 3.10GHz × 4; Memory: 15.6 GiB; OS: Ubuntu
18.04 LTS.
The specific configuration of evaluation is illustrated as Table 4.3. In the configuration, the
speed of UAS is set to 20 m/s. The BSs are distributed in 20 km ∗ 20 km relatively under
random scattering, which is appropriate to the practice. The maximum connection range
for a UAS and BSs is limited to 700 m. The transmission protocol between UAS and BSs is
set to UDP.
The packet delivery range between BSs is set to 2 km. With 5G NR, the UAS is installed
with a mobile beamforming device which can generate mmWave beams over the carrier of
28 GHz. With the radio theory, c is formulated as c = glog(1 + p10P L/σ2 ) and c > 0. Here, g
denotes the direct gain between linked vertexes. p denotes the transmission power and σ is
Gaussian noise distributed with zero mean. P L is the path loss for beam transmission in line
of sight which is formulated in: P L = 20log(d) + 20log(f ) − 147.55 where d and f denote
the distance and frequencies of the active links, respectively.
Compatible with the consensus construction, OLSR is adopted to generate routing for BSs
to broadcast its blocks and requests ubiquitously. The latency of the legitimated BS is con-
figured as 10 ms and the malicious one is configured as ∞ ms, respectively. Here, ∞ means
the malicious BSs provide no Internet services. To achieve the advantages of the legitimated
BSs, I allocated the same random generator with seed 0 and escalated the random level for
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Table 4.3: Configuration of UAS and BSs
Base Station Distribution 20 km * 20 km
Amount of BSs 100
Speed of UAS 20 m/s
Connection Range of UAS to BSs 700 m
Connection Range of BSs 2 km
Transmission Protocol UDP
Random Seed of Legitimated BSs 0
Random Seed of Malicious BSs Random allocation
Latency of Legitimated BSs 10 ms
Latency of Malicious BS ∞ ms
Maximum Bandwidth 10 Gbps
Transmission Power, p 20 dBm
Direct Gain, g 30 dB
Noise Power, N0/B -174 dBm/Hz
Carrier Frequency, f 28 GHz
Routing Algorithm OLSR
Evaluation Duration 20,000 s
Evaluation Runs 1,000
the malicious ones with random seed allocation. The legitimated BSs can reach the chal-
lenges with less time. Corresponding to the block generate encryption, I chose AES 256 as
the encryption method. The evaluation processing is that the UAS flies through the common
area with monitoring. The evaluation was executed for 1,000 runs, and I monitored 20,000
seconds for the evaluation processing averagely.
To evaluate the verification, I compared the Internet throughput between UAS and BS, la-
tency, and service online ratio of my approach with the point-to-point authentication. To
maintain the consensus construction, I kept the percentage of the malicious BS as less than
50%. I first compared the statistic throughput and latency between the proposed approach
with the point-to-point authentication as Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show. I set many fac-
tors in the simulation to appropriate the natural environment. The result shows that the
blockchain scheme can surpass the point-to-point verification in the average throughput
and end-to-end latency.
Figure 4.11 depicts that the throughput between UAS and the BSs increases as the amount of
BSs rises. This fact indicates that with an equal number of BSs to coordinate, the blockchain-
based approach can provide better service quality. The reason is that the client (UAS) does
not need to repeatedly establish connections in the consensus-based approach. The major
time-consuming procedure is the broadcasting procedure of PBFT, but such a procedure is
conducted only once.
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Figure 4.11: Throughput between UAS and BSs































Figure 4.12: End-to-end latency
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Figure 4.13: Service online ratio
Concurrently, Figure 4.12 shows the comparison of End-to-end latency between the pro-
posed approach and the point-to-point authentication. The comparison was conducted un-
der the scenario that the percentage of the malicious UAS is less than 50%. As the amount
of BSs increases, the blockchain-enabled approach keeps stable on the end-to-end latency,
which is less than 200 ms. However, compared with the blockchain-enabled approach, the
end-to-end latency of the point-to-point increases as the amount of BSs extends. Due to the
dynamic distribution of the malicious BSs, the trend of the end-to-end approach fluctuates
remarkably. With the consensus, the UAS can keep connections with the legitimated BSs in
the evaluation.
Finally, I compared the online service ratio of my approach and the point-to-point approach
when malicious BSs exist. I counted the connection time of accessing the Internet. The on-
line service ratio is the connection percentage of the whole flight duration for the UAS in
the monitored area. Figure 4.13 shows that as the proportion of malicious nodes increases,
the online ratio of point-to-point decreases linearly. Specifically, the online ration decreases
from 0.97 to 0. Due to the malicious BSs being scattered in the trajectory of UAS randomly,
I observed that the UAS service online rate fluctuated with the malicious nodes connec-
tions. Meanwhile, in a blockchain-enabled approach, the online ratio keeps stable when the
percentage of malicious BSs is below 50%. However, when the proportion of malicious BS
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Figure 4.14: Threat Modeling of Connection between UAS and the Malicious
BSs
exceeds the 50% threshold, the PBFT process cannot construct a consensus and provide ser-
vice to the UAS. If the proportion of malicious BSs is less than 50%, the legitimated BSs
can manipulate priority. Due to the flight path, there is some duration that the UAS cannot
get any connections to the BSs. Thus, even though the blockchain-enabled approach cannot
achieve the 100% online service ratio, the networking is out of manipulating the malicious
BSs.
The evaluation shows that the blockchain-enabled verification can provide better QoS, low
latency and high throughput. However, the blockchain-enabled verification requires strong
confidential protection to eliminate malicious BSs.
4.2.5 Security Analysis
4.2.5.1 Threat Modeling
Figure 4.14 shows the threat modeling of the connection of UAS to the malicious BSs. Gen-
erally, the malicious BSs may have the following attack types: DoS, spoofing, identification
disclosure, and control priority loss. With the connection of UAS to the malicious BSs, the
attackers can play DoS to disable the mission execution and deny the services of trajectories
generation, which involves GPS and path discovery calculations. For spoofing, the attack-
ers can provide incorrect mission execution feedback and sensor acquisitions to mislead the
UAS. The misleading can cause the UAS to execute the wrong missions. With spoofing, the
attackers can modify the trajectory setting to change the path of the UAS, which can lead
to crashes or damages to the public properties. The next is the identification disclosure.
The malicious BSs can catch the messages to remote stations. The message may include the
pilots’ identifications. The disclosure of identifications for pilots may lead to security and
safety issues. The attackers may disclose the ID, the commercial and the private information
which can be a disaster for the pilots. Apart from the identification disclosure, the attackers
can duplicate the identification of the legitimate UAS and store it to the illegitimate UAS.
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The illegitimate UAS with the identification can help the attackers to play severe damage
attacks and penetrate the sensitive areas without spots. The mess of the identification can
lead to the chaos of the aviation, which shall be eliminated.
Last but not least, the malicious BSs can help the attackers take the priorities of the UAS.
Due to the explosive batteries, the UAS can be a weapon. The attackers can take the hijacked
UAS into the areas and set threats to the public properties. The dummy UAS also can be
controlled into some sensitive areas to collect the privacy. The entity loss also means that the
attackers rob the properties of the UAS owner. To counter the threat, we need to prevent the
connection between the UAS and the malicious BSs. The blockchain-enabled verification can
prevent the connection construction between the UAS and the malicious BSs and eliminate
the illegitimate BSs.
The risks of connection between UAS and the malicious BSs can be classified into the fol-
lowing types: errors of mission execution, security issues of pilots and the public, properties
of the private owners, and the public. The errors of mission executions mainly focus on the
sensors’ data acquisitions and the result calculation. The countermeasures can be multiple
sensor acquisitions and robust calculation algorithms. With the countermeasures, the at-
tackers can hardly interrupt the sensors and insert the error messages into the calculation
and result execution processing. The next is the security issues of pilots and the public.
Simultaneously, the additional communication links are the alternative once the malicious
BSs shut down the services. For the security issues of the pilots, the countermeasures can
be the encrypted identification files with solid and light authentication algorithms. A sep-
aration between the personal identifications and the authentications is required to mitigate
the privacy disclosure. The UAS must install the sensitive areas or information recognition.
The recognition scheme shall be triggered when the UAS is close to the sensitive areas. The
recognition scheme can lead the UAS to fly away from the areas once the alert is valid. A
distributed networking with radio recognition can spot the hijacked UAS in unwanted ar-
eas. Distributed networking can be robust countermeasures to take the priorities of control
from the attackers for the UAS recalling.
An essential countermeasure for the connections between the UAS and the malicious BSs
is prevention. The main countermeasures can be authentications and the verification. The
blockchain-enabled approach can be a promising method to mitigate the threats from the
malicious BSs.
In the section, I defined that the attackers do not have social engineering to obtain the phys-
ical encryption card. With blockchain-enabled verification, the attackers receive the packets
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Table 4.4: Overhead of AES encryption for Blockchain
AES (Bits) 128 192 256
Raw (Bytes) 300 300 300
Encoded (Bytes) 435 435 435
Overhead (Bytes) 135 135 135
Overhead (%) 45 45 45
Point-to-point
Overhead (Bytes) 78 78 78
Blockchain-Enabled
Overhead (Bytes) 52.78 52.78 52.78
Encoding (ms) 2.946 2.884 2.882
Decoding (ms) 2.888 2.915 2.864
broadcast in the cellular networking. However, the attackers do not have access to know the
random seeds generated for the encryption. After that, the legitimated BSs cannot be com-
promised. Only the legitimated BSs have the same randomness generator, which means that
the legitimate BSs can have a limited search for the competition. Suppose the attackers want
to win the competition which is based on the trust starting. The attackers need to crack the
encrypted packets to extract the randomness generator seeds. If attackers brute force the
authentication, they need to crack the packets to extract the random number in the broad-
cast duration. In the broadcast of packets, I adopted AES 256 as the encryption method. The
possibility for attackers to get through authentication randomly for AES 256 is 2.8787e−78.
The possibility of brute force means that the attacker cannot find an effective solution with
the robust computation currently in 0.1s broadcast updating duration. I suppose the attack-
ers have a CPU with 100GHz (which surpasses the most powerful CPU), which will cost
1.6427e17 years to hit one collision. AES 512 has a more robust security level, and AES 512
can achieve much less possibility of success of brute force, which is 2.4861e−155 and the
time will be 2.1424e56 years if the attackers want to crack the encrypted packets without the
leakage of random seeds. The CPU shall have the clock frequency at least of 2.1586e24 GHz,
which is not practical and economic. However, AES 512 takes a longer time for encryption
and is not a time-saving solution.
4.2.5.2 Overhead Evaluation
Table 4.4 shows the overhead result of the different AES encryption formats. With the library
of Matlab (Hill, 2021), I conducted an overhead evaluation on three different AES encryption
formats: 128bits, 192bits, and 256bits. The proof-of-concept of the handshakes is defined
as 300 bytes as shown in Table 4.4. Based on the raw files, I performed the encryption and
decryption on the overhead in the verification. AES128, AES192, and AES 256 achieve the
encoded files in 435 bytes with the original file of 300 bytes. The overheads of the three
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methods are 45% simultaneously. And then, I made the decryption for each method, and
all decryption is successful without any redundancy and deficiency. The results show that
AES128, AES 192, and AES 256 have the same performance on the results output. To explore
the efficiency of each encryption, I compared the time consumption of the three methods on
average. AES256 surpasses AES128 and AES192. Based on the same outcome, I evaluated
the overhead for the point-to-point and blockchain-enabled approaches. I found that the
average overhead of the point-to-point approach is higher than the blockchain approach.
In the evaluation, I found that the blockchain approach requires all nodes to afford the
overhead in the common areas, and the point-to-point approach requires the BSs to provide
overhead when selected.
4.2.5.3 Comparison to State-of-the-Art
To explore the potentials of the blockchain-enabled approaches, I made a comparison of
state of the art of blockchain-enabled implementations according to the literature and my
proposed blockchain-enabled approach (Shoufan, 2017; Xu et al., 2019; Teng et al., 2019;
Liu, Qian, and Hu, 2019; Pirker et al., 2020). In the comparison, I mainly focus on availabil-
ity, infrastructure types, security mechanisms, identification/ authentication, BS Hardware
(HW) modification, blockchain availability, and objective enhancement. The availability
shows the deployment availability for the proposed schemes in the literature. The com-
parison is presented as Table 4.5. The previous works are mainly based on the Ground
Station (GS) connections which are difficult to deploy the UAS networking globally and de-
pendent seriously on the ground station deployment (Shoufan, 2017; Xu et al., 2019; Teng
et al., 2019; Liu, Qian, and Hu, 2019). The preivious work and my proposed schemes are
mainly based on cellular networking, which is dependent on the deployment of cellular BSs
(Pirker et al., 2020). Due to 5G NR, my proposed schemes can provide more flexible and ro-
bust connections. The security mechanisms are mainly based on pattern recognition which
are pilot behaviors and signal strength, respectively (Shoufan, 2017; Xu et al., 2019). The
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) can only provide authentication for the UAS without ex-
ternal Hardware modification (Teng et al., 2019). Random labels mark the security levels
and avoid the malicious BS connection to the UAS swarm networking (Liu, Qian, and Hu,
2019). The Transport Layer Security (TLS) of 4G cellular networking achieve the identifica-
tion and authentication with the external HW modification (Pirker et al., 2020). Compared
with the previous research, I adopted blockchain-enabled approach to realize the identifica-
tion, authentication, and verification. The objective enhancement of my proposed approach
can include the escalations of UAS and BSs. Although my proposed scheme can achieve
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Table 4.5: Comparison of the State of the Art
Literature (Shoufan, 2017) (Xu et al., 2019) (Teng et al., 2019) (Liu, Qian, and Hu, 2019) (Pirker et al., 2020) My proposed
Availability Local Local Local Local Global Global
Infrastructure Type GS GS GS GS 4G 5G
Security mechanism Pattern recognition Pattern recognition ECC Random label 4G TLS Blockchain
Identification / Authentication Yes/Yes No/Yes No/Yes No/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes
BS HW modification No Yes No Yes No Yes
Blockchain availability No No No No Yes Yes
Objective enhancement BS BS UAS UAS UAS UAS/BS
more performance than the previous research, there is still much optimal space to explore
more efficient and lightweight approaches, which reduce the overhead of the deployment
on the mobile platforms.
4.2.6 Conclusion
The rapid deployment stimulates the quick evolution of the cellular-connected UAS. Mali-
cious BSs have severe effects on 5G NR. The mistaken connection between UAS and cellular
stations can bring unpredictable losses for the public properties. In this section, I lever-
aged the blockchain to detect the malicious BSs. My approach implemented PBFT to detect
and recognize the malicious BSs. The cellular UAS can derive the identification and avoid
accessing the malicious BSs. My evaluation shows that my approach can improve the effi-
ciency of the cellular-connected UAS accessing networking significantly. Compared with the
point-to-point approach, my approach shows a more reliable online ratio.
4.3 RL Optimized Throughput for UAS Networking
5G NR accelerates the massive implementations of networking in many fields, including
UAS swarm networking. The 5G NR can provide more good networking services for the
UAS swarm networking. The services enable the deployment feasible in more complex and
challenging scenarios. However, the conventional architectures of UAS swarm networking
are mainly centralized or hierarchical. The architectures are vulnerable to the dynamic envi-
ronment and are difficult to deploy UAS swarm networking on a large scale. In this section,
I formulated cell wall communications for the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking with
the inspiration of biological communication. Fueled by RL, I resolved the edge-coloring
problem of cell wall communication scheduling to achieve the maximum throughput glob-
ally. The evaluation shows my proposed RL-enabled algorithm can surpass the conven-
tional scheduling algorithms and achieve the optimal throughput for the heterogeneous UAS
swarm networking.
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4.3.1 Introduction
The compact and affordable of next-generation NodeB in 5G NR stimulates the networking
deployment on a large scale. The lightweight and energy-saving devices led the networking
spread from MANET to VANET and FANET (Hu, Zhang, and Song, 2019). As the mutual
effects, FANET also extends 5G NR networking to a large scale with flexibility and mobil-
ity. The 5G NR-enabled UAS swarm networking can achieve more good networking services
from the inter and the intra networking. The networking can support the UAS swarms to
finish the complex missions (Cao et al., 2020). With ultra-high frequency carriers, 5G NR
can provide ultra wideband wireless communication with the sacrifice of transmission range
and energy divergence. The advantages of 5G NR attract many researchers to make an ef-
fort to amend the trade-off to extend the durability of UAS swarm networking. With reliable
wideband wireless communication, the feasible throughput can assure the QoS perception
and mission complement remotely in real time. The feedback and intrusion cycles for re-
mote terminals and UAS swarm networking is essential to the mission complement.
As the predominant stimulus in many fields, machine learning is prevailing and obtains
remarkable achievement. As one main branch of machine learning, RL plays a pivotal role
in enhancing UAS swarm networking. The advantages of learning from the environment
and evolving itself with interaction make RL can achieve more robust performance (delay,
bandwidth, and throughput) (Guo, 2020). Concurrently, the combination of distributed
deployment, the interactive flexibility, and the convenience of transfer learning enables the
UAS swarm networking to achieve sufficient packet delivery. The experience exchanging
between different UAS also extends the optimal throughput to the global optimization.
The conventional RL-enabled throughput optimization focuses on the central or the hierar-
chical architectures. The main optimal factors are trajectory, deployment, and coverage of
communication, which can temporarily enhance the networking in some specific scenarios.
However, the optimization cannot extend the scale of the deployment. Most optimization
collapses when the amount of UAS is over the limitation. However, the amount of UAS de-
termines the capacities of UAS swarms on the complexity of mission complement and the
qualities of collaborations and incorporation.
Unlike the previous work, I focus on the communication between heterogeneous UAS swarm
networking in bio-inspired behaviors. The UAS swarms can imitate cells to construct cell
walls for the networking. The cell wall communication is not dependent on the specific UAS
to afford gateway services for other peers, which can be flexible and elastic to the dynamic
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nature of UAS swarm networking. To achieve the maximum throughput for the heteroge-
neous UAS swarm networking, I formulated the routing scheduling into an edge-coloring
problem which is an NP-hard problem. With RL enhancement, I resolved the edge-coloring
problem with the minimum colors, which maximizes the utility of each link. The evalua-
tion shows that the RL-enabled approach can improve the throughput and elasticity of UAS
swarm networking significantly.
4.3.2 Related Work
The ubiquitous implementations of UAS swarm require reliable, efficient, and high perfor-
mance of the networking to provide qualified services. Fueled by RL, UAS swarm network-
ing can deploy on a large scale which accelerates the evolution of RL-enabled approaches.
Due to the advantages of learning from interaction, RL can assure robust optimization for
UAS swarm networking. Comparable with the distributed UAS swarm networking, Multi-
Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) can improve the throughput of UAS swarm network-
ing. Each UAS as an agent is formulated to MARL to achieve the optimal throughput and
coverage and maximization of long-term rewards (Cui, Liu, and Nallanathan, 2019). MARL
optimizes the movement of UAS with offline exploration and online learning (Hammami
et al., 2019). The joint optimization combining offline and online movements can optimize
throughput for UAS networking and cellular networking.
Similarly, MARL optimizes the UAS’s path and time resource allocation jointly to achieve
the maximum throughput between UAS and IoT devices. The policy reinforces each agent
to achieve local optimization (Tang et al., 2020). A long-term resource allocation can achieve
the maximum throughput for the UAS networking with MARL. The evaluation shows a good
trade-off strike between the throughput gain and the information exchange overhead (Cui,
Liu, and Nallanathan, 2020). The trajectory and power allocation are critical to UAS swarm
networking. MARL enhances the trajectory of UAS and power allocation to achieve the max-
imum throughput between UAS and ground users (Zhao, Liu, and Cheng, 2020). The evalu-
ation shows that the networking utility and system overhead can be optimized jointly. With
the feedback and UAS fusion node, the distributed RL approach improves the throughput
allocation and the utility of the whole system (Shamsoshoara et al., 2019). The distributed
RL mitigate the security threat with congestion of spectrum and hopping of frequencies.
However, the optimization is difficult to be achieved in the training significantly.
The conventional RL approaches deploy Q-learning or Deep Q-learning Network (DQN)
into UAS swarm networking and achieve the local and the global optimization for the
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throughput. DQN reduces the time consumption on the relaying and obtains seamless video
offloading services (Zheng et al., 2020). A liquid Q-learning predicted the users’ requests
and states. With the predication, the corresponding deployment of UAS with specific con-
tent can aid the throughput of users (Chen, Saad, and Yin, 2019). With Markov Decision
Processing (MDP), DQN can achieve the minimum energy consumption for data aggregation
(Yi et al., 2020a). Based on the real-time interaction and historical data, Q-learning amended
the relaying power to reduce the bit error rate and energy consumption. The amendment
can defend against the random jamming attacks (Wang et al., 2020c). With services of seam-
less cellular networking, actor-critic algorithms learn the vehicle movement environment to
obtain the signal coverage and the dynamic nature of vehicles. The actor-critic algorithms
can handle the continuous action space. The simulations show the average throughput for
the vehicle can rise. However, the algorithms consume too much energy when the through-
put requirement increases (Shokry et al., 2020). To extend the range of 5G NR, the UAS
swarm with network slice can extend the accessing scale for the networking. The extension
can provide computing aid for the UAS swarm networking. The computing aid is under job
offloading which minimizes the energy consumption and queuing delay (Faraci, Grasso, and
Schembra, 2019). The private BS can only provide services to the specific UAS, which lacks
coordination between different BSs. The throughput between the BSs and the UAS cannot
satisfy the massive networking requirement. A two-level architecture optimized the BSs’ be-
haviors and achieved long-term payoffs. The self-interested and independent behaviors on
the lower level finish the noncooperation sub games and the cooperative game (Asheralieva
and Niyato, 2019). As the number of users increases, the algorithm loses the efficiency of
the instantaneous payoff.
4.3.3 System Modeling
Several UAS swarms play different roles in different mission executions in variable scenarios.
The conventional communication for heterogeneous UAS swarm networking is hierarchical
and central, which needs specific UAS to provide packet delivery services. The hierarchical
and central architectures lack flexibility, elasticity, and durability to the dynamic nature of
UAS swarm networking. The cell wall communication is decentralized and distributed. As
Figure 4.15 depicts, swarm A and swarm B are two UAS swarm networking which contain
N and M UAS in each swarm, respectively. Swarm A and swarm B need packet delivery
for collaborations and cooperation. Swarm A and swarm B select qualified UAS (marked in-
dash line circles) in each peer to provide packet delivery to achieve a feasible communication
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Swarm B
Swarm A
Figure 4.15: Communication between heterogeneous UAS swarm network-
ing
volume. The selection for the qualified UAS mainly depends on the estimation of ADS-
B. The UAS can get the qualification once the connection distance is less than the valid
configuration. Due to the dynamic nature, the qualified UAS varies to achieve stable and
sufficient connections for heterogeneous UAS swarm networking.
In this scenario, each UAS is equipped with compact and energy saving mmWave devices
that can generate H mmWave radio frequency (RF) beams. Along with TDMA, each UAS
can provide gateway services for the inter UAS swarm networking. I define that there are n
UAS in swarm A and m UAS of swarm B to construct the cell wall. Here, A = {An|n ≤ N }
and B= {Bm|m ≤M}.
For convenience, I simplify the cell wall which is depicted as Figure 4.16. The simplification
can be mapped into a directed graph G = (V ,E) with vertex set V and edge set E. Here,
V = A ∪ B, V is the union of swarm A and swarm B. E denotes the connections between
swarm A and swarm B. cE denotes the throughput of E. With the radio transmission, cE is
formulated as cE = gE log(1+
pE
10P LE /σ2
) and cE > 0. Here, gE denotes the direct gain between
linked vertexes. pE denotes the transmission power from vertex V and σ is Gaussian noise
distributed with zero mean. P LE is the path loss in line of sight which is formulated in:
P LE = 20log(dE) + 20log(fE) − 147.55 where dE and fE denote the corresponding distance
and frequencies of E respectively.

























Figure 4.16: Cell wall communication between heterogeneous UAS swarm
networking
The packet delivery duration is definite which denotes T and obtains F frames for sequen-
tial connections. Simultaneously, each F contains multiple time unit time that can be di-
vided into N time slots t, where N ≥ 1. The ith slot ti is subjected to:
∑N
i=1 ti = 1. Here,
0 ≤ ti ≤ 1. In ti , a set of connections Ei ⊆ E is active for packet delivery.
4.3.4 RL-enabled Throughput Optimization for Cell Wall Communica-
tion
With the constructed cell walls, I assume the topology keeps constant in each frame F .
The qualified UASs stay constant at each time slot ti . During each time slot, the feasible
throughput is formulated into cEf = ticE . With the avoidance of collision between different
beams, the more time slot the edge E occupies, the more feasible throughput the cell wall











ti ≤ 1,∀ti ≥ 0 (4.17b)
Where, si is the selection of E in ith slot ti with throughput sj , si ∈ {0,1}.
To achieve the maximum throughput, I schedule different pieces in each time slot that enable
different links to be active. Here, I install a link time tg for d titg e − 1 links and the left time
mod(ti , tg) (mod is the modulo operation) is assigned for the rest links. I perform edge-
coloring on the cell wall networking to achieve the maximum throughput. I assume there
are just α colors for G in the time slot ti . Each color corresponds to one set of active links in
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time duration tg . The time assignment of mod(ti , tg) is assigned to the last one. In time slot
ti , the maximum utility of active time for links is given:
αtg = (d ti
tg
e − 1) +mod(ti , tg) (4.18a)
< (d ti
tg
e − 1) + tg (4.18b)
≤ dtie ≤ 1 (4.18c)
The proof (4.18) shows the links can be scheduled into ti , and I do not need different scaling
for the αtg to fit time slot ti . Combined with (4.17), I can rend the maximum throughput for

















g) · si · ci) (4.19a)
subject to (4.17b) (4.19b)
Based on optimizing the throughput, the less color I use for the edge-coloring, the more
throughput I can achieve. However, an edge-coloring problem is a NP-hard problem which
has been proofed (Karloff and Shmoys, 1987). Theoretically, the maximum colors of edge-
coloring for G is 3d4(G)/2e. Here, 4(G) is the maximum node degree of G. Based on the














tg(m+ n− 1) + 1
tg
(4.20b)
Based on the rendering of 4(G), I can have α for edge coloring of G.
α = 3 · d
tg(m+ n− 1) + 1
2 · tg
e (4.21)
Theoretically, I have α options for graph G to fill all edges without collisions. The conven-
tional resolving to the edge-coloring is an NP-hard problem. Here, I leverage Q learning
approaches to solve the edge-coloring of G. Generally, the fewer colors the agents adopt, the
more rewards they will get. The updating processing of the agent is given:
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Where φ is learning rate, φ ∈ (0,1), s is the current state observed by agent, and s′ is the
next state predicted by agent. a and a′ are the current action adopted and the next action
predicted by agents, respectively. Qt is the value which the agent can achieve in the current
sequential time t and rt is the cumulative rewards the agent achieved. The whole processing
aims to maximize the Q-value at each step.
I incorporate DNN into Q-learning to achieve the edge-coloring problem resolving. The Q-
value updating from (4.22) can be modified with weight derived from DNN: Qt(s,a;θ). The





Here, θ is the parameter networking for Q-network at iteration t and θ− is the parameters
at iteration t+ 1. θ− is fixed when optimizing the Lt(θ) at t. By differentiating Lt(θ), I can
have:




To bridge the connection between the cell wall networking and DQN, I need to decompose
the edge-coloring problem into a model that interacts with DQN. With the interaction, the






subject to (4.17b) (4.25b)

















ϕ ≤ 1, tgϕ > 0 (4.25f)
Here, β is the colors adopted by DQN, which cannot be bigger than the theoretical colors de-








tλ denotes the endpoints
of connection Etgλ at time piece t
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λ are two active connections at time
piece tg . Correspondingly, all the active scheduling in time slot ti cannot be over the alloca-
tion of ti .
The action space for agent is the coloring as ∈ {1,2, ...,β}, and the state s of environment can





, (4.25d) (4.25e) (4.25f )
0, otherwise
(4.26)
In (4.26), the reward of action is based on the counts of colors. I input the coloredG to detect
the state ofG. DQN outputs the desired operations to maximize the reward. Each successful








Here, 1ak denotes the average reward of edge k in the i
th time slot. The state keeps constant
to achieve the successful coloring if the subjection is broken.

























The detail pseudocode is shown as Algorithm 7. I integrate DQN updating processing into
the max throughput σ for the cell wall.
The above optimization shows the single link in time piece tg . With different active frequen-
cies, the UAS can generate multiple beams simultaneously to deliver packets.
Here, I loosen the constraint of beams in (4.17b) to Γ , which means there are Γ beams active











tk ≤ Γ , tk ≥ 0, (4.29b)
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Algorithm 7 Render the max throughput σ for cell wall
1: Initial G = (V ,E) f or Initial Schedule S
2: settingtg ;
3: Calculate 4(G)′← t
g (m+n−1)+1
tg ;
4: Calculate a= 3d4(G)/2e;
5: Initial random at0k ;
6: Initial st0 ;





8: φ = 1tω ;
9: while ∇θ−Ltθ > 0 do
10: Input Gt into DNN ;
11: st ← DNN ;
12: if Etgλ ∩E
tg
µ , ∅ then
13: Break;
14: end if
15: rt ← 1ak ;
16: maxa′∈aQt(s′ ,a′)←max( 1a′k
| st)};







19: Qt+1(s,a)←Qt(s,a) +φ{rt −Qt(s,a) +maxa′∈aQt(s′ ,a′)};
20: Lt(θ)← (rt +maxaQt+1(s′ ,a;θ−)−Qt(s,a;θ));
21: ∇θ−Ltθ← Lt(θ);
22: end while






g · si · cj ;
25: end if
Comparable with the modification of (4.29), (4.18) can be given:
αtg = (d ti
tg
e − 1) +mod(ti , tg) (4.30a)
< (d ti
tg
e − 1) + tg (4.30b)
≤ dtie ≤ Γ (4.30c)
Considering minimizing the interference between different frequencies, I keep α constant
to achieve the stability and maximize the throughput between heterogeneous UAS swarm
networking.
4.3.5 Evaluation
In this part, I evaluated the throughput optimization for cell walls, which is critical to the
performance of UAS swarm networking. The configuration is shown as TABLE 4.6. With
5G NR, each UAS is installed with a mobile beamforming device that can generate mmWave
beams over the carrier of 28 GHz.
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Table 4.6: Cell Wall Configuration
Transmission Power, p 20 dBm
Distances between centers of S1 and S2, d 100 m
Direct gain, g 30 dB
Carrier frequency, f 28 GHz
Noise power, N0/B -174 dBm/Hz
Bandwidth 1 GHz
Minimum SINR threshold -5 dB
1 0.1 0.01 0.001

























Figure 4.17: Scheduled throughput between swarm A and swarm B
To approximate the practical environment, I scattered the cell wall distances between het-
erogeneous UAS swarm. The distances range from 15 m to 100 m with the distribution
of Poisson (λ = 20) randomly. There are 30,000 UAS scattered randomly for each swarm






= 1. Here, a= 20 m, b = 30 m, c = 25 m.
Figure 4.17 shows the edge-coloring based scheduling solved by the Karloff algorithm con-
cerning one beam installed on the UAS swarm. I compared the throughput from swarm
A and swarm B, respectively. I calculated the feasible throughput between swarm A and
swarm B with consideration of collisions occurring between beams. The result shows that
the two heterogeneous UAS swarm networking can obtain more throughput tg decreases
from 1s to 0.01s. The usage of beams reaches the maximum when tg is less than 0.01s,
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Figure 4.18: Throughput and normalized improvement of cell wall
which keeps steady when the setting is from 0.01s to 0.001s.
Figure 4.18 shows the throughput and normalized improvement for the cell wall. With
training processing, DQN can achieve better performance over the Karloff algorithm than
90% when tg is set in the range of 0.01s to 0.001s. There are still some collisions for DQN
based edge coloring resolving when tg = 1s. Simultaneously, the DQN can achieve more
throughput as the number of installed beams rises.
Figure 4.19 shows the training processing of DQN in the edge-coloring resolving. As the
episode number increases, the average and episode rewards become converged, and the total
reward can reach 480.
4.3.6 Conclusion
In this section, I formulated cell wall communications for the heterogeneous UAS swarm
networking with the inspiration of biological communication. Fueled by RL, I resolved the
edge-coloring problem of cell wall communication and achieved the maximum through-
put for the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. The evaluation shows the proposed RL-
enabled algorithm can surpass the conventional scheduling algorithms over 90% when the
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Figure 4.19: DQN training processing




Scheduling Optimization for UAS
Networking
5.1 Scheduling Optimization in Heterogeneous UAS Net-
working
The 5G NR stimulates UAS swarm networking to evolve and achieve the imminent progress.
The heterogeneous collaboration between UAS swarm enhances the complexity and the ef-
ficiency of mission complement. The mission complement requires robustness, flexibility,
and sustainability of throughput. The conventional approaches are mainly based on the hi-
erarchical architectures which are limited to satisfy the requirement of UAS swarms on a
large scale. This section proposed an optimal cell wall paradigm to enhance the throughput
for the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. With the weight adjustment, I mapped the
optimization into a polyhedron scheduling problem and formulated the problem into Max-
min Throughput Fair Scheduling (MTFS). Futhermore, I proposed a max-min throughput
algorithm to optimize the minimum throughput of the cell wall paradigm. With the op-
timal max-min throughput, I optimized the schedule with edge-coloring to achieve global
MTFS solving. The normalized MTFS shows my algorithm can achieve over 40% improve-
ment of MTFS globally. In terms of MTFS solving, my algorithms have promising potential
to improve the throughput and mitigate the incidents in cell wall communication. With the
throughput enhancement, the advanced aerial mobility of UAS swarm networking can be
escalated on a large scale.
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5.1.1 Introduction
The ubiquitous deployment of 5G NR accelerates the evolution of techniques in many fields
(Song et al., 2017a; Lee and Kim, 2020) that enlarges the scale of diverse implementations
significantly. The prominent advantages (ultra low latency (Yang et al., 2018), experienced
throughput (Na et al., 2018), and networking efficiency (Ge et al., 2017)) of 5G NR provide
progress to the collaborations and cooperation for the heterogeneous devices and platforms.
The collaborations and cooperations play pivotal roles in UAS swarm deployment on a large
scale (Sun et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). With 5G NR, the UAS swarm can complete more
challenging missions that has requirements on complexity and accuracy. The complexity
and accuracy poses a challenge to the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. The shared
information and collaborated intrusions must be delivered to the specific UAS to achieve
the specific sub-missions in exact time and positions. Consequently, the complement of
sub-missions affects the achievement of the whole projects. 5G NR can provide UAS swarm
networking powerful support to extend the deployment on a large scale.
Heterogeneous UAS swarm networking requires robust, flexible, and reduced interference
connections to improve the throughput of UAS swarm networking (Dinh et al., 2019). The
high and robust throughput between multiple UAS swarms can enhance the controllability,
mission complement, and flight efficiency. 5G NR-enabled heterogeneous UAS swarm net-
working can select optimal hops for the next delivery, reduce the interference and increase
the spectrum efficiency. As one of the leading technologies in 5G NR, beamforming can en-
able UAS control communication more accurately, enabling UAS to deliver packets to the
specific destinations directionally. The beamforming-enabled UAS networking to reduce
energy consumption and interference remarkably (Yuan et al., 2020) which improves the
mobility of UAS crucially. The optimal direction pointing can construct multiple connec-
tions simultaneously. The low divergence angle allows the beamforming to transmit beams
with lower intervals than the Omni-directional transmitting. The high spectrum efficiency
enables the heterogeneous UAS swarms to achieve robust connections and reliable through-
put between different UAS swarms. The conventional UAS swarms are based on hierarchi-
cal architectures, which deploy UAS to provide the communication between heterogeneous
UAS swarms. The hierarchical architectures manage UAS swarms efficiently which lacks re-
silience, flexibility, controllability on a large scale. The beamforming provide sufficient free-
dom for communication between UAS swarms locally. The optimized beamforming process
the robustness of decentralized UAS swarm networking. The conventional approaches can-
not extend the UAS swarm networking on a large scale in real time, and are vulnerable to
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the dynamic topology. A decentralized and distributed architecture is required to satisfy the
flexibility and mobility of UAS swarm networking.
In this section, I proposed an optimal cell wall paradigm for heterogeneous UAS swarm
networking. Enhanced with beamforming of 5G NR, each UAS can leverage beamforming
to optimize the connections to achieve better delivery efficiency. Within the transmission
range, the cell wall can share information and intrusions for collaborations and mission
complement. With geographical measurement, the UAS can detect other swarms and build
connections to for the inter networking. This section aims to design a cell wall paradigm to
enhance the throughput of heterogeneous UAS swarm networking.
By re-mapping the connections, I constructed a cell wall for heterogeneous UAS swarm net-
working. With adjusting the weight, I mapped the throughput optimization into a polyhe-
dron scheduling problem and formulated it into MTFS. Futhermore, I proposed a max-min
throughput algorithm to optimize the throughput.
With optimal max-min throughput, I optimized the weight of the schedule to achieve global
MTFS solving. The evaluation shows that the optimal cell paradigms can improve UAS
swarm networking throughput significantly. The normalized MTFS shows my algorithm
can achieve over 40% improvement globally.
5.1.2 Related Work
An optimization problem was decomposed into two sub optimizations which obtain 1) com-
munication scheduling and power allocation 2) trajectory optimization to achieve a better
throughput between UAS and ground terminals (Xu et al., 2018b). A similar thought (Xie,
Xu, and Zhang, 2019) focuses on the optimal adjustment of trajectory generation and speed
control. By applying the alternating optimization and successive convex programming, a
local optimization for UAS and ground users can be achieved (Shi et al., 2018). The opti-
mal trajectory of mobile relaying can enhance the throughput for UAS networking. With
the fixed trajectory of relaying, power allocation optimization extends the throughput max-
imization.
Futhermore, based on the allocated power, the trajectory achieved the maximum throughput
(Zeng, Zhang, and Lim, 2016). Aiming to maximize the uplink throughput, a trajectory op-
timization maximized the throughput (Xie, Xu, and Zhang, 2018). Better performances were
achieved (Hua et al., 2020a) which optimized UAS trajectories, the scheduling for uplinks
and downlinks (Zhang et al., 2017a), and power allocations jointly. The block coordinate
descent and successive convex approximation enhanced the throughput (Xie, Xu, and Zeng,
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2020). The optimal trajectory can enable UAS to obtain good channel states and energy sav-
ings so that the UAS can achieve the optimal throughput for ground devices. The main flaw
is the mobility and flexibility is limited.
The achievable rate of MIMO cognitive radio systems (Li et al., 2019) requires enhancement
on UAS relaying. The constraint with power allocation, energy consumption, and channel
interference, and power optimization can improve the throughput between UAS and ground
users (Primary and Secondary) (Sboui et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020a).
To achieve resilience of UAS swarm networking, a deep Q learning deployed UAS to rescue
the broken links dynamically. The deployment of relay nodes is optimized based on QoS and
link conditions. The deep Q learning can achieve the efficient throughput (Koushik, Hu, and
Kumar, 2019). A power splitting-based relaying protocol for packets forwarding (Hua et
al., 2017) can generate a strategy of amplification and forwarding for the UAS networking.
Joint optimization of bandwidth allocation, power consumption, and trajectories (Fan et
al., 2019b) can improve the spectrum efficiency and the average end-to-end throughput.
With resource allocations, UAS can achieve the extensive QoS, enabling more complicated
implementation. However, the machine learning-enabled approaches still cannot enlarge
the scale deployment of UAS swarm networking.
For cognitive UAS networking, the optimization of three-dimensional location and spectrum
sensing duration (Liang et al., 2020) divided the problem into two convex sub-problems to
improve the throughput (Batalla et al., 2015) weighted and location weighted sum to solve
the non-convex problem. The optimized time slots can achieve maximum throughput for
disaster-affected area (Chiaraviglio et al., 2019c) and multiple areas services (Chiaraviglio
et al., 2020). The throughput maximization and Grid-connected Micro Generation (GMG)
energy consumption should keep balance. An optimization maximized the profit which
contains mission plans, action associations, and optimal balance between GMG and UAS
(Chiaraviglio et al., 2019a). Additional parameters obtaining uplink power control and re-
source allocation for the wireless energy and information transfer were considered in Wire-
less Powered Communication Networking (WPCN) system to achieve efficiency (Park et al.,
2019; Ahmed, Chowdhury, and Jang, 2020). The evaluation (Fan et al., 2019b) shows the
cyclical time division multiple access schemes can keep throughput between UAS and users
stable as the delay tolerance increases. With the reduction of latency between the ground
devices (Manogaran et al., 2021) and UAS in the flight, the networking can be extended to
a larger scale which is still a constraint within dozens. The delay tolerance can improve the
access of ground devices to UAS swarm networking for multiple missions simultaneously.
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Joint optimization of time allocation, reflection coefficient, and UAS trajectories maximized
the system throughput backscatter device with UAS harvesting (Hua et al., 2020b). To
extend the communication coverage and system performance, a power control algorithm
(Li and Zhao, 2020) improved the throughput for the relaying networking for secondary
users in UAS-assisted cellular networking. The spread spectrum transmission (Giorgetti
et al., 2011) can reduce the requirement of system synchronizations. The spread spec-
trum collected different channels and fused the data to achieve a more accurate estima-
tion. A throughput optimization for cache-enabled UAS (Jiang et al., 2019) can improve
the throughput between UAS and IoT, which obtains deployment optimization and proba-
bilistic caching placement (Jiang et al., 2019). The Markov chain decided the nodes’ mode
and optimized the trajectory of UAS with a greedy algorithm (Krishnamoorthy, Pachter, and
Chandler, 2011). The Markov chain can achieve the maximization of system throughput
for UAS investigation. Multiple targets optimization can enable UAS swarm networking to
achieve optimization globally with the sacrifice of time consumption and computational re-
sources. The evaluation shows that the proposed approach can achieve better throughput
than conventional optimizations. However, the program is too complex, which is not suit-
able to deploy on a large scale. The combination of optimal trajectory, resource allocation,
and multiple targets optimization can improve the throughput of the networking from dif-
ferent aspects. However, these approaches are not feasible to improve the throughput of
UAS swarm networking on a large scale. The throughput of UAS networking focuses on
the networking and ground devices that rarely contain the throughput of the heterogeneous
UAS swarms on a large scale. The previous research can be a valuable reference for the ex-
tension of UAS swarm networking on a large scale. The hierarchical architectures of UAS
swarms can help ground terminals achieve efficient controllability with the sacrifice of re-
silience and flexibility. Based on the fluid UAS swarms, a more compatible communication
paradigm for heterogeneous UAS swarm networking is needed.
5.1.3 System Modeling
I consider the system model consists of a heterogeneous UAS swarm networking that con-
tains two UAS swarms. Each UAS is equipped with multiple mmWave RF beams, which is
depicted in Figure 5.1.
A UAS is together with many peers in a TDMA cellular networking. The UAS of the cell wall
is the backhaul gateway for the cell wall. In terms of interference, each UAS can obtain R
links for connections simultaneously. I leverage directed graphs to model the links between
different.
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Swarm #1
Swarm #2
Figure 5.1: Collaboration between heterogeneous UAS swarm networking
Let G = (ν, ε) be a directed graph with the vertex (node) set ν and edge (link) set ε. The
capacity of each ε is denoted as cε. Based on wireless communication theory, each cε is
formulated as cε = gεlog(1 +
pε
10P Lε/10σ2
) and cε > 0, where gε is direct gain of channel, pε is
transmission power of ε, and σ is Gaussian noise distributed with zero mean. P Lε is the path
loss of ε in line-of-sight which is given: P Lε = 20log10(dε) + 20log10(fε) − 147.55, where dε
is the distance for ε and fε is the frequency of ε adopts.
For the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking, connection time is not constant which may
vary according to mission assignment. In this section, my goal is to achieve an optimal
throughput for collaboration in each connection frame. The connection time consists of
multiple connection frames. During collaboration, the communication time, denoted as T ,
can be divided into the multiple connection frames, denoted as F , which can be divided
into a unit time scale, 1. The unit time scale can be scheduled into N slots t, where N ≥ 1.
The ith slot is defined as ti which follows the constraint:
∑N
i=1 ti = 1 and 1 ≥ ti ≥ 0. Further,
in a ith slot, a set of links εi ⊆ ε are active for the information exchange.
5.1.4 Cell Wall Construction
Due to the dynamic nature and the flexibility, I consider a UAS swarm as a cell that is an
analogy to the biological cell. The cell obtains a cell wall for the communication of the
heterogeneous UAS swarms. The two cells require two cell walls for connections in the
networking. As Figure 5.1 depicted, swarm #1 and swarm #2 are denoted as S1 and S2,
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Figure 5.2: Cell wall construction with multiple beams
respectively. The UAS, in S1, is selected as cell wall, U(S1, n) ∈ S1. Similar to S1, the UAS, in
S2, is selected as cell wall, U(S2, m) ∈ S2.
With packets of ADS-B, the UAS of S1 measures the distance to the UAS in S2 and sends a
request once the distance is within the valid range. The carriers of ADS-B are 978MHz and
1090MHz, which is far away from the carriers of 5G NR devices. The interference between
5G NR devices and ADS-B can be ignored. Once the UAS in S1 receives the ACK from S2,
the UAS of S1 will broadcast its connections to its peers in S1 and be marked as U(S1, n). The
selection of U(S2, m) from S2 is similar to U(S1, n). When the desired throughput requirement
is satisfied, the cell wall construction processing will end. A set of links is constructed
between S1 and S2 and the capacity is denoted as ci , ci ∈ cε. The cε forms a reliable tunnel
for the information exchange for the networking. Once packets arrive at the UAS, the UAS
will deliver them to the other UAS swarms directly.
As Figure 5.2 shows, I suppose that a set of links ε is scheduled in the ith slot, and εi , εj ∈ ε
are two different links. The εi and εj cannot share the same UAS in S1 and S2 with avoidance
of incident between different beams. Based on the above constraints, I can assure that active
links are matching in the expanded graph. The graph defines optimal matching as a set
of edges that cannot share the same vertexes. Each scheduled link is active in the range of
te ∈ (0, 1]. For the active links, the active time set is t, t = {te |∀e ∈ ε}. Based on the optimal
matching of polyhedron P, each vertex can be mapped into every active t.
Definition 1. (Schedule Polyhedron) Given a graph G = (ν,ε), the schedule polyhedron G
is a set of link time t that satisfies the following linear constraints:
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∑
e∈δ(ζ)
te ≤ 1 ∀ζ ∈ ν (5.1a)
te ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ ε (5.1b)
Where δ(ζ) is the set of links incidents to ν.
Lemma 1. (1) Each point in the polyhedron P is a feasible link time t, and (2) each feasible
link time t is a point in P.
Proof. Based on the proof presented in (Yuan et al., 2018), I simplified the model of the
scenario. With Edmonds’ matching polyhedron theorem, a feasible schedule S consists of
N ≥ 1 slots. In each slot, a set of links is active for the schedule S , which corresponds to a
vertex of matching polyhedron Q. In Q, each edge corresponds to the selection of links in
P. The value of vertex in Q is binary, active {1}, or inactive {0}. Therefore, I can have linear
constraints for Q are the following equations:
∑
e∈δ(ζ)
xe ≤ 1 ∀ζ ∈ ν (5.2a)
xe ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ ε (5.2b)
In the matching polyhedron Q, each link xe has the state xie in i
th slot and
∑N
i=1 ti ≤ 1. In









ti ≤ 1 ∀ζ ∈ ν (5.3a)
N∑
i=1
xeti = te ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ ε (5.3b)
The above shows the each feasible link time t is a point in P . I suppose the schedule
polyhedron P obtains K vertexes X = {xk |k ∈ K} in the schedule S which contains K slots
Γ = {τk |k ∈ K}. For the feasible time t, I can have:




Here, the scheduled link sets ε are corresponding to xk which is matching, and ε are sched-
uled in kth slot.
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5.1.5 Throughput Optimization for Fair Scheduling
I mapped it into a polyhedron optimization problem which is based on the cell wall con-
structed between S1 and S2. After that, I maximized the throughput for the polyhedron
P in the schedule S which concluded the problem of Maximum Throughput Fair Schedul-
ing (MTFS). The goal of MTFS is to achieve max-min fairness in throughput for cell wall
connections.
Definition 2. (MTFS) Given the cell wall networkG and a schedule S in unit time 1. I define
the throughput of S isHS = {h(ν, S)| ν ∈ R}, where h(ν, S) denotes the throughput of UAS, ν.
The throughput in practical cannot be negative.
(I) I consider the max-min throughput for schedule S follows the criteria: If the feasible
schedule Sf satisfy minν∈R h(ν, Sf ) ≥minν∈R h(ν, S) for any feasible unit time in the schedule
S .
(II) A feasible schedule Ŝ is the solution to MTFS that if Ŝ obtains the maximum throughput∑
ν∈R h(ν, S) among all feasible schedule Sf , which satisfies the max-min criteria in (I).
Definition 3. (Capacity Matching) Based on the given graph G defined in subsection 5.1.4,
there are K ≥ 1 matching in G. After that, the node matching matrix A = {a(i,j)|i, j ∈ K}.
Each element inA is correspondent to the capacity of each link εi constructed between node
i and j in G, a(i,j) = c. All elements in A is non-negative, ∀a(i,j) ≥ 0.
LetA be the node capacity matching matrix, and K nodes are matching in each slot of sched-
ule S . Thus, K nodes corresponding the submatrix, AR, which contains R links between S1
and S2. In each schedule S , I define tS as a K×1 slot length for each schedule. The minimum
throughput is σ . MTFS is a linear problem that optimizes the throughput with the involve-
ment of scheduling. To solve the MTFS, I divide it into two steps: (1) obtaining a maximum
σ . (2) based on max-min throughput σ in (1), I optimize the schedule Ŝ .
To solve step (1), I formulate step (1) in the following constraints:
maximize σ (5.5a)
subject to ARtS ≥ σ1 (5.5b)
1>tS = 1 and tS ≥ 0 (5.5c)
Where 1 and 0 denotes a column vector that obtains all ones or all zeros separately. (5.5b)
is the constraint for each node that has the least throughput σ . (5.5c) is the schedule length
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constraint which equals the unit time, and each time slot is a non-empty set. With all possi-
ble matchings, the feasibility of schedule can satisfy with the above formulation.
Next, based on the most negligible throughput of σ , I formulate step (2) for each UAS in the
following constraint:
maximize c>tS (5.6a)
subject to (5.5c) and (5.5b) (5.6b)
Here, c is the capacity of element, and ci is the capacity of S1-to-S2 links in the ith matching.
To optimize σ , an initial basic feasible solution for step (1) is required. With a constructed
cell wall between S1 and S2, I perform a Breath First Search (BFS) for S1. The result is a tree
ξ which has R edges. The initial schedule S0 has R slots, and each slot obtains one link in ξ.
The initial throughput for each UAS is equal, and the schedule performs in unit time 1. To
simplify the processing, I convert step (2) into a general form by adding a negligible variable
si in the following constraints:
maximize − f >x (5.7a)
subject to Ux = g and x ≥ 0 (5.7b)




 , f > = [0>| − 1|0>], x> = [(tS )>|σ |s>], and g> =
[0>|1>]. The detail pesudocode is shown as Algorithm 8.
The basis B is a square matrix that derives fromU and contains R+1 columns. In Algorithm
8, fB are the elements of f corresponding to basis B. To optimize throughput σ , I require a
column derived fromU , which enables uk to have the negative and reduced cost fk−p>uk ≤ 0
to trigger the basis. When $ ≥ 0, there are no more column can increase σ , and I achieve an
optimal throughput.
With the optimal throughput σ and basis Bσ in step (1), I optimize the schedule S to maxi-
mize the throughput. To solve constraints (5.5b), I add a difference z to remove the inequal-
ity of constraint ARtS ≥ σ1 with ARtS − 1z = σ1. When the cell wall achieves max-min
throughput σ , z is all zeros. With alignment of constraints (5.7), step (2) can be the for-
mation of (5.7). The basis matrix U keeps constant. I make a revision to the following
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Algorithm 8 Render the max-min throughput σ
1: Initial B= B0 with BFS f or Initial Schedule S
2: while T rue do
3: Calculate p> = f >B B
−1;
4: Weight setting f or links (vi , vj) of G :
5: w(vi , vj ) = c(vi , vj )(pi − pj), ∀vi , vj ∈ ν and i , j;
6: Maximize the weight matching on G, and the optimal matching is def inedMo.










13: if $ ≥ 0 then





matrix: f > = [−c>|0|0>], x> = [(tS )>|z|s>], and g = [σ1>|1]. The pseudocode is shown as
Algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9 MTFS optimization
1: Initial B= Bσ ;
2: S = S0;
3: while T rue do
4: Calculate p> = f >B B
−1;
5: Weight setting f or links (vi , vj) of G :











13: if $ ≥ 0 then





Based on the achieved MTFS, I can achieve the optimal throughput between swarm S1 and
swarm S2 with collision tolerance. The collision can decrease the validity of the connections.
Due to one active beam, one vertex cannot have multiple connections with other vertexes in
the same tS simultaneously. I add one additional constraint for (5.5) to reduce the collisions
in the same vertexes. The optimal throughput from swarm S1 to swarm S2 can be given:











tk ≤ 1, tk ≥ 0 (5.8b)
Ei ∩Ej = ∅,∀i, j ∈ R (5.8c)
I assume that there are n vertexes from swarm S1 and m vertexes from swarm S2. There are
two situations recognized when the cell wall end. If n ≤ m, the solution discovers the link
set which is of greatest throughput. te can be equal and distributed in the unit time. In the
unit time, all links can be active without collisions. I can achieve the optimal throughput






subject to (5.8c) (5.9b)
The solution of throughput for n ≤m is a constraint to the MTFS optimizations.
If n > m, there always exists the situation that some links cannot exist in the same slot. The
active links need to be separated into multiple pieces in each slot, which cab maximize the
active links in each slot. Here, I install the active link time, tg , for d tktg e − 1 links and the rest
links are assigned with mod(tk , tg ) (mod is the modulo operation). I perform edge coloring
to schedule the active link time and reduce collisions. The Gn can be edge-colored with γ
colors from swarm S1. Each color is one set of active links in slot tk which has a length of tg
in Gn. In each slot, each link is assigned with γtg for activation and collision minimization:
γtg = (d tk
tg
e − 1)tg +mod(tk , tg)
< (d tk
tg
e − 1)tg + tg
≤ dtke ≤ 1
(5.10)
(5.10) shows that the whole scheduling can be assigned into slot tk completely, γtg does not
need the extra scaling. In slot tk , the whole length of scheduling can shrink to γtg . Based on
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g) · ci) (5.11a)
subject to (5.5) (5.11b)
Here, G̃n = Gn{d
tk
tg e − 1} and Ĝn = Gn{mod(tk , t
g)}. Based on throughput optimization, the
less color I use for edge-coloring, the more throughput the networking can achieve. With the
fixed upper bound for color selections, the boun can shrink searching space to reduce time
consumption on optimization. Due to the complexity of computation, I adopt a simplified
multigraph edge-coloring algorithm (Karloff and Shmoys, 1987) to achieve the upper bound
of color selection 3d4(G)/2e. Here, 4(G) is the maximum node degree of G. Based on the














tg(m+ n− 1) + 1
tg
(5.12)
With 4(G), I can have γ for the edge coloring of G:
γ = 3 · d
tg(m+ n− 1) + 1
2 · tg
e (5.13)
With the minimum edge-coloring for G, I optimize color γ of G to minimize the swift inter-
val caused by physical layers. The pseudocode algorithm is shown as Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10 Edge-coloring scheduling
1: Compare n and m;
2: if m < n then
3: Rendering Gn(V ,E);
4: Assign link time tg to d tktg e − 1 links;
5: Assign the time of mod(tk , tg) to the lef t links;
6: Calculate 4(G);
7: Calculate γ ;
8: while γtg ≤ 1 and tg ≤ tk do




The above shows that the optimal throughput is based on the single beam at each slot. The
5G NR can allow different beams to work on the same physical devices simultaneously. The
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compact array antennas can allow multiple beams to generate connections in variable fre-
quencies and spatial distributions.
In this situation, I loosen the constraint of (5.8b) to P . The optimization with collision











tk ≤ P , tk ≥ 0 (5.14b)
Ei ∩Ej = ∅,∀i, j ∈ R (5.14c)
Corresponding to the modification of active beams at tg , the assigned activation can be mod-
ified to:
γtg = (d tk
tg
e − 1)tg +mod(tk , tg)
≤ P
(5.15)
Regarding the minimum interference between different frequencies, γ is the same calcula-
tion as (5.13), and the constraint of tg ≤ tk keeps constant. After that, I can have the optimal
throughput for the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking with multiple active beams.
5.1.6 Evaluation
Unlike the hierarchical architectures, cell wall communication does not need specific UAS
to play the role of gateway to provide delivery services. Each UAS can afford delivery ser-
vices for its peers. Compared with the conventional communication, cell wall can build
more connections. The optimization can improve the throughput between heterogeneous
swarm networking. This section will presented my evaluation of cell wall construction and
optimization. The evaluation was conducted on Matlab 2019b, and the specific configura-
tion of hardware is the following. CPU: E5-1607 v4 @ 3.10GHz × 4; Memory: 15.6 GiB; OS:
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.
During each mission, UAS swarm networking is full of dynamics on mobility. The mobility
is challenging to predict and maintain. The mobility can cause the connection duration to
vary significantly, which seriously affects the throughput between the heterogeneous UAS
swarm networking. The connection duration is divided into finite frames to schedule. With
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Table 5.1: Cell Wall Configuration
Transmission Power, p 20 dBm
Distances between centers of S1 and S2, d 100 m
Direct gain, g 30 dB
Carrier frequency, f 28 GHz
Noise power, N0/B -174 dBm/Hz
Bandwidth 1 GHz
Minimum SINR threshold -5 dB
my proposed optimization, I can maximize the minimum throughput to achieve global op-
timization.
The fundamental configuration of the evaluation is depicted in Table 5.2. UAS is equipped
with mobile beamforming devices to generate mmWave connections. The connections are
over the carriers on 28 GHz with a bandwidth of 1 GHz. The transmission power of
mmWave, p, is set to 20dBm, and the direct gain, g, is set to 30dB. Further, the noise power,
N0/B, is set to −174 dBm/Hz and the minimum SINR threshold is set to −5 dB. To approxi-
mate UAS swarms in practice, I configured the cell wall distances which ranges from 15m to
100mwith the distribution of Poisson (λ= 20 (Cheah, Hou, and Slotine, 2009)). In practice,
the oval formation can maximize the deployment’s stability and efficiency, which is ubiqui-
tous in natural swarms. More details about the deployment of UAS swarms are presented in
the following.
I deployed two UAS swarms in a 50m×200m×50m space shown as Figure 5.3. The centers of
S1 and S2 are marked in light blue filled circles and yellow filled circles, respectively. With
the modeling in subsection 5.1.3 and configuration, the cell wall is constructed between S1
and S2 simultaneously. With a feasible threshold, the connections are multiple with different
UAS in S1 and S2. As Figure 5.3 depicts, the constructed links for cell wall are marked in
blue. The following evaluation is based on the cell wall shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.4 shows the relationship of the installed beams and the throughput of swarm S1 and
swarm S2. As beams increase, the throughput shows an increasingly positive relationship.
Due to the incidents occurring, the achievable throughput is lower than the throughput
from swarm S1 and swarm S2. Meanwhile, the imbalance of both swarm S1 and S2 caused
invalid links in the same time slot. The reduction of incidents and invalid links can improve
the throughput remarkably.
Mobile devices can generate multiple beams for communication. The UAS with beamform-
ing devices can generate multiple beams in different frequencies. The beams construct the
connection between S1 and S2. I explored the minimum throughput for the cell wall with
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Figure 5.3: Cell wall construction between two UAS swarms
multiple beams, which is shown in Figure 5.5. For convenience, I converted the transmis-
sion power into beam connection ranges. I can observe that as the range increases, the links
between cell wall extend. With the little signal dispersing, each link in the cell wall does
not significantly differ in practice. Figure 5.5 shows ten subtle figures with multiple beams
performance. Based on the minimum throughput from swarm S1 and swarm S2, I observed
the throughput from for the cell wall with different beams. The result shows that Algo-
rithm 8 can increase the throughput remarkably. Due to the incidents occurring, the min-
imum throughput does not increase sharply as the beam range increases, which is weaker
than the max-min throughput.
With multiple slots in each schedule S , the interference between multiple beams decreases
and throughput for multiple beams increases. To clarify the enhancement of Algorithm 9,
I normalized the increasing of MTFS with Algorithm 9 in Figure 5.6. As Figure 5.6 depicts,
MTFS improves as the beam ranging inclines and keeps steady at 0.49 when the beam rang-
ing is over 70 m.
Generally, Algorithm 9 can improve MTFS over 40% for the cell wall between S1 and S2.
Algorithm 9 can reduce the interference and incidents between beams but cannot eliminate
the incidents between multiple beams in the same channels.
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Figure 5.4: Minimum throughput between cell wall
Figure 5.5: Throughput over the variable beams
Figure 5.6: Normalized MTFS improvement over the variable beams
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Figure 5.7: Scheduled Throughput Swarm S1 and Swarm S2
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Figure 5.8: Normalized Throughput from Swarm S1
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Figure 5.9: Normalized Throughput from Swarm S2
Figure 5.7 shows Algorithm 10 can provide the optimal scheduling for swarm S1 and swarm
S2. The throughput from swarm S1 and swarm S2 shows that the scaling of time slot has a
negative relationship with the throughput when tg decreases from 1s to 0.01s. When tg is
less than 0.01s, the throughput will not rise any more. I observed that the whole valid links
are scheduled when tg is less than 0.01s. The feasible throughput, marked in blue, shows
the same trend as swarm S1 and swarm S2.
Figure 5.8 presents the normalized throughput improvement from swarm S1 with multiple
beams. Based on Figure 5.7 result, I just selected the setting of tg as 1s, 0.1s and 0.01s. With
the mitigation of beams incidents occurring, the throughput increases with the expansion
of beams. The time slot allows swarm S2 to contain stable throughput when tg are set to
0.1s and 0.01s respectively. The obvious improvement for tg = 1s shows that there are more
incidents compared with the scenarios in 0.1s and 0.01s.
Figure 5.9 shows the normalized throughput from swarm S2. Generally, the optimization
shows the same trend as swarm S1. As the beams increases, the improved throughput ex-
tends when tg is 1s. The throughput improvement keeps over 0.9 when tg are 0.1s and 0.01s
respectively. Simultaneously, the result shows that the multiple beams can achieve more
enhancement with edge coloring solving.
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5.1.7 Conclusion
This section proposed an optimal cell wall paradigm to improve the throughput between
heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. With ADS-B, I constructed a cell wall for the net-
working. After that, I mapped throughput optimization into a polyhedron scheduling prob-
lem and solved it with MTFS. With the edge-coloring, my algorithm can achieve over 40%
improvement of MTFS globally. In terms of the MTFS solving, my algorithm shows promis-
ing potential to improve the throughput and mitigate the incidents for the heterogeneous
UAS swarm networking.
5.2 Extensive Scheduling Enhancement for UAS Network-
ing
With the enhancement of 5G NR, UAS swarm networking gains flexibility, reliability, and
elasticity to assist residents and workers to finish missions remotely. The beamforming of
5G NR improves the accuracy and the flexibility of connections between mobile devices.
The remote can deliver specific instructions accurately with a high throughput guaranteed.
Further, a reliable and high volume throughput assures multiple UAS swarm networking
can exchange information to collaborate and incorporate for different mission allocations.
This section proposed a cell wall paradigm that escalates the flexibility and throughput for
the heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. I formulated and summarized the throughput
optimization into a capacity problem to achieve the max-min throughput. After that, I im-
plemented an optimal edge coloring solution with the upper and lower bound to schedule
the orders of active links. Based on the optimal scheduling, I achieved the balance of the
inter and intra active links to mitigate collisions on the UASs to strengthen the throughput
for the collaboration and corporation on a large scale. The evaluation shows the optimal
edge coloring approach can improve the throughput for UAS swarm networking at 73.8%
maximally. With ts = 0.01s and tg = 0.01s, I achieved the optimal throughput for the col-
laboration of heterogeneous UAS swarms globally.
5.2.1 Introduction
The compact and affordable advantages make the next generation Node Base station (gNB)
of 5G NR deploy on a large scale feasible. With the surpassing capacities of 5G NR, mas-
sive applications can access the Internet which obtain micro-sensors adhering on the human
body, self-driving vehicles, and UAS (Yue et al., 2018). The assured connections of 5G NR
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provide reliability, flexibility, and efficiency to the evolution iteratively. Unlike the previous
cellular networking, 5G NR extends mm-Waves to deliver packets jointly, providing several
tens of throughput than the conventional networking. The emerging applications of beam-
forming, network slicing, Machine-to-Machine (M2M), and D2D fuel 5G NR to be a scalable
and critical factor. The combination enhances connections, collaboration, cooperation, in-
tegrity, and confidentiality for E-health (Liu, Effiok, and Hitchcock, 2020), agriculture (Eid
et al., 2020), and education (Ma et al., 2017).
The flexible deployment of 5G NR provides variable scales of applications to satisfy multiple
requirements in different scenarios.
The conventional approaches are based on hierarchical or central architectures, which can
achieve outstanding controllability. The hierarchical and the central architectures require
specific UAS to afford the gateway services to its peers and other UAS swarms. The specific
UAS needs to install different communication devices and batteries for power consump-
tion, and provide reliable delivery services. The quality and efficiency are dependent on the
specific UAS seriously, which can hardly be replaced by other peers and vulnerable to the
dynamic nature of UAS swarms. Due to the services provider, the UAS has to be online to
provide the services for UAS swarms continuously (Wang et al., 2020b). The communica-
tion between heterogeneous UAS swarms will crash once the UASs lost connections. The
UAS approaches can obstruct the potential exploitation of 5G NR on UAS swarm network-
ing on a large scale. The hierarchical and central architectures are not stable to UAS swarm,
especially in the scenarios which have exact requirements for the reliability and accuracy on
the position hovering and micro operations.
A distributed and decentralized architecture of the inter networking construction for hetero-
geneous UAS swarm networking is imperative. The architecture can maximize the potential
of 5G NR enhanced UAS swarm networking. Due to the architecture, UAS swarm network-
ing can be flexible to variable deployment. Without the specific UAS, the inter connection
does not need different configurations. The peers can provide the gateway services once the
UAS is qualified and selected. The extra purchasing and configuration for the specific UAS
can be saved. The real connection is not dependent on the specific UAS, which strengthens
reliability, flexibility, and security of UAS swarm. Further, the UAS provides the gateway
services and can be replaced by its peers seamlessly once its power is drained.
With beamforming, UAS swarm networking can have directional connections precisely for
packets delivery. Moreover, UAS swarm networking can achieve the minimization of energy
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consumption and information leakage (Dinh et al., 2019). With optimal beam steering man-
agement, beamforming can execute optimal beams for connections and reduce interference.
With beamforming, the distributed and decentralized architecture can have directional con-
nections and the minimum interference. Based on MIMO, multiple links can be scheduled
in time division or frequency division for the throughput maximization of UAS swarm net-
working. Extending 5G NR can provide heterogeneous UAS swarm networking feasibility,
flexibility, and reliability. The surging demands of enhancement for UAS swarm accelerate
the evolution of networking. With a hierarchical game model for optimization of D2D and
UASs, predictable dynamic matching market addressed UAS selection and time allocation.
A congestion game can solve the channel access problem (Liu et al., 2020b). A self-organized
collision discovery mechanism avoided the unavailable topology information and informa-
tion exchange to hinder slot access (Yao et al., 2020a). Another way (Fan et al., 2019a) to ad-
dress the access problem, Direction of Arrival (DOA), can provide the relative position and
channel gain for estimation. Mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) can enhance
the capability of self-recovering. UAS learning of deployment and association maximize the
sum-rate of networking. ‘Learn-As-You-Fly’ can optimize the balance of bandwidth, QoS,
position deployment, and altitude allocation. Firstly, a distributed matching-based associa-
tion can balance bandwidth allocation and QoS. Secondly, K-means helps UASs to address
the deployment of UASs. Finally, game-theoretic approach maximizes the limited interfer-
ence sum-rate (El Hammouti et al., 2019). Simultaneously, a deep Q-learning model can de-
termine the optimal link between two UAS nodes. A locally optimal position of UAS can en-
hance the overall network with an optimization algorithm (Koushik, Hu, and Kumar, 2019).
However, the interference between the ground nodes and UAS swarm networking is criti-
cal to QoS. A two-phase transmission protocol can leverage cellular networking and D2D to
mitigate the interference between ground devices and UAS swarms (Han et al., 2020).
Cellular networking is the most potent approach to integrate UAS swarm networking into
National Airspace System (NAS) to enhance the connectivity, reliability, flexibility (Zhang
et al., 2019e). A fully-fledged drone-based 3D cellular network incorporated users and UASs
in different altitudes to reduce the latency. The optimal deployment of UAS base stations
achieve the maximum coverage for ground users (Mozaffari et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020b).
The optimal estimation of distribution for ground users and base stations can achieve the
minimization of 3D cell association. With the minimum latency, the optimal uplink sum rate
can enhance the QoS of UAS swarm networking. A cooperative UAS sense-and-send proto-
col enables UAS-to-X communication. An analysis of cellular networking serving UAS and
ground users is on user and network-level performance (Azari, Rosas, and Pollin, 2019). The
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joint optimization of sub channel allocation and UAS speed can solve three sub-problems
of UAS-to-user channel allocation, UAS-to-UAS channel allocation, and UAS speed control
(Zhang et al., 2019e; Azari et al., 2020). A 3D positioning for aerial base stations can op-
timize transmit power allocation for all the nodes in the uplink, downlink, and the com-
bination of uplink and downlink (Ali and Jamalipour, 2020). Simultaneously, an optimal
spectrum sharing can achieve the minimum rate for UASs’ and users’ uplinks (Azari et al.,
2020). With joint optimization of user association, spectrum allocation, and content caching
(Ji et al., 2020), a liquid state machine can predict the users’ request distribution with lim-
ited information. The machine can deploy UASs with optimal resource allocation strategies
to maximize the serving associations with feasible throughput (Chen, Saad, and Yin, 2019).
5G NR-enabled UAS swarm networking benefits from Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access
(NOMA) which provides higher receiving power and enhanced spectrum efficiency for mo-
bile users. A MIMO NOMA (MIMO-NOMA) assisted UAS networking (Hou et al., 2019b) to
achieve higher SNR slopes for mobile users. With tractable analytical upper bounds for Line
of Sight (LoS) and Non Line of Sight (NLoS), the interference to the paired NOMA users can
be zero. Concurrently, a UAS-assisted NOMA networking provides services to ground users
simultaneously with joint optimization of UAS trajectory and NOMA precoding (Wang et al.,
2020a). The NOMA extends the association to users under the explosive data traffic (Zhai
et al., 2020). A formulation of UAS swarm networking with OMA and NOMA was trans-
formed into a tractable problem and solved with penalty dual-decomposition to maximize
the minimum average rate among ground users under OMA and NOMA (Cui et al., 2019). A
user-centric and a UAS-centric strategy can provide analytical expression and enhancement
for the coverage in the scenario of imperfect Successive Interference Cancellation (ipSIC)
(Hou et al., 2019a).
The throughput of UAS swarm networking is critical to QoS and safety. To reduce Small-cell
Base Stations (SBS), UASs were facilitated with caches and assist offloading requests to SBS.
The assistance can improve the throughput for mobile users (Zhao et al., 2018). Joint opti-
mization of UAS deployment, caching placement, and user association can maximize QoE
(Zhang et al., 2020). Joint optimization of time allocation and position can maximize the
uplink throughput for ground users (Sun, Ding, and Dai, 2019) and nodes (Wang, Liu, and
Song, 2021). With the minimization of propulsion energy and operation cost, joint optimiza-
tion of UAS trajectory, sensor node of wake-up time allocation, and transmitting power can
achieve the propulsion energy consumption and operation cost (Zhan and Zeng, 2020). A
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tractable 3D model can evaluate the average downlink with 5G NR and satisfy high through-
put requirement (Yi et al., 2020b). To overcome information leakage and increase transmis-
sion reliability, an optimization for multi-hop relaying networking (Wang et al., 2020b) can
enhance the throughput of UASs networking with the optimization of coding rates, trans-
mit power, and hops (Li and Zhao, 2020). With machine learning, the probability of spa-
tial false alarm and spatial missed detection can formulate the distribution of active UASs.
The distribution can assist the stochastic geometry to generate the coverage probability of
D2D (Monemi and Tabassum, 2020) and UAS networking. A dynamic fly-hover-transmit
scheme can determine UASs’ mobility and transmitting power (wireless information trans-
fer, wireless energy transfer, and silent) to maximize UASs’ sum-throughput overall ground
terminals (Che et al., 2020). In this section, my contributions are summarized as follows:
1. I proposed a cell wall paradigm to enhance the flexibility and the throughput for het-
erogeneous UAS swarm networking. I formulated and summarized the throughput
optimization into capacity maximization to achieve the max-min throughput in both
full-duplex and half-duplex modes.
2. With the implementation of the upper and lower bound, the optimal edge coloring can
obtain the optimized scheduling for active links.
3. The balance of the inter and intra active links can mitigate collisions to strengthen the
throughput of UAS swarm networking globally for collaboration and cooperation on a
large scale.
The evaluation shows that the optimal edge coloring approach can improve the throughput
of UAS swarm networking significantly. With the collision mitigation, I can achieve the
optimal throughput for collaboration of heterogeneous UAS swarms globally.
5.2.2 System Modeling
I consider a system model (depicted as Figure 5.18) consisting of a heterogeneous UAS
swarm networking that contains multiple heterogeneous UAS swarms. Each UAS is
equipped with compact 5G NR devices.
To acquire the location sharing for the UAS swarms, each UAS can obtain other UASs’ loca-
tion, (x, y, z), with ADS-B. After that, the UAS can measure the distance between its location
and other UASs’ with ADS-B (Garcia, Gilbert, and Bruno, 2011). The UAS i can obtain the




Figure 5.10: Collaboration between the heterogeneous UAS swarms
distance from its location to the UAS j:
dij =
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + (zi − zj)2 (5.16)
Compared with 5G NR, ADS-B can reach several tens miles, which is over 5G NR transmis-
sion limitation. The main carriers are 978MHz and 1090MHz, which are far away from the
carriers of 5G NR networking. The interference of ADS-B to RF beams can be negligible.
A UAS is together with many peers of the other swarm in heterogeneous TDMA networking.
Compared with other modulations, TDMA can achieve more flexible access and reliable
connections with less interference between different channels. The UAS is the backhaul
gateway for the cell wall. Each UAS is equipped with a 5G NR device and can generate
beams for the connections. The UAS can construct connections once the other distance is
within the range of communication. The receiving signal is denoted as c. The receiving
signal for UAS i to UAS j can be given:
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Here, cij > 0 (Jiang et al., 2019), where gij is direct gain of channel, pj is transmission power
of j, and σ is Gaussian noise distributed with zero mean. P Lij is the path loss between UAS
i and UAS j (Debus and Axonn, 2006), which is given:
P Lij =

20log10(dij) + 20log10(fij) + ηLoS
20log10(dij) + 20log10(fij) + ηNLoS
(5.18)
where dij is the distance between UAS i and UAS j and fij is the frequency of UAS j adopts.
ηLoS and ηNLoS are the attenuation for LoS and NLoS, respectively. LoS deployed within the
UAS swarm networking, and NLoS is for the connections of heterogeneous UAS swarms.
For heterogeneous UAS swarm networking, connection time is not constant, which may vary
according to mission assignment. An optimal throughput in each connection frame can
escalate QoS for mission complement. With TDMA, collaboration time, denoted as T , can
be divided into multiple connection frames (denoted as F ). After that, F can be divided
into multiple-unit time scales, 1. The unit time scale can be scheduled into N slots t, where
N ≥ 1. The kth slot is defined as tk which follows the constraint:
N∑
k=1
tk ≤ 1 (5.19)
Here, 1 ≥ tk ≥ 0. Further, in kth slot, a set of beams between swarm A, swarm B, swarm
C can be constructed to deliver messages between swarm A and swarm C. The connections
generated between swarm A and swarm B can be denoted as EAB. The connections generated
between swarm B and swarm C can be denoted as EBC . The valid connections of EAB and EBC
can be active at the ith slot. The active selections for EAB and EBC are SAB and SBC . I assume
there are M and N connections for SAB and SBC . Here, SAB = {0,1}V and SBC = {0,1}W .
S = {SAB, SBC}. I have:
N∑
k=1
tk ×SAB ≤ 1 (5.20a)
N∑
k=1
tk ×SBC ≤ 1 (5.20b)
5.2.3 Cell Wall Construction
In nature, cells communicate with each other with cell walls which have complete flexibility
and reliability than the point to point connections. The conventional approaches require the
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Figure 5.11: Cell wall between swarm A and swarm B
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Figure 5.12: Cell wall between swarm B and swarm C
specific UASs with exemplary configurations to provide the gateway services. With ADS-B,
UAS can obtain the location of other UASs and determine whether the UAS is within the
range of valid connections.
The abstract architectures of the cell wall are depicted as Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12. There
areϕ UASs in swarm A and ν UASs in swarm B consisting of the cell wall for the connections,
and there are ω UASs and λ UASs consisting of the cell wall for swarm B and swarm C. With
constructed cell walls among swarm A, swarm B and swarm C, I can have the throughput
arrays for the cell wall of swarm A and swarm B (denoted as CW1) and the cell wall of swarm
B and swarm C (denoted as CW2).
For full-duplex scenarios, I can have CCW1 and CCW2 as (5.58) and (5.22).
CCW1 =













c[n+ω]1 · · · c[n+ω]λ
 (5.22)
In full-duplex scenario, the optimal throughput for CW1 and CW2 is (5.23). The beams
between cell wall cannot occur collision. Two beams cannot share the same UASs in the







S. T . i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ CCW1 (5.23b)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ CCW2 (5.23c)
Based on the linear computation, I can divide (5.23) into two independent optimizations,




cCCW1 × tk ×SAB (5.24a)




cCCW2 × tk ×SBC (5.25a)
S. T . i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ CCW2 (5.25b)
For half-duplex scenarios, the upload links are different from the download links in through-
put. Thus, I have ĈCW1 and ĈCW2 which are (5.26) and (5.27). To specify swarm A, swarm
B, and swarm C in half-duplex scenarios and mitigate confusions, I use the upper ? to mark
swarm A in CW1 and the upper ∗ to mark swarm C in CW2.
ĈCW1 =








cν?1 · · · cν?ϕ 0 · · · 0







0 · · · 0 c1ν? · · · cϕν?

(5.26)
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ĈCW2 =








c[n+ω]1∗ · · · c[n+ω]λ∗ 0 · · · 0







0 · · · 0 c1∗[n+ω] · · · cλ∗[n+ω]

(5.27)
In half-duplex scenarios, the optimal throughput for CW1 and CW2 is (5.28). Furthermore,






S. T . i , j, l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈCW1 (5.28b)
i , j, l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈCW2 (5.28c)
To simplify ĈCW1 , I decompose ĈCW1 into ĈCW1A and ĈCW1B .
ĈCW1A =













c1ν? · · · cϕν?
 (5.30)
Based ĈCW1A (5.29) and ĈCW1B (5.30), ĈCW1 can be (5.31):
ĈCW1 =
 ĈCW1A 00 ĈCW1B
 (5.31)







cCW1B)× tk ×SAB (5.32a)
S. T . i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈCW1A (5.32b)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈCW1B (5.32c)
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cCW1A × tk ×SAB (5.33a)




cCW1B × tk ×SAB (5.34a)
S. T . i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈCW1B (5.34b)















c1∗[n+ω] · · · cλ∗[n+ω]
 (5.36)
Based ĈCW2B (5.35) and ĈCW2C (5.36), ĈCW2 can be (5.37):
ĈCW2 =
 ĈCW2B 00 ĈCW2C
 (5.37)







cCW2C )× tk ×SBC (5.38a)
S. T . i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈCW2B (5.38b)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈCW2C (5.38c)
Similar with (5.33) and (5.34), (5.38) can be divided into (5.39) and (5.40).




cCW2B × tk ×SBC (5.39a)




cCW2C × tk ×SBC (5.40a)
S. T . i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈCW2C (5.40b)
With decomposition of (5.31) and (5.37), I have (5.33), (5.34), (5.39) and (5.40) which have
a similar formation of (5.24) and (5.25). I conclude them as (5.41), and these optimizations
can be solved with the solution of (5.41). The only differences are the scale and the efficiency




c × tk ×S (5.41a)
S. T . i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ C (5.41b)
Here, C = {CCW1 , CCW2 , ĈCW1 , ĈCW2 }. I fix tk and S , and search c for the optimization and
the achievement of the max-min throughput without optimization of scheduling. I adopt
the greedy algorithm (shown as Algorithm 11) to find the max-min capacity for each cell
wall.
Algorithm 11 Render the max-min throughput σ
1: Initial N ← min(size(c));
2: c′← c;
3: for N > 0 do
4: c′ij ← max(c
′);
5: c′ ← remove row i and column j of c′ ;
6: Sij ← 1;
7: Nreduce1;
8: end for
9: σ ←S × c;
5.2.4 Maximization Throughput Scheduling
Based on the max-min throughput, I can optimize the fixed beam connections that are not
elastic and reliable to the dynamic nature of UAS swarms.
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The collision also includes interference between neighbor beams in the same time slot tk
with the same frequency allocations.
In the following part, the time allocation optimization tkenhances the throughput of UAS
swarm networking with the maximum connections and the minimum collisions. Both sit-
uations of half-duplex and full-duplex have the same incidents issues. Significantly, the
full-duplex situation may suffer more severe incidents.
Some beam connections have to be aborted with a greedy algorithm to mitigate the collisions
between different beams in subsection 5.2.3. To address the problem of time allocation,
I map the connections of CW1 and CW2 into two directed graphs G1 and G2. Each UAS
is denoted as a vertex (V ) in the graph and the connection are denoted as an edge (E) of
graph. Thus, I have G1 = (Vϕ+ν , Eϕ+ν) and G2 = (Vω+λ, Eω+λ). Due to the conclusion of
(5.41), the scheduling with multiple connections in multiple time slots can be solved with
the similar solution. I focus on the resolving of (5.41), and extend its solution to the subtle
optimizations. To specify each active time, I install tg for d
tk
tg
e −1 links and the rest links are
assigned with the time of mod(tk , tg). Here, mod is modulo operation in mathematics.






cij × tg ×S ∗ (5.42a)
S.T .
∑
tg ≤ tk (5.42b)
There are P − 1 sections can be derived from tk with the length of tg and 1 section for




e − 1)tg +mod(tk , tg)
≤ (d tk
tg














To schedule the time allocation into a unit time, 1, I need to readjust tg to satisfy all valid
links in the frame. According to (5.44), if
∑N
k=1 P tg > 1, I need to shrink tg into the unit
time. The shrinkage factor of link time is α which can guarantee α
∑N
k=1 P tg = 1. I can
have α = 1∑N
k=1 P tg
. The updated link allocation time t?g = αtg . Optimization of (5.42) can be







cij × t?g ×S ∗ (5.45a)
S.T .
∑
t?g = tk (5.45b)
Otherwise,
∑N
k=1 P tg ≤ 1, I can keep tg unchanged.
With the optimized time allocation, tg , I can separate the links with P sections. With di-
rected graph G = {G1, G2}, I can use edge coloring to allocate orders for each link with the
minimum collision. To achieve the optimum edge coloring solution for G, I first need to ren-
der the maximum node degree of G. With the algorithm (Karloff and Shmoys, 1987), I can














tg(VG − 1) + 1
tg
(5.46)
Here, VG is the vertex of G. For the multigraphs, the upper bound of colors is 3d4G2 e which
satisfies (5.47):




= 3 · d




Furthermore, based on the upper bound in (5.47), I can extend the lower bound of G to
accelerate the optimization processing. With induction (Gilbert, 2002), I can have the lower










With the rendering of Pupper and Plower in (5.47) and (5.48), I can start searching from the
lower bound and readjust until there is no collision occurring inG. Here, P = {Pupper , Plower }.
To explore the optimum solution, I calculate the upper bound and the lower bound for the
edge coloring of the graph. When obtaining the lower and upper bound, I re-calculate the
orders of coloring when it is less than the lower bound or over the upper bound. The coloring
orders are scheduled in S ∗ which is based on the achievement of S .
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5.2.5 Balance Between Inter and Intra Throughput
Based on the optimal throughput for G1 and G2, I can have the dependent optimization
to enhance the throughput between UAS swarms. The networking G consists of swarm A
(denoted as GA), swarm B (denoted as GB), swarm C (denoted as GC), and two cell walls
(G1 and G2). The updated scheduling of Ŝ is based on the optimal scheduling of the sep-
arated networking including swarm A, swarm B, swarm C, and two cell walls (G1 and
G2). Based on the achievement in subsection 5.2.4, each networking can be summarized
into G and the scheduling can be summarized into S? . G = {GA, GB, GC , G1, G2} and








2 }. T = {TA, TB, TC , T1, T2} and C = {CA, CB, CC , C1, C2}. I can have
the optimization of (5.49):
maxC × T × Ŝ (5.49a)
S. T . i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈA (5.49b)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈB (5.49c)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈC (5.49d)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ Ĉ1 (5.49e)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ Ĉ2 (5.49f)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈA ∩ Ĉ1 (5.49g)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈB ∩ Ĉ1 (5.49h)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈB ∩ Ĉ2 (5.49i)
i , j , l ,m,∀cij ,∀clm ∈ ĈC ∩ Ĉ2 (5.49j)
With the maximization of C and T in subsection 5.2.3 and subsection 5.2.4, I can convert the
optimization into the maximization of Ŝ . I adjust the activation order to avoid incidents and
maximize the throughput continuously. The incidents mitigation can relieve the throughput
waste and maintain good QoS in real time.
For each networking, G1 and GA have optimal scheduling locally for the separated network-
ing. The collaboration between G1 and GA may have collisions at the same time slot. The
collision reduces the efficiency and reliability of the information exchange. I focus on the
resolving of sharing nodes (denoted as UN ) of G1 and GA. To keep the balance between G1
and GA, the links (denoted as UN−) from G1 to GA are equal to the links (denoted as UN+)
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‖C × T × Ŝ‖+
∑
C⊂UN+




C × T × Ŝ +
∑
C⊂UN+
C × T × Ŝ = 0 (5.50b)
I define the throughput of UN+ is positive and UN− is negative in the arithmetic. The
optimal Ŝ mainly solve the incidents onUN . There are two main situations inUN activation.
1) In time slot of tg , the active throughput is
∑
cij , and cij are just from one side of UN+ and
UN−. 2) In time slot of tg , there are two more active links in the same nodes of UN . The









cij , t = tg ; (5.51a)∑
cij∈CUN −
cij , t = tg ; (5.51b)∑
cij∈{CUN+, CUN −}
cij , t = tg ; (5.51c)
For situation (5.51a) and (5.51b), there are no collision occurring in tg , I do not need to
obtain the optimization. For situation (5.51c), I need to optimize the active links and obtain
the balance between each networking G1 and GA which aims at minimizing incidents at the
same time slots. I separate the time slot into smaller time pieces ts,
∑N
n=1 ts ≤ tg . Each ts does







cij × ts‖+ ‖
∑
cij∈cUN −







cij × ts +
∑
cij∈cUN −
cij × ts) = 0 (5.52b)
N∑
n=1
ts ≤ tg (5.52c)
With the optimization of (5.52), I can achieve the optimal throughput for each node in UN
from bi-directions. Thus, I have the optimal throughput for G1 and GA with rendering of
{ts}N . For the scheduling of Ŝ , I need to re-scale tg to fit the time slot with scaling factor of
B. B = {ts}
N
tg
= {β1,β2, ...,βN }. Ŝ? = B · Ŝ = {β1 · Ŝ1,β2 · Ŝ2,β3 · Ŝ3, ...,βN · ŜN }. Based on the
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Table 5.2: 5G NR Installment Configuration
Transmission Power, p 20 dBm
Distances between centers of UAS swarm, d 80 m
Direct gain, g 30 dB
Carrier frequency, f 28 GHz
Noise power, N0/B -174 dBm/Hz
Bandwidth 1 GHz
Minimum SINR threshold -5 dB
optimal throughput of G1 +GA, I consider G1 +GA as a new networking, and extend it with
connection of GB. Similarly, I extend the networking with the combination of G2 and GC
sequentially. Eventually, I have the optimal throughput for G with Ŝ .
Based on the achievement of throughput optimization, the throughput optimization can
be extended into multiple UAS swarm networking (3 more), which obtains flexibility and
reliability on collaboration and cooperation among multiple UAS swarm networking.
5.2.6 Evaluation
This section presented my evaluation of optimization on throughput among heterogeneous
UAS swarm networking. The evaluation was executed on Matlab 2019b, and the workstation
configuration is as follows. CPU: E5-1607; OS: Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.
The configuration is shown as Table 5.2. In this evaluation, each UAS is installed with com-
pact 5G NR devices and the carrier is 28 GHz with one active beam. To simulate the practi-
cal dynamic nature of UAS swarm networking, I deployed 1,000 UAS in three heterogeneous
swarms with the constraint of the oval space randomness in Poisson distribution (λ= 20) re-






a= 20 m, b = 30 m, c = 25 m in the space constraint: 100 m× 200 m× 100 m.
Figure 5.13 shows the min throughput for each separated networking, including two cell
walls. As the range of beams increases, the min throughput escalates correspondingly. The
min throughput of cell walls is lower than the inner throughput of UAS swarms. From my
observation, the active links in UAS swarms are higher than cell wall construction. Com-
pared with cell wall G1, there are more collisions on cell wall G2 so that the min throughput
for cell wall G2 is less than cell wall G1.
Figure 5.14 shows the max-min throughput for each separated networking. With Algorithm
11, I maximize the capacities of active link sets. The normalized throughput enhancement
shows that cell wall G1 and cell wall G2 improved significantly, which is around 38% ∼
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Figure 5.13: Min throughput of cell wall and swarm networking
44%. Less than cell wall G1 and cell wall G2, swarm A, swarm B, and swarm C keep stable
enhancement at around 24% ∼ 25%.
Figure 5.15 shows tg enhancement of throughput for UAS swarm networking and cell walls.
With adjustment of tg , I obtained the max throughput of each separate networking which is
based on the max-min throughput improvement. As tg increases, I observed that the max
throughput escalates at the same time. Swarm A, swarm B and swarm C show the same
inclining trend with the extension of tg which is much higher than the enhancement of cell
wall G1 and G2. When tg is less than 0.01s, the max throughput of all networking keeps
stable.
Figure 5.16 shows the optimization of scheduling on the achievement of tg . Based on the
conclusion of Figure 5.15, I attained the optimization of scheduling on tg = {1s,0.1s,0.01s}.
In these tree situations, I leveraged the edge coloring with P to obtain the optimized schedul-
ing of the networking. As Figure 5.16 shows, I found that the optimized enhancement on tg
is prominent. Apart from cell wall G1, all networking are improved over 60% when tg = 1s.
Especially, swarm B can achieve the maximal improvement at 73.8%.
Compared with cell wall G2, cell wall G1 obtains slight enhancement (tg = 1s) and weak
optimizations (tg = 0.1s and tg = 0.01s).
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Figure 5.14: Max-min throughput of cell wall and swarm networking





































Figure 5.15: tg enhancement of throughput
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Figure 5.16: Optimized scheduling of tg

















Figure 5.17: Max balance throughput of inter and intra swarm networking
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Figure 5.17 shows the optimal throughput on the intra and the inter intervals. The combina-
tion of tg and ts shows the optimal throughput from swarm A to swarm C with two cell walls
(G1 and G2). When both tg and ts are less than 0.01s, the throughput of heterogeneous UAS
swarms can be achieved globally. When tg is less than 1s, the local optimization for each
UAS swarm networking is obtained. However, only ts is less than tg , the local optimization
can be guaranteed.
5.2.7 Conclusion
In this section, inspired by cell communication, I proposed a cell wall construction to esca-
late the feasibility and the throughput for heterogeneous UAS swarm networking. To im-
prove the throughput of the networking, I formulated the optimization into an edge coloring
problem. Compared with the conventional edge coloring problem, I proposed an optimal
edge coloring solution. With collision mitigation, I optimized time allocation for each chan-
nel in the connection. The evaluation shows that the proposed approaches can reduce the
time slot generation and extend the active connections. Compared with the hierarchical and
the central architectures, I obtained a more robust and feasible throughput for heteroge-
neous UAS swarm networking.
5.3 Reinforcement Learning-based Scheduling for Hetero-
geneous UAS Networking
With the ubiquitous deployment of 5G cellular networking in many fields, UAS networking,
as the main part of IoT, is playing a pivot role in the extension of smart cities (Song et al.,
2017b). Unlike the conventional approaches, 5G-enabled UAS networking can be more ca-
pable of multiple and complex missions with collaborations and cooperation. In the achieve-
ment of challenging missions, the throughput is critical to maintaining stability, flexibility,
and accuracy in the dynamic environment. In this section, I leveraged RL-based scheduling
to optimize the throughput of heterogeneous UAS networking. To improve the through-
put, the balance for the inter- and intra- networking reduced collisions occurring in the time
slots. With RL-enabled scheduling, I achieved optimum links activation and time allocation
selections. Compared with the conventional approach of edge coloring, my approach can
achieve a higher enhancement on the throughput. The experimental results show that my
approach can significantly improve the throughput of heterogeneous UAS networking and
reach global optimization when ts and tg are less than 0.01.
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5.3.1 Introduction
The ultra high capacities of 5G NR provide UAS networking powerful, flexible, and ro-
bust interfaces (Zhong et al., 2018) to extend IoT (Wang, Mutka, and Torng, 2008). With
beamforming, UAS networking makes routing in directional which saves much energy con-
sumption (Lu and Gao, 2016) and avoids the disclosure of packets information (Wang et al.,
2020b). Due to the mature MIMO, D2D connections (Che, Ju, and Zhang, 2011) are mobile
and compact with low cost, which is feasible for UAS networking. After that, UAS network-
ing can be mobile handover stations in the rescuing or emergence scenarios (Ji et al., 2020).
Different from 4G LTE networking, 5G NR provides networking slice services to achieve
a light and flexible architecture to satisfy UAS networking with dynamic missions under
a variable environment (Brihi, Ghamizi, and Chakri, 2020). Virtual networking function
(VNF)-enabled 5G NR networking provides seamless handover services with the ultra low
latency for ent-to-end (E2E) communication (Thiruvasagam et al., 2021; Faraci, Grasso, and
Schembra, 2020). UAS networking integrates 5G NR to be a critical step to improve the re-
silience (Hong et al., 2020) of IoT. With the vigorous heterogeneous UAS networking, the
integration of UAS networking and 5G NR extends the scale of IoT, which is essential to the
enhancement of intelligence in smart cities (Song et al., 2017b).
UAS networking is critical to escalating the large scale and the performance of IoT in the era
of 5G NR. The seamless integration of different subtle networking gives reliability, flexibility,
and diversity to services requests (Wang et al., 2021a). However, the dynamic topology
poses challenges to the maintenance of services that cannot extend the scale into a large
amount and form multiple UAS swarms. The maintainance can execute missions that have
high requirements on collaborations and cooperation in sequential and parallel. With the
dynamic topology, the throughput enhancement is essential to QoS (like VNF, E2E, and
SAG) in the upper layers. Significantly, throughput optimization for heterogeneous UAS
networking can extend the capacities and diversities of mission.
Currently, the throughput enhancement for heterogeneous UAS networking focuses on de-
ployment and scheduling. Due to the flexibility, the deployment of UAS networking can
adjust according to the variable environment and the target of optimization (Samir et al.,
2020). The target optimization mainly leverage the trajectory optimization (Ye et al., 2021)
and signal detection (Sun, 2021) for the maximum throughput of connections. Schedul-
ing optimization mainly focuses on links selection optimization. The heterogeneous UAS
networking (Wang et al., 2021b) selects an optimum routing (Wang et al., 2020b) for both
packets delivery and assigns optimum time and orders for the active links to reduce the
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collision occurring and energy consumption in the flight. The conventional approaches can
improve the performance of the heterogeneous UAS networking which cannot satisfy the dy-
namic variance of the environment smartly. Among the conventional approaches, cell wall
construction between the heterogeneous UAS networking can improve the flexibility and
resilience of throughput maintenance with edge coloring algorithms (Wang et al., 2021a).
However, the conventional edge coloring algorithms still have much space to optimize, re-
ducing the collision occurring with fewer orders allocation.
This section proposed the scheduling optimization for heterogeneous UAS networking. To
achieve flexible networking for the heterogeneous UAS networking, I adopted the cell wall
communication (Wang et al., 2021a) to construct the connections between the heterogeneous
UAS networking. According to the saturate of active links allocation, I leveraged RL to adjust
the time allocation and orders to reduce the collision occurring and enhance the throughput
for the heterogeneous UAS networking. Constrained with the throughput derived for the
intra UAS networking, I maximized the throughput for the collaboration and cooperation
globally. With optimization rendering from RL-enabled scheduling, I achieved optimum
links activation and time allocation selections. Compared with the conventional approach
of edge coloring, my approach can achieve a higher enhancement on the throughput of
the heterogeneous UAS networking. The experimental results show that my approach can
improve significantly the throughput of heterogeneous UAS networking and reach global
optimization when ts and tg are less than 0.01.
5.3.2 Related Work
With the deployment of UAS networking on a large scale, many applications of UAS net-
working are implemented into the various scenarios to improve IoT and the networking ex-
tension. With multiple tasks and limited resources allocation, optimal scheduling for UAS
networking is becoming critical to QoS of the ground networking, aerial networking, and
SAG networking. With the light computation and DNN, RL improves networking schedul-
ing and enhances resource allocation, including time, energy, and bandwidth. The recent
research shows promising potential of integrating RL into UAS networking with scheduling
optimization.
5.3.2.1 The Scheduling of UAS Networking
Currently, UAS networking scheduling mainly focuses on resource allocation and task man-
agement, which maximizes the UAS networking and minimizes the consumption of resource
allocations. A buffer-aware transmission scheduling can enhance UAS relay networks and
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minimize the energy consumption of ground devices. The optimal link selections can reduce
the retransmission and minimize the energy consumption on ground devices and UAS net-
working (Emami, Li, and Tovar, 2020). The optimal user selection can minimize energy con-
sumption, overflow, and throughput fairness. However, the optimization is an NP-complete
problem that is hard to converge.
Similarly, a successive convex approximation solved the joint optimization on trajectory
and user schedule. With finite energy consumption, the optimization can maximize the
user scheduling with the sacrifice of the flexibility and the alternative orders (Wang et al.,
2019b). Different from the previous approximations, optimum scheduling for the beacon-
ing period saved energy consumption in the game theory framework. With interaction, an
equilibrium learning framework optimized UASs’ actions to reach equilibrium. The equi-
librium is with the current status and the history under no knowledge of the components
information (Koulali et al., 2016). The UAS reaches the Nash equilibrium without knowl-
edge of others’ information which can reduce the burden of the computation. However, the
Nash equilibrium consumes too much time and leads to fluctuations of the system. Inte-
gration of coordinated and uncoordinated approaches optimized the device association, sub
channel allocation, power allocation, and the deployment of UAS to maximize energy ef-
ficiency (Yang and Xie, 2020). The association was constructed based on the allocation of
sub-channels and the devices can get the association when the transmission gain is satisfied.
The main drawback is that the processing is inefficient and cannot achieve the global op-
timization. The maximization of energy usage extends the lifespan of the UAS networking
and provides support to the QoS of networking.
Due to the dynamic UAS networking, a light and optimum link selection approach is crucial
to QoS. Dynamic optimization adjusted the deployment of UAS and establish the optimum
connections via UAS delivery. The dynamic optimization leveraged proportional integral
derivative (PID) to control the movement and achieved the optimum delay-tolerance links.
The links are constraints to the speed and the response of UAS (Kwon and Hailes, 2014).
A proportional fairness scheduling enhanced the balance between service fairness and er-
godic capacity. Without CSI, the scheduling obtains the flexible deployment for UAS im-
plementations which surpass the conventional approaches (Kong et al., 2020). After that, a
formula of integer linear programming (Zheng and Chin, 2019) solved the optimal trans-
mission scheduling problem, which is based on an optimization of link selection. A cross
entropy calculation solved the selection of the optimum links that can optimize the average
throughput. But the calculation is restricted by the successive interference cancellation.
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With optimization of task allocation and deployment, the UAS networking can extend on
a large scale. Optimum scheduling for UAS aid relay networking improved the long-term
average throughput for the users and provided seamless relay services for the moving and
static UASs (Baek, Han, and Han, 2017). The proposed scheduling can aid relay networking
without information exchange. However, the position estimation is dependent on the global
position system (GPS) seriously. With the flexible networking architecture, a dynamic fault-
tolerant task scheduling mitigated the failure nodes and realized the rapid resilience for
the internal scheduling (Duan et al., 2020b). Compared with Max-min throughput algo-
rithms, the dynamic fault-tolerant task scheduling achieved more flexibility and reliability
for connections. A flexible network scheduling can enhance the cluster task scheduling dy-
namically. The fuzzy theory membership degree can satisfy the constraints of mission re-
quirements for the scheduling (Duan et al., 2020a; Duan et al., 2020a). The previous work
can solve the dynamic scheduling, which has high computation requirements and is hard
to deploy in practical scenarios. Joint optimization of association control scheduling, tasks
and resources allocations, and UAS deployment exploited block coordination and succes-
sive convex approximation (Mao, He, and Wu, 2020). The joint optimization can optimize
the multiple parameters and minimize the maximum computation latency. However, the
joint optimization has high time consumption and overhead for the cloud and edge com-
puting system. The local and cloud computations vary significantly in static networking
and mobile wireless networking. With limited power allocation, the distributed schedul-
ing achieved optimal task allocations with the stochastic network optimization and the dis-
tributed correlated scheduling (Sun, 2021).
5.3.2.2 RL-enabled Scheduling for Networking
The RL-enabled scheduling approaches to achieve outstanding performances on network-
ing optimizations and workflow management. Compared with the conventional scheduling
approaches, the RL-enabled scheduling shows more robust, resilient, and globally optimum
capacities with DNN.
With DNN, RL obtains global optimizations on the enhancement of QoS quickly with op-
timal convergence at high speed. To achieve safe and QoS awareness on the Internet of
Vehicles (IoV), a DQN learned optimum scheduling for the extended lifetime of the battery-
powered IoV. The agent learns the environment with the feeding of experience and the real-
ization of a successful scheduling policy (Atallah, Assi, and Khabbaz, 2019). Compared with
the random search, greedy searching approaches, the DQN-enabled approach surpassed the
completed request, mean delay, and lifetime. A softmax multiple classifiers-enabled DQN
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(S-DQN) escalates the optimization of the scheduling strategy derived from MDP with con-
straints of delay, cost, and energy (Yang et al., 2019) to enhance the QoS of the diversi-
fied communication services. S-DQN can achieve the global optimizations on throughput
and E2E delay in SDN. However, S-DQN is vulnerable to the jitters in the system. To im-
prove QoS for ultra-reliable low latency communication (URLLC) and reduce the packets
loss, RL-based deterministic policy optimized the scheduling of bandwidth allocation and
overlapping positions with the considerations of channel variations and URLLC arrivals (Li
and Zhang, 2020). The RL-based deterministic policy improved the reliability of eMBB and
URLLC with system-wide balance simultaneously. However, the performance declines as
the access increase, which is hard to implement on a large scale. A joint user scheduling and
beam selection minimized the delay with MARL (Xu et al., 2020) and satisfies the instanta-
neous QoS. The scheduling achieves optimization with the local observations, however, it is
hard to have a global optimization. To enhance QoS in the deterministic network services,
an RL leveraged predictive data and reward configuration to optimize the flow scheduling,
which has a good performance on the QoS. However, the system is suffering from the over-
whelming overhead. To obtain an optimum scheduling workflow, a temporal fusion pointer
network-based RL improved the QoS of the multi-objective workflow scheduling with the
historical actions and the acceleration of asynchronous advantage actor critic (A3C) (Wang
et al., 2020). Similarly, To improve the QoS of home’s access point (AP), an RL-based control
and scheduling can enable the AP to schedule the arriving multimedia traffic with the de-
sired QoS. The scheduling has a global optimization with a long training processing (Aroua
et al., 2020).
Optimal resource allocation can maximize the networking capacity and reduce resource con-
sumption. To solve the conflicts of multiple objectives scheduling, a DQN-enabled MARL
generates optimal scheduling for the multiple-workflows over infrastructure-as-a-service
clouds. The MARL leverages a game model balance to find a correlated equilibrium for
the makespan and cost criteria (Wang et al., 2019a). To derive an optimal time scheduling
mechanism for throughput enhancement, a double DQN (DDQN) obtains a global opti-
mization for the policy rendering in a RF powered backscatter cognitive radio network (Anh
et al., 2019). The DDQN can obtain outstanding performance on the average throughput
with different packet arrival probabilities and busy time slots. However, the DDQN shows
a weak decline once the busy time slots increase. To address the radio resource scheduling
for 5G networking, an advantage pointer critic deep RL enhanced the frequency allocation
to users. The policy gradient optimization can enhance the throughput and fairness index
(AL-Tam et al., 2020). A proportional fair (PF) scheduling-enabled deep RL (Wang et al.,
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2019) achieved a higher speed convergence than direct and dual learning. A deep RL frame-
work can solve the online scheduling optimization on a large scale (Jiang et al., 2020). The
related and regularized stacked autoencoder can compress and re-present high dimensional
informational channel quality in reduced state space with unsupervised learning. Based on
the tight searching space, an adaptive h-mutation accelerated the optimization with pre-
served and prioritized experience replaying. With the MDP of transmission reliability, a
resource scheduling leveraged DQN to maximize the reliability with the joint constraints of
transmission mode, relay selection, and the allocations of time and power (Xu, Yu, and Yong,
2021).
To enhance the efficiency and quality, RL accelerates the management of task allocation and
achieves the robust, resilience, and flexibility performance. To solve the ineffective manage-
ment for the edge nodes, an SDN-based dynamic task scheduling leveraged deep RL to solve
the task assignments and the scheduling, which minimizes the network latency and im-
proves the efficiency of energy (Sellami et al., 2020). To solve the inappropriate allocation of
the resource, RL-based cluster-enabled cooperative scheduling improved the efficiency and
reliability of vehicular networking and maximized the throughput of networking, which
refines the efficiency of the vehicular networking and the reliability with RL-based trans-
mission (Xia et al., 2020). To reduce the latency of the edge computing networking, an A3C-
based cloud-edge collaboration scheduling solved the NP-hard optimization of minimizing
task scheduling for cloud edge networking. The A3C-enabled approach surpasses DQN
and RL-G on the convergence speed, however, it has an increasing task failure rate when
task density is extensive. It is essential to satisfy the intelligent scheduling on the packet
transmission for ultra reliable low latency communication. An SDN-based scheduling lever-
aged a generative adversarial network (GAN) to determine the action space generated from
DDQN with consideration of states prediction (Naeem et al., 2020). RL-based dynamic task
scheduling addresses an MDP problem to improve the efficiency of task execution for the
multifunction radar network (Xu and Zhang, 2020).
5.3.3 System Modeling
In this section, the system model is based on a cell wall construction which is proposed in
(Wang et al., 2021a). The cell wall construction approach intimates the behaviors of cells
to build cell walls for the connections among heterogeneous UAS networking. Unlike the
conventional approaches, cell wall construction is more flexible and resilient to the dynamic
nature of UAS networking. Most importantly, cell wall construction does not have higher
requirements for UAS. Each UAS can provide gateway services for the connections and can
















Figure 5.18: System modeling for the heterogeneous UAS networking
deploy on a large scale. Each UAS in the heterogeneous UAS networking is installed with a
compact 5G NR device.
With the cell wall, I constructed connections for the heterogeneous UAS networking, which
is depicted in Figure 5.18. With localization sharing via ADS-B, the distance, dij , between
two UASs, i and j, can be:
dij = ‖Pi − Pj‖ (5.53)
Here, Pi and Pj are the localization of UAS i and UAS j respectively. Each UAS in the hetero-
geneous UAS networking is together with TDMA. With phrase array antennas and MIMO,
multiple beams can be active for the connections among heterogeneous UAS networking.
Based on the transmission theory, c denotes the receiving signal for each connection. The
receiving signal from UAS i to UAS j can be given:




Here, gij is the direct gain for the connection, ρi is the transmission power from UAS i, and
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σ is Gaussian noise with zero mean. P Lij is the path loss from UAS i to UAS j which is given
in (Debus and Axonn, 2006):
P Lij =

20log10(dij) + 20log10(fij) + ηLOS
20log10(dij) + 20log10(fij) + ηNLOS
(5.55)
Here, fij is the frequency of carrier. ηLOS and ηNLOS are the attenuation for line-of-sight
(Los) and non-line-of-sight (NLos).
In the collaboration of heterogeneous UAS networking, the connection time is variable,
which is based on the dynamic nature of UAS networking and missions. Due to TDMA,
each connection time can be divided into multiple connection unit frames (denoted as F ).
The length of the frame is defined as 1. Each frame can be divided into multiple unit time
slots. The connection links can be scheduled into N time slots, where N ≥ 1. The m− th slot
is defined as tm with the following constraint:
N∑
m=1
tm ≤ 1 (5.56)
Here, 0 ≤ tm ≤ 1. The scheduling is based on the capacity of links. The scheduling for
each subtle networking is defined as Sk . For collaboration and cooperation, the heteroge-
neous UAS networking consists of two subtle networking — inter-networking and intra-
networking. The inter-networking is constructed based on the cell wall connections and the
intra-networking is constructed based on the Ad-hoc networking. The scheduling of the
inter-networking and the intra-networking are SInter and SIntra respectively. Both schedul-
ing are associated with the time slot allocation, so that I have SInter = {0, 1}Vinter and
SIntra = {0, 1}Vintra . The constraints for the scheduling can be:
N∑
m=1
tm ×Sinter ≤ 1 (5.57a)
N∑
m=1
tm ×Sintra ≤ 1 (5.57b)
5.3.4 Networking Construction for Heterogeneous UAS Networking
With the cell wall construction (Wang et al., 2021a), I obtained the cell walls for hetero-
geneous UAS networking, which is distributed and flexible for the dynamic nature of UAS
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Figure 5.19: Cell wall connections between the heterogeneous UAS network-
ing
Figure 5.20: Intra connections of each UAS networking
networking. The intra connections is based on Ad-hoc networking. The intra and the in-
ter networking are collaborative and cooperative to achieve the global optimization on the
throughput. The throughput optimization can maximize the link capacities and mitigate
link collisions.
The abstracts of the inter and the intra networking are shown as Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20.
For the inter networking, the construction is based on cell walls. I assume there are % cell
walls constructed to satisfy the communication requirement. Here, Ω = {ω1, ω2, ..., ω%}.
Each cell wall, ωi , has two parts in different UAS networking. There are ϕ UASs in cell
wall ωi from UAS networking j, and µ UASs in cell wall ωi from UAS networking k. The
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throughput array for cell wall ωi can be (5.58):
Cωi =





cν1 · · · cνϕ
 (5.58)
Correspondingly, the networking for cell walls can be CΩ = {Cω1 , Cω2 , ..., Cω1 }. The opti-




Cωi , ∀ωi ∈Ω (5.59)
With consideration of time allocation and the orders of active time slots. The optimization










tm ≤ 1, 0 ≤ tm ≤ 1 (5.60b)
Unlike the inter connections of heterogeneous UAS networking, the intra connections are
based on Ad-hoc networking. The union of UAS networking is defined as Γ , and Γ =
{u1, u2, ..., uτ }. Each UAS networking is defined as uτ , τ = 1, 2, 3, .... The local through-
put optimization can escalate the global throughput for heterogeneous UAS networking. I
assume there are ς UASs in UAS networking τ . With breath-first-search (BFS), I have the
throughput array (5.61) for UAS networking τ :
Cuτ =

0 · · · c1ς
... 0
...
cς1 · · · 0
 (5.61)
Correspondingly, the capacity of the heterogeneous UAS networking can be CΓ =




Cuτ , ∀uτ ∈ Γ (5.62)
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tm ≤ 1, 0 ≤ tm ≤ 1 (5.63b)
With maximization of each networking, I can have the local optimization for both the inter
connections (denoted as THPinter ) and the intra connections (denoted as THPinter ). Here,
THPinter = {THPω1 , THPω2 , ..., THPωi } and THPintra = {THPu1 , THPu2 , ..., THPuτ }. The
global optimization is based on the bottleneck of the heterogeneous UAS networking.







tm ≤ 1, 0 ≤ tm ≤ 1 (5.64b)
With the greedy algorithm, I can have the global optimization for the throughput of the
heterogeneous UAS networking.
5.3.5 Scheduling and Balance for Throughput Maximization
The global throughput optimization for the heterogeneous UAS networking can maximize
the throughput with the static connections, which still exist collisions in the same time slots.
The collisions between the beams degrade SNR and the packet loss rate increases. A reason-
able time allocation for each UAS in the connections can reduce the collisions occurring
significantly, improving QoS and the throughput for heterogeneous UAS networking.
To address the time allocation and scheduling, I mapped the heterogeneous UAS net-
working, including the inter and the intra networking, into the directed graphs, Ginter =
{Gω1 ,Gω2 , ...,Gωτ } and Gintra = {Gu1 ,Gu2 , ...,Guτ }. To get a general formation of Ginter and
Gintra, I summarized the time allocation and scheduling optimization for each sub network-
ing into an optimization in general formation, G = (V ,E). V denotes a UAS in G and E
denotes a connection between two UASs in G. Based on the optimization in 5.64, I focus on
the time allocation and scheduling in G. To specify the active time of each link, I install tg
for d tmtg e − 1 links and the rest links are assigned with the active time of mod(tm, tg). Here,
mod is the modulo operation in computation. R−1 sections are assigned with the active time
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e − 1)tg +mod(tm, tg)
≤ (d tm
tg
















m=1Rtg > 1, I need to re-adjust the sum of tg to fill the unit time, 1. I define the
shrinking factor for tg is α which can guarantee α
∑N




The adjusted time for each active link can be t?g , t
?
g = ιtg .
With directed graphs Ginter and Gintra, I can leverage edge coloring to allocate orders S for
each active link and improve the local throughput derived from (5.64). At the same time, I
can mitigate the collision occurring in Ginter and Gintra.
With the local optimization for Ginter and Gintra, the optimization is still just limited to the
subtle networking which cannot expand for heterogeneous networking. The bottleneck for
the heterogeneous UAS networking is the asynchronization of sharing nodes (denoted as uN )
for Ginter and Gintra. uN provides the delivery services for the connections between Ginter
and Gintra which allocate different active times with variable orders to improve the through-
put on uN . To clarify the links from Ginter and Gintra, I denote the capacities of the links
from Ginter as cN− , and the links from Gintra as cN+ . cN− is negative and cN+ is positive in
arithmetic. The balance between Ginter and Gintra can enlarge the information synchroniza-
tion efficiently. The schedule for uN is denoted as Ŝ . Ŝ mainly solves the incidents on uN .




‖c × tm × Ŝ‖+
∑
c⊂uN+




c × tm × Ŝ +
∑
c⊂uN+
c × tm × Ŝ = 0 (5.67b)
For the throughput of uN , there are two main situations for the active links in time slot tg .
1) The active links are just only from one networking, Ginter or Gintra. 2) There are over two
active links on input and output uN which generate cN+ and cN− at tg . The distribution of
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cij , t = tg ; (5.68a)∑
cij∈cuN−
cij , t = tg ; (5.68b)∑
cij∈{cuN+ , cuN− }
cij , t = tg ; (5.68c)
For the situations of (5.68a) and (5.68b), there are no collision occurring in time slot tg . There
is no need for the collision mitigation. For the situation of (5.68c), I separate a smaller time
pieces ts to fill the duration of tg ,
∑N








cij × ts‖+ ‖
∑
cij∈uN−







cij × ts +
∑
cij∈uN−
cij × ts) = 0 (5.69b)
N∑
n=1
ts ≤ tg (5.69c)
In each ts, there is only one active link for connection. The schedule Ŝ on uN can be a greedy
algorithm to traverse all active links to fill the duration of tg .
5.3.6 RL-based Optimization on Scheduling
With RL exploitation, I can improve the throughput with variable scheduling and mitigate
the collision occurring in the sharing UASs ofGinter andGintra. The conventional approaches
focus on the simple parameter optimization, which cannot solve the NP-hard problem on
the scheduling. With Ginter and Gintra, the scheduling can be converted as an edge-coloring
problem. With the maximum node degree rendering (5.70), I can have the upper bounds
for the orders of Ginter and Gintra, αinter and αintra. Based on the conclusion of (Karloff and
Shmoys, 1987), I can have α = {αinter , αintra}:
αinter = 3 · d
tg(Vinter − 1) + 1
2 · tg
e (5.70a)
αintra = 3 · d
tg(Vintra − 1) + 1
2 · tg
e (5.70b)
The optimization target is to generate less orders for the scheduling and achieve the maxi-
mum throughput. The scheduling orders are defined as β, β ≤ α. With collision mitigation
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from Ginter and Gintra, ts can mitigate the imbalance between Ginter and Gintra. Based on the





subject to (5.63b) (5.71b)
β ≤ α (5.71c)
uN+ ∩uN− = ∅,∀ts ∈ tg (5.71d)
(5.69c) (5.71e)
To solve the optimization, I incorporate DNN into Q-learning to form DQN and exploit the
optimization for the throughput enhancement. With input Gintra and Ginter separately, I can
derive the status of networking s. Furthermore, I assign ts and β to maximum the reward of





, (5.71d) (5.71c) (5.69c) (5.63b)
ts
tg ∗βk , (5.71c) (5.69c) (5.63b)
0, otherwise
(5.72)
If there are no sharing node situation, the reward for the successful link can be 1βk . However,
the reward will be degraded with a proportion of tstg once the agents meet in the same node.
Here, βk ∈ {1,2, ...,α}. The updating processing of agent is (5.73):
Qκ+1(s,a) =Qκ(s,a) + γ{rκ −Qκ(s,a) +max
a′∈a
Qκ(s′ ,a′)} (5.73)
Where, γ is the learning rate, γ ∈ (0, 1]. s′ is the next state predicted by DQN. a and a′ are
the current and the predicted actions at iteration κ. Qκ is the Q value at the iteration of κ.





Here, θ is the parameter of DNN at iteration κ. With the differentiation (5.75) of Lκ(θ), the
training processing can be accelerated.
∇θ−Lκθ = E(s,a;θ)[(maxa Q
κ+1(s′ ,a;θ−)−Qκ(s,a;θ) + rκ)2∇θ−Q(s,a,θ−)] (5.75)
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The specific pseudo-algorithm for implementation of RL on the scheduling is shown as Al-
gorithm 12. To extend the simple beam to the multiple beams, I loosen the constraint of
(5.63b) to Ω. Correspondingly, the constraints of (5.66) is extended to Ω. I can optimize
scheduling of heterogeneous UAS networking with Ω active beams for each UAS.
Algorithm 12 Render the max throughput σ
1: Initial G = (V ,E) f or Initial Schedule S ;
2: setting tg ;




5: Initial random aκ0 , sκ0 and θ;
6: Qκ0(aκ0 ,sκ0)← rκ0 ;
7: γ = 1κε ;
8: while ∇θ−Lκθ > 0 and κ ≤ E do
9: Input Gκ into DNN (θ);
10: sκ ← DNN (θ);
11: if uN+ ∩uN− , ∅ and ts > tg then
12: break;
13: else
14: rκ ← rκ+1;
15: maxa′∈aQκ(s′ ,a′)←max( 1a′k
| sκ)};
16: end if






18: Qκ+1(s,a)←Qκ(s,a) +φ{rκ −Qκ(s,a) +maxa′∈aQκ(s′ ,a′)};
19: Lκ(θ)← (rκ +maxaQκ+1(s′ ,a;θ−)−Qκ(s,a;θ));
20: ∇θ−Lκθ← Lκ(θ);
21: end while
22: Gκ+1← a′ ;
23: Gκ← Gκ+1;






g · sκ · cκ;
5.3.7 Evaluation
Unlike the conventional scheduling on heterogeneous UAS networking on the centralized or
the hierarchical architectures, I leveraged RL to enhance the scheduling and time allocation
on the throughput optimization on the intra and the inter networking. With 5G NR, the
heterogeneous UAS networking can achieve a flexible, reliable, and resilient connection for
each subtle networking.
In this part, I evaluated the throughput optimization for the heterogeneous UAS network-
ing, which is critical to collaboration and cooperation on complicated and parallel missions.
Based on that, I conducted evaluations on Matlab 2019b, and the specific configuration of
the platform is as follows. CPU: E5v4 @ 3.10 GHz × 4; Memory: 15.6 GiB; OS: Ubuntu 18.04
LTS.
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Table 5.3: Cell Wall Configuration
Transmission Power, p 20 dBm
Direct gain, g 30 dB
Carrier frequency, f 28 GHz
Noise power, N0/B -174 dBm/Hz




Figure 5.21: The distribution of the heterogeneous UAS networking
The configuration for the specific experiment is shown as Table 5.3. With 5G NR, each
UAS has a mobile beamforming device that can generate multiple mmWave beams with the
carrier of 28 GHz. The maximum bandwidth of generated links is 1 GHz. For the constraint
of the power supply, I set the transmission power of beamforming, p, to 20 dBm and the
direct gain, g, for cell wall connections to 30 dB. Further, the noise power,N0/B, is estimated
to be −174 dBm/Hz, and the minimum SINR threshold is −5 dB. The routing algorithm
for the heterogeneous UAS networking is ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV). To
evaluate the RL-enabled scheduling on the heterogeneous UAS networking, I executed the
evaluation on 10,000 runs.
I deployed five different UAS networking in the space of 100m × 100m × 80m. Figure 5.21
shows 5 UAS networking in different colors for the collaboration and the corporation. Each
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Figure 5.22: Inter networking throughput





= 1. a= 20m, b = 30m, c = 25m. The random location follows a Poisson distribution
with the configuration of λ= 20. To form a collaborative fleet for the five heterogeneous UAS
networking, I constructed four cell walls for the connections and packet delivery between
the different UAS networking. The central UAS networking in black denotes u1 for the
packets delivery. With the cell wall construction, the packets can be delivered from each
UAS networking to another UAS networking freely.
To maximize the throughput with the physical link, I maximized the throughput with the
greedy algorithm to achieve the optimal throughput without collision mitigation, time allo-
cation, and scheduling for the active links. The max-min throughput of the inter networking
(cell walls construction) and the intra networking are shown in Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23.
The throughput of the inter and the intra networking is based on the variable beams. Gener-
ally, as the amount of the active beams increases, the throughput shows a positive relation-
ship with the active beams. However, the throughput decreases in the growth rate when the
amount of the active beams is over 8. From my observation, the collision occurring between
different connections is soaring.
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Figure 5.23: Intra networking throughput
Figure 5.22 shows the throughput distribution of the enabling beams. The throughput be-
tween u1 to u3, u1 to u4, and u1 to u5 show the similar climbing trends as the enabling beams
expand. UAS networking of u2 is far from the others, the throughput of u1 to u2 is lower
than u1 to u3, u1 to u4, and u1 to u5. Due to the interference, the throughput increases as the
beams increase significantly.
Figure 5.23 shows the throughput distribution on the variable beams. Due to the distance,
the expanding of the enabling beams does not improve the throughput of the intra network-
ing. The distribution of u4 is more sparse than the others. The improvement of the enabling
beams on u4 is more apparent than u1, u2, u3, and u5.
Next, I installed the time allocation of tg to mitigate the collision occurring between inter
and intra networking. Based on the max-min throughput, I adjusted the scale of tg to explore
the optimal space for the inter and the intra networking. In the experiment, I installed 4
different ranges of tg ( 0.1 ∼ 1, 0.01 ∼ 0.1, 0.001 ∼ 0.01, and 0.0001 ∼ 0.001 ) to fill the
united time and explore the throughput performances, which are shown as Figure 5.24 and
Figure 5.25. To present the enhancement of tg installment, I presented the normalized result
of the throughput escalation on the variance of tg . Generally, as the scale of tg decreases, the
normalized results shows a climbing trend on the normalized result. The enhancement
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Figure 5.24: tg optimization for the inter networking
keeps stable when tg is less than 0.01 for inter and intra networking generally. The results
show that when the scale of tg is less than 0.02, the space for scheduling is enough for each
active link.
Figure 5.24 shows tg optimization for the inter networking with 0.1 ∼ 1, 0.01 ∼ 0.1,
0.001 ∼ 0.01, and 0.0001 ∼ 0.001. Each range has 8 independent acquisition points to test
the throughput improvement. Generally, the enhancement keeps constant as tg is less 0.01
roughly. Specifically, the offsets for the adjustment on tg for u1 to u2, u1 to u3, u1 to u4, and
u1 to u5 are 0.03, 0.02, and 0.02 and 0.01, respectively.
Figure 5.25 shows tg optimization for the intra networking with 0.1 ∼ 1, 0.01 ∼ 0.1, 0.001 ∼
0.01, and 0.0001 ∼ 0.001. Generally, the enhancement keeps constant as tg is less 0.02
roughly. Specifically, the offsets for the adjustment on tg for u1 to u2, u1 to u3, u1 to u4,
and u1 to u5 are 0.02, 0.02, 0.02 and 0.02, respectively.
To explore the performance of ts on the collision mitigation in tg , I made an experiment on
the relationship between ts and tg . I installed ts in the overlap part in Ginter and Gintra to
explore the performance on the throughput, which is shown as Figure 5.26. The result shows
that as ts decreases, the mean throughput for the heterogeneous UAS networking increases,
which only happens when ts is bigger than 0.06. The throughput does not grow when ts is
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Figure 5.25: tg optimization for the intra networking
less than 0.06. With the fixed ts, tg does not affect the throughput performance when tg is
less than 0.1. The throughput does not grow as tg decreases in the scale of 0.1 ∼ 1. When
both ts and tg are less than 0.01, the whole networking of the heterogeneous UAS networking
goes stable with no more escalation. I observed that each active link in the whole networking
had been assigned with a dependent ts without a collision occurring. The result shows that
the scheduling can fill the scale of tg and ts in 0.01 ∼ 1.
Based on the above result, I conducted the RL-based optimization for scheduling the time
allocation of tg in 0.01 ∼ 1.
The specific training processing is shown as Figure 5.27. The action generation is derived
from a fully connected layer with the parameter of 24. The observation is based on the
structure of the input layer, fully connected layer, relu layer and fully connected layer with
parameters of [1 32 1],24,1,24. As the episodes increase, the average reward rises and con-
verges when the episodes are over 6,000. The Q value keeps climbing slowly when the
episodes are over 1,000.
I compared the scheduling of edge coloring-based scheduling of the Karloff and my pro-
posed DQN approach. The result is shown as Figure 5.28. I compared the performance of
the scheduling throughput enhancement on the variable beams between the Karloff (Karloff
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Figure 5.26: ts-enabled tg for the global optimization






















Figure 5.27: Training processing
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Figure 5.28: Normalized Enhancement with DQN
and Shmoys, 1987) and DQN approach. The result shows that Karloff’s advantages of the
scheduling on the situations of enabling beams are 2, 3, and 4. In the rest comparisons,
DQN can surpass the Karloff approach. In the situation of 1 active beam, DQN can reduce
more collisions occurring than the Karloff. Generally, DQN achieves 57.58% improvement
on average, which exceeds the Karloff of 2.57%. As the beams increase, DQN shows a climb-
ing trend to strengthen the throughput for heterogeneous UAS networking in collaboration
and cooperation.
5.3.8 Conclusion
Unlike the conventional approaches, 5G-enabled UAS networking can be more capable of
multiple and complex missions. The missions have high requirements of collaborations
and cooperation. In challenging missions, the throughput is critical to maintaining stability,
flexibility, and accuracy in the dynamic environment. In this section, I leveraged DQN-based
scheduling to optimize the throughput of heterogeneous UAS networking with the time
allocation of tg and ts. The inter- and intra- networking balance reduces collisions with the
adjustment of tg and ts. With the optimal scheduling rendered from DQN, I optimized link
activation and time allocation globally. Generally, DQN achieves a 57.58% improvement on
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average, which exceeds the Karloff. The experimental results show that my approach can





The integration of ML and mobile communication extends CPS to a large scale. The con-
ventional architectures of UAS networking are centralized and lack stability, flexibility, and
elasticity which is challenging to implement on a large scale. This dissertation focuses on
integrating the advances of 5G NR and ML extends the implementations of UAS networking
on a large scale.
In this dissertation, I proposed OAODV, a swarm-oriented, decentralized, and efficient rout-
ing algorithm. Based on beamforming, OAODV can select next hops and deliver packets in
directional. Most importantly, OAODV can avoid unnecessary searching and reduce the
overhead of UAS networking. Compared with OLSR and AODV, I integrated ACO into
OAODV to contain a better throughput and fewer hops for routing. OAODV aims to im-
prove UAS networking on a large scale.
Enhanced by security improvement, I proposed PoT to improve the efficiency of consen-
sus construction. The consensus enables the blockchain feasible for UAS networking. The
blockchain-based verification between cellular BSs and UASs can improve the security and
QoS for UAS networking remotely.
Inspired by the biological cell behaviors, I proposed a bio-inspired routing for heteroge-
neous UAS networking. Each UAS has the principal characteristics of cell wall building.
With cell walls, the networking can achieve high volume throughput and reliable connec-
tions. The cell wall approach is decentralized and elastic to the dynamic nature of UAS
networking.
To enhance the flexibility and the throughput in both full-duplex and half-duplex modes,
I formulated and summarized the throughput optimization into capacity maximization
to achieve the max-min throughput. An optimal edge coloring can obtain the optimized
scheduling with the upper and lower bound. The balance of the inter and intra active links
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can mitigate collisions on the UASs, which strengthens the throughput of UAS networking
globally for the collaboration and cooperation on a large scale.
To achieve the maximum throughput, I formulated the routing scheduling into an edge-
coloring problem, which is an NP-hard problem. With RL enhancement, I resolved the edge-
coloring problem with the minimum colors and extended the utility of each link between
the cell wall. RL can improve the throughput and elasticity of UAS networking significantly.
Simultaneously, RL can achieve more throughput as the active beams rises.
According to the link allocation, I leveraged RL to adjust the time allocation and orders in
the time slots to reduce the collision occurring and enhance the throughput. Constrained
with the max-min throughput, I maximized the throughput for the collaborations and coop-
eration of heterogeneous UAS networking globally. With RL-enabled scheduling, I achieved
global optimizations on link activation and time allocation.
In the future, I will continue to explore new approaches to extend the implementations of
UAS networking on a large scale. Integrated with cellular communications and machine
learning, UAS networking can be more flexible, elastic, and resilient in diverse scenarios.
I will explore the collaborations and cooperation for heterogeneous UAS networking from
the theoretical and the experimental perspectives. With the exploration, I will develop a
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